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AMIES AND BAR FORD'S 
NEW PATENT 

Adjustable Water-ballasting Wrought 
Iron Field Rollers. 

The-largo 'Rollers dcseti\>cl;l on ptcecillng '[K\gc nrc ll.e5ign~:~.\ c\1lcUy to 1ncct tllc wonts oi 
Roblem~n and others who Ntlnire occaljiou:ally u t'el"!f !teat"!/ implement; but A. mul U. now 
have pleaalm) in'calling tlu,? R-ttcution of' Agriculturi:,;ts to the aboyc, nnd whifo 10ubmitting 
tlu~ wl5oined revised li!it of prices, would c:dlllHrLicular nttcuticm to the follo\\·ing" advun~ 
luges Jl'lli'<'8Ctl hy the"' rullc"' over all others. 

The eylindm and Crnmcil arc mnt1~ cntirl!ly or u•rQII[Jht ir011, combining iwmcmc &h'l!llgth 
with durubillty~ wul ore entirely free from the liability to bt•cr.tkngc on rough, Lnd a·ond~t, nrul 
from oth4T caUSf» so common to the urtliuary cwal ir011 t•ollcr; in fnct, whether Un·ougb 
ltcidruts or ordiuary work, it is next to im1J<11i8ible to brenk tlu.•sc rollers. 

They are cheaper tlmn anv kiwl, bc'':lltse twa implcmcnb must be bought to obtain the 
tame remits here secured in.otte, ns tile weight of either size can be doubletl if desired, by 
limp11 remoriDg: the brass water plug shewn in tbc engr.wiug, and filling tltc cyt .1ders 
"With water. 

Thus, beiides- securing in one roller n one, two, or threc·1JOrse implement at plen.sure, tho 
.inm:ased weight is employed directly on the aurface qf the land, with the highest possible 
J'fteerllage of crushing poWCT, yet witJ;oat incrcusing the fr{ction 011 the bearings (nnd COD• 

tcquent11 the draogbt of the implcmc .. t), ns i> tho cru;c whe!< the old clu=y phil of loudillg 
lbeft"m io raorted to. 

Ther arc designed to DU!Ct the f':':tnkemcnts ar small as well as Jarge farmers, and nre as 
euilr """"'to weigh five toilS liS five cwts., occording to the wishes ol' the purchaser. 

All a proof of the value oftLis invention, it may here he mentioned tl1at G Silver !fcdnls 
Pll 10 Ii'int l'riuo (m Wlllp<titions opeu to :ill England) have bcon awarded to it, l>e]ng 
~ 011 e<ery O<CaSion where it bas eompotcd, including the FmST PRIZE at the 
!ale trials oflbe &J'al.>grieu.ltural Society, a~Newcastle-upon-Tyne, against 4Q comP.,titor: 

AM I ES & BAR FORD'S 
IMPROVED PATTERN 

Press Wheel Clod Crusher and Land E. 

A novelty and mOI'COVCr II GDEA.'r IYFROVEMEN'r has been ' 
into this Article. 

The CJlinders nrc on Cambridge's principle but tho fram 
'IVDOLLY !If wnouonT IRON. It is fitted with a steerage front 
guide rod, which cnablos tl1e man not only to steer tho implem 
greatest nicety, but at the same time with the nssistaueo of rein 
3 horses abreast without the aid of a boy. A saving of one fourt 
power is certainly saved thereby, nnd tho undue strain upon 
horse, Ro much to be condemned, is avoided. Being made en tiro 
these rollers are not liable to damage by tho weather, as is tho 
all ;;thers. 

l'RICES-7 feet wide. 
80 inches diameter .. ... 
26 ditto ••• 
2~ ditto ... • .. ... .. . 
20 ditto ... • •• 

18 0 
15 10. 
14 10 
13 0 

Tfmatle lltitk seat for Dri~er, e:ttra .•. £2 0 0 

Tf fitted with Patent Scrapers whick also make a peifect brake wke 
stronglp recommended, e:rtra-£2 lOa. Otl. 

Can be fMiJe anplltidtlt fr(;7ll 5 w 8 feet, to suit purc7taa 
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FRONTISPIECE - This engraving was prepared in 1816, for 'An Encyclopaedia of Agriculture' by 
I.C. Loudon. At that time the implements were made of wood, except for the actual tines, and even 
had wooden wheels similar to those used on farm carts. See also the plan of the Couch grass rake 
from the same source, on the opposite page. 
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NOTFS ON THE MATERIAL 

In this volume I have grouped together implement£ of tillage except for the plough, so that it 
includes the devices for cleaning, breaking down and consolidating the soil, as well as those for cul
tivating the soil between growing crops. The classification of some of these implements may seem 
rather confusing; this is because many of them were introduced in the 18th and 19th centuries to 
'fill the gaps' between work performed by the traditional implements of tillage, the plough, harrow 
and hoe, and thus there is some overlapping of functions. With the grubbers, scarifiers, cultivators, 
scufilers, horse-hoes, drags etc., I suppose the only distinction of real significance to the user was 
whether or not the implement could oe u>.ed for tillag~ betw~n the rows of standing crops. 

The development from a few types of s;:nple wood framed implements, to the diverse types of all 
iron or steel tools took place at a great pace in the first half of the 19th Century. The British inventors 
seem to have Jed the field, at least on the evidence seen in the extract from the American publication 
of 1875, reproduced on pages 7 and 8. The material in this book spans that period of innovation. 
The main advance in design or culti\"ators during the second half of the 18th Century was the intro
duction of lighter, spring tined implements, in place of the heavy rigid older types. 

The origin of the extracts is noted in each he 1ding. Further details and comments on these sources 
are given in the introduction to the frrst book in this set of four, "Ploughs". Most of the extracts are 
ftom the standard agricultural encyclopaedias, and although the text may look dry and dusty it is 
actually very clear and quite readable. Some of the engravings are of remarkable quality especially 
those in Morton's book. 

Further information on books, locations where implements can be seen, and some advice for 
modelmakers is fliven in Books I and U of this set. 

···~----
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These engravings are from a large unidentifi 
volume in the library of the North Devo 
Atheneum, Barnstaple. The text is missing, s 
readers will have to puzzle out the working o 
the Fallow cleansing machine. (probably earl 
18th Century.) 



CULTIVATOR 
From 'The Practical Dictionary of Mechanics', by Edward H. Knight. 

(Published in Boston, U.S.A.,l87S) 

(It · · WUiiD& to - that British implements I shares. and drawn by one horae, which walks in the 11 m • this -....:-.•- balk between the rows of corn, potatoes, or other 
feature ~tly iD u •n-;:v· In ~ntrast plant&. The animal is hitched to the tlpeX of the 
the lll1idos on MoweJS ~ Reapers liom frame, and the implement is guided by a pair of 
the some book ""' dommated by machines handles at the rear. 
made ill the U.S.A.) 2. Single and double rlunlel·l'lt»JJ6, which are used 

for precisely the same purpose, but are known as 
plows. See SuovEt.--PLOw. 

The cultivator is an improwd hRrrow. 
Cal'ti-va'mr. This term, in a broad sigui&ca· The courae of improvement is not difficult for a 

tiaD, illeludee harrow., drags, JITilbbers, ......uiers, farming mechanic to imsgine. 

f1 

..men, pulverizers, spiked harrows and rollers, 
Jamse.hoeS, shovel-vlowSp and some other imple
~~~mts. The essential idea or cultivation is or course 
bruader still, as it comprehends all the means of 
ti1laJte. wbkh would include plows, the dominant 
imptem.nt in the art of husbacdry. 

The term erdtimtor, in the United States, em· 
~ implements which are used in tending grow .. 
mg cropo. 1'beoe are : -

1. Tbe implement spoci&cally known as a culti•a· 
tor, ba'J'ins a triangular frame let witb teeth or 

7 

The ordinary harrow, we may say, is dependent 
for its course solely upon the direction of draft. 

A good harrow, especially for new ground and in 
fields where there are occasional obstructions, lit that 
of an A form la, Fig. 1544). The rear comers may 
be readily rall-~d by a hooked stick, so as to allow it 
to pass a stumf without swerving the team. Better 
still is a bow o hickory, lUI in the next figure (b) ; by 
this it may be liftt'd one side at once, or, by swinging 
back on it, the whole harrow is lifted, to clear it of 
accumulated weeds, etc. Thb harrow is for regular 
service in putting in eropa. 

A smaller size, with a Dow handle, is made to go 
between two rows of com, potat!'(~ beans, r.tc., the 
handle aUOrding the means or sway~~g it towo.1'lls or 
from the row, to suit anv irrt~gularitr in the line of 
plants,_ and abo to keep 'it to its dut~r if the horse 
swenes from the exact path. 

Another mocle of affi.xin~ ba.ndll"a is sbown in the 
next fu;z:ure (c), and this bt1ngs the aubjer.t to such 
close relationship to tho cultivator as to render it 
unnecessary to trace the steps farther. 

ln connection with the sutiject we must not for. 
get the author of u Horse-hoeing Husbandry ... 
Jethro Tull introduced his system of drilling cro_ps 
ill 1701, with tl1e object of cultivating the plants by 
machinery. He published his book 1731. His sys
tem rendered the cultivator }lOSSible. 

The English c111tivators and horse-hoe& may be 
classed together, as no line of demarcation exists 
between them. The horse.hoes are designed to tend 
drilled crops,. the prongs or sbnres paRSing along tho 
ba.lks between the rows of plants,- wbeat, barley, 
oats, ~e, turnipa, beans. etc. This renders it necea· 
Mrv tbu.t the abares ahonld have the same gage; of 
width .. tho drills ; bu~ ~Ilia io all thot is Jl"Culior 
about them, and ill • question or proportion, not 
Frinciple. 

The tendt.ncy in all economico.l farming on an ex· 
ten:led scale iR toward reducing rnanuo.llabor. Cul
tivators and shovel-plows have to a gr_cat extent 
superse<led tl1e hoe in com.culture, and the English 
llmse-hoo is dt>.signed to do the same in the culture 
of smaller drilled grain. A man can kill more 
weeds in a day with a double-shovel plow or culti· 
vator than he can in a week with u. hoe, ca:uri8 
paribus. 

Wilkie, of TeddinJrton, Scotln.nd, is the inventor 
of the cultivator. He invented the plurality of 
shares, the expanding frame, ami the castcr.wheel. 
His cultivator (~hown at d, Fig. 1544) ha.CJ a frame 
of triangular fonn. The apex is supported on a 
cast&•r-wheel, and the 1\'ar of the frame upon a pair 
of wheels. The share-frame is so suspende(l fl'om 
the traction-frame as hy a parallel movement to be 
rai'ietl hodily, or lowered, by means of a single lever 
projecting at the rear. The lever catches in notches 
in the segment-bar, so as to maintain the desired 
adjustment. 

'fbe teeth are eu"ed prongs which enter the soil 
obliquely and raise weeds to the surface; the trnsh 
p_a$iCS up the incline, ancl falb over the rear ends of 
the teeth, which are thus self-cleaning. 



Fmla;yson's cwtivot<>r c (British, 182G) is modo 
of bon, ond the prongs oro ormnged on parallel, 

:iljf. 101/l. 

Q 

.. -•-"!:J.-::: '• 

Earfi'J.\ CWtiMtm. 

tmnsverse lms of the frame, which is 8Uppc?rted OD 
a easter.-wheel in front and two wheels a.t the rear. 
The depth of tilth ia regulated by • lever, which ia 
eonnected to the carriage of the caster-wh!!cl flO 1\S 
to raise> the apex. or tho. frame when the lever is. dc
preued, 11Dd conversely. The rogulatiou for depth 
at the ren end is by set screws. The prongs arc 
ee-lf..cleaningt having the arched form of Wilkie's ; 
the ..,.. set split the balks left by those preceding. 

Finla.~n's cultiva.to'"is shown at f. 
Wi1k1e•s horse-hoe and drill-harrO\v g· (Scotland, 

JS20) boa a central fixed shsre and adjustable side 
sh~ which are expanded or contracted according 
to the state of the crop or the width o! the balk. 
Following the shares is a. frame with harrow-tet:th. 
Either the share or the harrow-teeth may be re
moved, and the temainder used JSe{)!\mtcly. Th6 
depth is adjusted by the ciiSter~whcel in front. 

It, shows. anuthcr form~ llOmewlmt nl()!Utic(l. 
In Fig. 1M&, a is Colman's cultivator, n.nd t11at 

below it is known u a skim-cultivator, with a. long, 

llg.IM6. 

8 

eurved. flat slum-\ whose depth is regulated by a 
crank a11d sctew. 

Fig. 1546 shoYo-s one Ame~co.n form of cultivator, 
in which tl1e plows are managed by levers in driving 
aud riding, and by tho handles wht!U walking be· 
hind the machine. The plow-beams are gimbal. 
jointed to standal'ds depending fi'Om the axle, and 
have vertical and lateral. movement by two hand~ 
levers. 

Fig. 1541~;hows a fonn in which the plow-frames 
are attached Uy an arched yoke, which permits in· 

Fig. 1547 • 

dependent motion. Their cle\·iscs embrace posts 
.shacklt>d to the carriage • 

Fi9 . B. 

.M~ .d~Ios's l'tmd1 Crn.r.r llm~:. 

S~rh'on though till' linr ~.l'.,Y •. FI!J. 7. 

J· 
J'l'.ll.Je (,f .l'el't. 

7 8 ' 4 • 
PLAN 

F'9.?. 

INSET - Compare this implement shown in 
Loudon's 'An Encyclopaedia of Agriculture• 
(1825), with the A!nerican cultivator, Fig 1544(c), 
on the previous page. 
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HORSE-HOE 

from 

"The Rural Cyclopaedia" 
J.M. Wilson, 1847 

BOBSE-llOE. A horae-drawn implement f'or 
lllirring the soil and destroying the weeds in the 
intenals of the drilla t>l growing field-crope. It 
wullnt invuted b.J the oelehreted Jethro Tull; 
and, in eoeoequence of ita heing the obaraoteriatio 
tillage implement ofall the after-c1llturo of drilled 
aupe, it loag gave the JUUile of hone-hoeing 
h1lllxmdr.J 'o the ayatem whiob Tull introduced 
of railing field-crope in clril1t. See the ertiole 
DllllolrB1!81W11)ar. The modes and 111e11 of hot>
ing. whether with the hand-hoe or the horae-hoe, 
are noticed in the artiol<! Boa; and the principal 
adftlllagta of the horae-hoe over the hand-hoe, 
are rapidit.r of performance and econom.r of 
lahoar. "Especlitiou," remarks Blaikie, "is a. 
moet materia.! point in all proceasea of husbandr.J, 
carried 011 in a 'l3riable and uncertaill climate ; 
and it frequelltly happe111, that hoeing in any 
_,....,. onJ.r he e:recuted to advantage in a very 
few da.ra ill epring. He11ce, the horae-hoe has a 
mos0 decided advantage over the hand-hoe; for 
a mu will onl.r hoe about half 1.11 acre a-day with 
the latter, while, with the former, a man and a 
he.J, with o11e bono, will hoe 8 or 10 acre• a-day, 
and that in • more ell'eotual manner." 

The original horae-hoe, or that Invented by 
Tull himlell, was a rude implement, and resem
bled a ronghl1-ohaped swing-plough, wanting the 
monlcJ.hoard, and with the cutting-edge of the 
shore ~ up on its land-side. Subaeqnent 
horae-hoes, though lese rude and sometimes dis
playing eonsidersble ingenuity, continued to he 
very aimple ; and possessed some resembL•nce, 
either 'o a owing-plough without the mould
hoard, or to the ecufHer, the ecarificr, or the old, 
aimple, and diminutive varieties of the grubber. 
Moderll·horae-hoes are eJ:ceedingly diversified in 
both etruoture and adaptation ; they range be-

l WOOil great aimplicity and very considerable 
1 eompleDty; they vary widely from one another, 

I 
both in the facilities with whiob the1 are worked, 
and the precise soils, crops, and conditions for 
which they are most suitable; a.nd even such as 

II 
posaea a oameness of both general structure and 
~~ adaptation are considerably diversified by 

9 
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tho caprice or the conllicting judgments of dif
ferent manufacturers. Their cotnparative merits, 
as regards mere construction, will best appear 
from a separate description of en.ch and a succes
sive view of all; and their comparative value, as 
regard& the circumstances in which they are to 
he used, is altogether rel~tive, and depends, in a 
nWn degree, on the charneter of soil w he hoed, 
and on tho best method of hoeing it. "Soils of 
difFerent textures require to be hoed with shares 
of difFerent forms, according to their hardness, 
or mmure of stones, flints or graveL The num
ber of hoes also in hard soils requires to be 
diminished; in the case of a strong clay, one hoe 
or flat sh::t.re, with or without one or two coulters 
or prongs, will often be all that can he made to 
enter the ground. In using these implements, 
the operator should always consider whether he 
will produce most benefit by merely cutting over 
or rooticg up the weeds, or by stirring the soil; 
because the hoe suited for the one purpose is by 
no means well adapted for the other. In the 
former case 9at shares are to he preferred, but 
pointed, that they may enter the soil easily ; in 
the latter, coulters or prongs, as in the oultiVll
tors, are much more efFective, as they will enter 
the soil and stir it to a considerable depth, thus 
greatl1 benefiting the plants by the admission of 
air, heat, dews, and rai111, and by rendering it 
more permeable by the roots."-{Loudon's En• 
oyclop~edia of Agriculture.] 

Wilkie's horse-hoe and drill-hnrrow, or Wilkie's 
drill-grubber with appended harrow, is a very cffi• 
cient implement both for cleaning and pulverizing 
the intervals of the drills as soon as the plants 
appear above ground, and for performing all the 
subsequent hoeing operations of ordinary •fter• 
culture. It was invented by the elder Wilkie of 
Uddingstono, and brought to quito or very nearly 
the state in which it is still made, between tbo 
years 1818 and 1821. It has somewhat the furm 
of a plough ; and consists of a beam, three coul• 
tera attached to tho body and wings of the heam, 
a small wheel at tho point of the beam, directing 
handles like those of a plough, and a harrow 
behind tho coulters nnd below the anterior mid
dle ports of the handles. The wheel at the point 
of the beam regulates the depth of the imple
ment's action, serves ns a fulcrum when the 
implement is raised to free the coulters from an 
accumulation of weeds, and fa.cilitates the turn-
ing of the implement at the ends of the ridges. 
The foremost coulter has a double-feathered sole, 
passes up through a hole in the beam, and admits 
of being raised or lowered so as to be adapted w 
the precise depth of action required in the centro 
of the drill; the other two shares have single
feathered soles, and are attached on a. line with 
each other to the wings of the beam or lower 
part of the handles, and arc prolonged and hinge
jointed at top so as to be capable of expansion 
and contraction; and while the foremost coulter 
cuts the weeds and stir• the soil in the centre of 

3A 
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.HORSE-HOE. 

tho interval hotween two drills, the other two 
coulters, acting horizont:Uly ns well ns verticolly, 
pare the soil from the sides and bottom. The 
bnrrow consists cf two bars, each armed with 
three very long borrow-tines, and is oapnble 
both of depression and of expansion ; and it 
serves as a. very useful auxiliary to the action of 
the coulters, by displnoing the weeds, bringing 
the weed-roots to the surface, and thoroughly 
stirring and pu!verizing the soil. A representa· 
tion of this implement is shown in Fif!. 1, 
Plale XXVIII. 

Wilkie,s horse-hoe with para.llel motion is an 
invention of the younger Wilkie of Uddingstone; 
it differs from the preceding, partly i.u wanting 
the harrow, but principally in the manner in 
which the two side-coulters are adjusted; and it 
possesses) in an eminent degree, the capacity of 
easy and efficient contraction or expansion of its 
side-coulters, to suit the different widths of drills. 
A representation of it is given in Fig. 3, Plate 
XXVJJL The horizontal arms of its side-coulters 
hohind their chief curvature ore strongly jointed 
to the extremities of two cross-bars, which have 
their centres of motion in the beam ; and in con
aequenoo or the n:ms and the cross· bars forming a 
p..'\rnllelogram, the coulters, at whatever distance 
they may be set, constantly preserve a position 
equidistnnt from and parallel to each other, each 
uniformly advancing in the exact proportion in 
which the other recedes. The coulters, therefore, 
never suffer the inconvenience and comparative 
inefficiency, incident to those of many varieties 
of horse-hoe, oi being thrown out of parallelism ; 
and, being always at the gTeatest possible dis
tance from each other, they also prevent, in the 
greatest practicable degree, a choking accumu
lation of weeds when the implement is working 
in narrow intervals. 

The horse-hoe and double mould-board plough 
is an implement with a skeleton equally suitable 
for a proper horse-hoe and a proper double mould
board plough, and with such adjustments of the 
apparatus peculiar to each as to admit of that 
of the one being at any time easily substituted 
by that of the other. Both the horse-hoe of the 
elder Wilkie and the horse-hoe of the younger 
Wilkie, as originally made by their inventors, 
can be converted into double mould- board 
ploughs, for earthing up the soil on drills of 
turnips, potatoes, or other similarly growing 
crops, simply by the removal of the coulters of 
the latter, or of the coulters and harrow of the 

I 
former, and by the affixation, in their stead, of 
a drill-body with mould-boards. The common 
double mould-board swing-plough, on the other I hand, is often so constructed as to be convertible 

! ! into a. scuffiing or cleaning plough, or virtually 
r a quite efficient horse-hoe for any tolerably clean 

" : ' land, simply by withdrawing the hinge-pins of 
the mould-boards. It is usually made with a 
cast-iron body, and bas its beam placed iu the 
plane which bisects the angle of the handles; its 

mould-boards are jointed at the fore-part to the 
head, so as to be capable or expanC!ion and con
traction behind; it h~ a double-feathered share 
and two kneed coulters or scu:ffiers set in jointed 
bars, which are adapted for variable widths; 
and it has no wheel. See the article PLouou. 

Finlayson's self-cleaning horse-hoe and drill
harrow may be conceived to bear nearly the 
same relation to both the horse-hoe of the elder 
Wilkie nod that of the younger Wilkie, which 
Finlayson's patent harrow bears to Wilkie's 
grubber. See the article Gnu:nBER. It has a 
much more facile and efficient action on many 
kinds cf soil than t-he Wilkie horse-hoes, and 
operates much more in the manner of a harrow 
than that of the younger Wilkie. Its tines are 
eight in number, fixed in a narrow skeleton 
fmme, and all self-cleaning; and six are swan
necked and prong-pointed, while the two hind
most ones are curved and feather-soled. A beam 
projects from the front of the frame, and termi
mina.tes in a fulcrum-wheel and the draught
attachment ; and a pair of guiding- handles, 
exactly like thos~J of' a common plough, project 
from the rear ofthe frame. 

'Veir's expanding horse-hoe is somewhat simi
lar in structure to tho Wilkie horse-hoes; and is 
so made as to do the work either of a proper 
horse-hoe or of • double mould-bonrd plough. 
It has circular coulters, hoc-tineh, and a double 
mould-board; and when used as a horse-hoe, its 
curved coulters are adjustl'3d into the expanding 
bar in adaptation to the width of the intervals 
to he hoed ; and when used as a plough for 
earthing up potatoes or turnips, it is mounted 
with the mould-boards and a suitable coulter. 

The common Scotch horse-hoe is a plough
grubber, carrying five coulters, and having the 
fore-pnrt of its beam supported on a wheel, which 
regulates the depth of the coulters' action ; and 
four of its coulters are set, two and two, in jointed 
bars, which contract and expand to suit the 
width of the interval between the drills. Dut 
another form of the common Scotch hoe has 
only three coulters, and is so constructed that, 
when required to work any bard soil, one or 
more of its ordinary coulters can be substituted 
by bent prongs. 

Henry's improved scarifier is closely allied, at 
once io. form, in action, and in uses, to a light 
grubber; and may be regarded a& intermediate 
in character between a small form of the old 
scarifier and the Wilkie or Finlayson varieties 
of the modern horse~hoe. It has a triangular 
outline, and is mounted on three small wheels; 
its tines are nine in number, and have small 
duck·footed soles,- and are adjusted in two 
linear series,-four upon the front cross-bar and 
five upon the hind cross-bar; and its guiding 
handles are light, and project from the middle 
part of the frame. 

Gorrie's drill ~ grubber or horse- hoe, was 
invented, in 1840, by Mr. Gorrie of Annat--Gar-
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dell ill Perthahire. It carries a SCilfller ill front, bar imme~iately below the handles, and each 
equ.l in length t.o the width of the intorn.ls fumiBhed at its extremity with a straight and 
be&weea the drills, and 10 dispoaed as to under- pointed tine,-and an apparatus for expanding 
out all weeds; it has, behind the lll'ntller, auch or contracting the body of the ·implement in 
tines or eonltera as throw the weeds at once to adaptation to the width of intervals between 
the anrfaoe; md it ia fumiahed with a wheel drills. The nine straight tines in front. stir and 
under the be.o!D, for the pnrpoao of regulating pulverize the soil of the greater part of the inter
the dep\h <>f th1> action. val; the two inwardly cuned-footed tines almost 

Kortoa,a hone-hoe was invented about 20 meet each other at the points, and cut up any 
yean ago by .Mr. Mortan of Edinburgh. It root-weeds which escape the action of the other 
eonsista of directillg handles somewhat similar tines; and the two tinea upon the backward
to those of a plongh,-two lleams, which extend projecting rods spread or level the ;.or after it 
in -tin111.tioa of the banclles, and finally curve has been acted on by the cnrved-fookd tiues. 
t.o & j11J1Ction, and aerul oil' a projecting bar,- The Northumberland horse-hoe is of simple 
two tiaes upon the lower extremity of the han- construction, and triangular form ; it contains 
dies, eight upon the two beams, and two upQo. either six tines or three coulters and three tines, 
the projecting har,-and two cross-bars, adjnsted according to the state of the soil; and, when 
trannersely between the beams. The foremost used for hoeing between rows of turnips, its two 
tiu upon the projecting bar is a cutting coulter; side coulters have a curved form. This imple
tlae hiader tine upon tha projecting bar ia a ment is frequently used instead of a grubber in 
triangui&Noled share; the eight tines upon the pulverwng land for barley in spring, and in 
beams are straight, pointed teeth; and the two tilling bean·stubblos in preporation for wheat 
tines npon the lower extremity of the handles in autumn ; and a diminutive variety of it is 
are triangular-aoled shares. An apperatns exists sometimes attached to a small roller, and used 
within the coDStrnction to oet the tines at any for hoeing the intervals between drills of barley 
width trhich thedittallce between the drills may and wheat. 
~;and the relative position and aggregate Blaikie's inverted horse-hoe was introduced 
ezpanae of the soles of the three triallgular-soled by the author of the well-known Treatise on 
oharu are neb as to out all weed-roots athwart Farm-Yard Manure; and was the earliest effi
the whole interval between the drills. oient implement of ita class for hoeing simulta-

Tile Hawick horae-hoe ia similar, in general neously the intervals between several drills of 
structure, to Morton's horae-hoe ; but is less turnips; and possesses both singn!amy and sim
elahorate in the eombiDation of ita parts, and plicity of c<>nstruction. Its tines are stalks or 
bas & smaller unmber anol dilf'erent form of tinea. vertical bars, eaeb terminating on one of its 
One triangular-aoled share in front cuts all the sides, in a small steel blade ; they are fixed, at 
weed-roots in the middle parts of the interval regular distances, into two parallel beams or 
between the drills; snol silt curved-footed caul- bars ofiron,theoneofwhichisplacedinadvance 
tors, adjnated on the beams, cut all the weed- of the other; those in t.be one bar have all their 
roots along the aide-ports whieb eseaped the blades pointing to tho right, while those .in the 
action of the share. A joint at the fore-extremity other bnr have all theirs pointing to the loft; and 
of the right heam, and a limple contrivance in tho whole are so adjusted tuat, when tbo imple
tbe traunne bar be&wcen the hind-eztremity ment is in motion, the books of each pair of 
of the two beama, H"e the purpose of expend· stalks piiBB oloso to tho plants in the drills, 
;,.g .,.. eonlraoting the lmplementto suit dill'erent and the steel blades point to each other, and 
widths of interval between drills. traverse all the soil of the interval between the 

Brodie's hone-hoe ia of similar date to Mor- stalks, and completely cut and till it without 
ton'o horae-hoe, and takes its name from Mr. turning any of it upon the plants, or doing any 
BrodieofTempleharinthevicinityofPeebles,and injury to their roots. This implement is well
is specially adapted to the prevailing character adapted for hoeing narrow intervals; and may, 
of soila in any very stony district. It consists of with both safety and efficiency, be employed 
direetingbandles,Jikethoseofaplough,-amiddle either for drilled com or for young turnips. 
beam, formed by the convergence of the handles, Lord Ducie's parallel expanding horse-hoe is 
end exteruling thence to the fore-extremity ofthe constructed for hoeing drill crops, and at the 
implement,-two side-beams, connected at their same time is convertible into a light grubber by 
hinder end by a transverse bar, converging to a the simple means of taking out its hoeing-tines, 
jWlctiOil at their fore-end with the middle-beam, and inserting a set of grubbing-tinea with which 
aucl combiniDg with the transverse bar to give it ie accompanied. Its main part consists princi .. 
the body of the implement a triangular outline, polly of a five-beamed or five-barred frame, and 
-oee straight and pointed tine on the fore- five strong, heavy, forward-curved, double-fea
eztremity of the middle beam,-four straight thered shares,-mostly of cast-iron, but the cut
and pointed tines, and a fifth and inwardly ting edges of the shares of hardened steel ; and 
curved-footed tine, on each of the side beams,- its other parts are handles to hold and steady it 
two short rods projecting from the transverse with, a tiller i11 front for the attachment of the 
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dr:mght, and a small wheel in front for regulat-1 the silver medal at the first meeting of the Eng
ing tho depth of the action. It is sometimes lish Agriculttual Society; and possesses ingenious 
made with only three tines instead of five; and adaptatim~!! for the purposes severally of a horse
it can be ve't] facilely adjusted to any width Poe, e double tom, a moulding-plough, and a 
from 12 to 2i inches, simply by moving the broad~share or cleaning plough, so as to perform 
small pin into different holes made for the pur- all the various operations of ridge culture. A 
pose in the side of the mnin-beam ; and in conse-l pointed, broad-soled share attached to the frame, 
quenee of the supports of the tines alw3.ys moving completely hoes the furrow or central part of the 
paraltclly with the beam, the share of each tine interval between two drms ; J. moveable jointed 
al""'ys presents its edge in a straight line to frame, which can readily be adjusted to any 
wh>t it has to cut. desired width, is affixed to the beam, to receive 

Grant's horse-hoes display considerable inge- the si<le-tinea for hoeing ; Ot.nd two curved~footed 
nuity,andpossessmuchadaptationandefficiency. tines nre fastened into this when the implement 
Grant's common horse-hoe is made el"'tirely of: is required to hoe plants upon the ridgc,-::md 
wrought iron; and consista of guiding handles, ! two flat~ footed tines, when it is required to per
a- beam, a. frame, aDa"lllar-footed shares, a front form flat work. A small wheel, upon a vertical 
wheel, and a hind wheel. " Mortices nre made stem, poises the front of the beam, and regulates 
through the beam to receive two iron bars, upon the depth of the action. 
which the frames supporting the shares may be White's double-action turnip-hoe and Huck
adjusted tu cut o.ny given width, or o.t any desired vale's patent turnip~hoe perform the aftcr~cul
intervnl i and by substituting mould·boards in ture of turnips, whether sown broadcast, in the 
the place of tbe wrought-iron fmmo for the drill, or on the ridge. " ln addition to tho hoes 
shnrest the implement is cvnverted into a mould~ intended to pass in the direction of the ridge or 
ing plough." Grant's improved lever horse~hoc furrow, or between tho ro\Vs of tho plants, 
has" series of tines so t\djusted on a fmme, nnd White's implement is furnished with nn app.-rn
eaeh oue of the series so commanded by a scpa- tus which, by means of a crank put in motion: 
r,\te lever-power, thot, by means of a compound by the fo,....wheels, two boos are made to tra
laver, s!milar to that of Grant's patent·levcr verso the rows, and thus to cut out the plants 
horse-rake, all the shares can be simultaneously when it is desired to thin them on the row. It 
elevated and instantly freed from an accumula- ndmits of adjustment to suit rows of any dis
lion of weeds or rubbish. See the article HAY- tance, from 16 to 30 inehcs wide; and the cross
R.iKR. hoes may be made to operate so atJ tv leave the 

Howard's horse-hoe is a very simple but eff'ec- planls on tlle rows at distances of eit~cr 0, 19, 
tive implement for the after·culture of turnips or 15 inches apart. It may be used with one 
and drilled pulse. It has tw? rows of tines, with man and one horse; and by tha substitution of 
wheels working at an equal distance from c&ch spear~footed tines in tho place of the hoes, it 
row; and it in consequence has a steady move- becomes an efficient light scarifier. Huckvalc'& 
ment, a:1d maintains a uniform depth. Its tines patent turnip-hoe is intended to accomplish a. 
are very narrow, and in tho forra of spuds, nnd similar operation to White's implement; but the 
leave the soil in a much finer state than if hoes for cutting out tho turnips on the rows, 
broader tiuos were used ; and their stalks aro are, h7 a simple arrnn~omcnt of two cogged 
placed in an oblique positi~n so 1111 to allow the \Vheet., made to rovolvo in the direction across 
weeds to slide freely up, and to prevent occumu- tho ridge, while tho body of tho implomont, eon
lotions of soil nnd rubbish from falling over upon taining tho hoes for cleoniog between tho rows, 
the young plants. Tho tines and wheels contract is drawn forwo.rd by a horse." [Ransomu's Im
or expand on the frame so as to suit different plements of Agriculture.] 
widths of intervals. Wilson's drill-grubber or horse-hoe was invent-

Amos's expanding horsc-l>oe and barrow is a ed by Mr. James Wilson of Traprain in East Lo-

1 
!!luch inferior implement to several of those thiao, and is intended for cleaning the ground 
which we have notieed; yet is said to be exten- between the rows of drilled corn-crops. Its 

I
t sively used in Lincolnshire. It bas a beam and outer frame consists of timber, and is n. variable 

I 
a Uont wheel; its shares are expanding, and can parallelogram, and measures over all about 4! 

[ be adjusted to any width of interval between feet in breadth and 3! feet in length, and is sup-
1 · drills, from 12 to 30 inches; and its barrow, not ported in front on two wheels of about 20 inches 
11

1 only serves as an u"'ful appendage in 'he proper in height, whose axles are bolted to the lowe• 

I work of drill-hoeing, but possesses a sufficiency side of tho front-bar. The hind-bar haB affixed 
, of actio!l in cleaning land from successive ga-- ta its middle part a. pair of directing handles, 
! I tberingsof weeds, and in bringing soil into a state for the guiding of the implement, and so formed , ! 
! I of redueed pnlvcrulence and tilth, to adapt the as to suit the height of the workman; the f1·ont- 1' I 
f I implement, in a considerable degree, to the pur- bar has affixed to it the draught-attRchment ; 1 I 
! ' poses of a grnbber in the process of fallowing. and the two side-bars are attached to the hind-~' f 

I

f ;I Clarke's universal ridge horse~boe w:w invented bar by a mortice~ joint and loose tenon, admitting 1 
by Jol10 Clarke of Long Sutton; and received of m~tion in a horizontal dirc:~~n,-n:: to thu_.j 
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front-bar by a hook-and-eye joint, allowing a 
cull3iderahle freedom of motion in every direc~ 
tioD.. Five bars for snstaining the coulters ex~ 
t<md from th~ hind-bar t<> the front c" ; they 
are connected with the front--bar, each by means 
or a bolt whieh is immoveable in ~he eoulter-bar, 
h~t slides up and down the hole pierced for it 
through the hind~bar, so r. iJ r;;-;;, allow the hind 
end of the coulter-bar to t isa and fall ; and they 
are att..,ched to th(" hunt-bar eaoh by a. species 
of double hinget which has one joint moving 
vertically and the other horizontally, so as to 
combine with the mobility of the side-bars to 
giv~ a cerb; -ii d~rrree of universal motion ; and a 
slight spring !s attached to ea.ch of the coulter
bars,. and atijnsted to act against the lower side 
of the hind-bar; so as to keep the coulter at the 
gre:ttest depression. The coulters are pointed 
and bro•d-footed shares, and are fitted to mor-

1 
t-iees in the coulter·bars at points about one

, third of the total length of those bars from the 
i 

1
~ hind-. bar, ond are fixed by wedges at the required 

1 height. A wheel of about 6 inches in diameter 

r 
ia attached by a vertical stem to each coulter
bar between the coulter and th• front-bar, and 
setTes to regulate the depth of the coulter's 
aeiion. «From the form and description of the 
machine," says the Report of it in the Highland 
S~iety's Transactions, "it is easy to se-e that it 
must be made to dre&S either the same, or half, 
or any other aliquot part, of the original number 
of rows performed with the sowing-machine, by 
which the crop bas been sown; and the intervals 
must be the same in both. The utility of the 
universal motion in the coulter-bars and frame 
will also be apparent ; the horizontal motion of 
the whole allowing the director to follow any 
sinuosity that may have occurred in the opera
tion of sowiag, where all the rows sown at one 
time must be parallel, though they may not be 
in perfectly atraight lines. The vertic•! motion 
oC \lw coulte .. bere, at the lame time, allows any 
individual ber to rite when ita coulter happens to 
meet with any obstade, and oo to pnsa over it 
without aft'ecting the pooition of the others." 

Garrett's patent horse-hoe was invented by 
Garrett & Son of Lewton ; and it received prizes 
at the English Agricultural Society's meetings at 
Liverpool in 1841, and at Briotol in 1842, and 
the honorary medal at Derby in 1843, also East 
Norfolk in 1842, and West Norfolk in 1843. A 
representation of it is given in Fig. 2, Plat< 
XXV IlL "This implement," says the report of 
it in the Journal of the Roya!Agricultnral Society 
of1!:ngland, and in the Annual Regitterof Agricul
tural Implements, "is so complete in itself as to 
be fully suited to all methods of drill-cultivation, 
whether broad, stetch or ridge ploughing; and 
ia adapted to hoeing corn of all sorts, ns well ns 
roots. The ~culiar advantages of this imple
ment are as follow :-It mfly be increased or 
diminished in size to suit all lands or methods of 
planting ; the axletree being moveable at both 

ends, either wheels may be expanded or con
tracted, so as always to be kept between the 
rows of the plants. The shafts are readily altered 
and put to o.ny part of the frame, so th.at the 
horses may either walk in the furrow, Or in any 
direction to avoid injury to the crop. Each hoe 
works on a lever independent of the others, so 
that no part of the surface to be cut, however 
uneven, can escape; and in order to aecommo
date this implement for the consolidated earth 
of the wheat crop, and also the more loosened 
top of spring corn, roots, &c., the hoes are 
pressed in by different weights being hung upon 
each lever, and adjusted by keys or chains to pre
vent them going beyond the proper depth. Wh~t 
has hitherto been an insuperable objection to 
the general use of the horse-hoe, _is over-ruled in 
this by the novel and easy method of st£ering, 
so that the hoes may Le guided to the greatest 
nicety, if common caution be used, doing every 
execution among the weeds, without injury to 
the crop. This implement is so constructed that 
the hoes may bo set to any width from 7 inches 
to any wider space. For the purpose of hoeing 
all kinds of corn, the inverted hoes only are pre
ferred; but for the root crops, where the rows of 
p\n.nts are wider (say 16 inches or more), an 
extra hoe of a semicircular form is placed on :t. 
aeparnto lever, working between and in advance 
of the two inverted hoes, for tllf.~ more effectually 
cutting all the land1 however uneven the surface, 
by the three separate hoes working indepen
dently of each other between the rows. Tho 
hoes are of peculiar improved manufacture, tho 
blades being of steel, and made separate, and 
attached to a socket hnndle in a simple and easy 
yet effectual manner, so that any husbandman 
may replace them ; and being manufactured by 
the patentees at an exceedingly low price, no 
difficulty eon arise in rerolacing those parts sub
ject to wear. ~n order to set the hoes in a proper 
cutting position for either flat or st.tcb. plough
ing, and so as thoroughly to cut either hard or 
soft ground, the levers are put into a more or 
le&S oblique position, causing the cutting edges 
of the hoes to be more or less inclining down
wards, by raising or lowering the jointed irons 
to which the forward ends of the levers are sus
ponded and swu•g, '!'hich is done '>y merely 
moving the pin which rests upon the frame into 
different holes." 
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from 

"The Rural Cyclopaedia" 
J.M. Wilson, 1847 

6tl 

Jiarly fitted, on most kinds of land, for pulverizing 
aoila and disengaging weeds. See the article 
HARROW. 

Every harrow, hnwever, be its particular con
struction what it may, fails to bring up the roots 
of weeds from any considerable depth, to reduce 
cohesive and refractory land, to exert more than 
a comparatively shallow action, to perform such 
f..'\llowing operations as are intermediate between 
upturniug and cleaning, to perform a hoeing pro-
ce88 upon land too foul for the harrow and too 
pulverulent for the plough, and occasionally to 
act as an entire succedaneum for the plough in 
the tillage of clean, powdery, and very light 
soils which do not immediately require to be 
thoroughly upturned. " The teeth of the harrow, 
being foreed into the ground solely by their own 
weight and that of the frame-work in which they 
are fixed, are not well cal()ulated to penetrate 
into it, and are constantly thrown out by the 

GRUBBER. An implement of tillage, of in- obstacles they encounter. In firm clays or cloddy 
tumediate cllaracter between the harrow and ground, therefore, the impression made by the 
the plough. It has heen described as "in prin- teeth of the h!lrrow is often seen to be extremely 
clpla a member or the hanow tribe of imple- superficial. Were tho teeth formed somewhat 
men II," and as « approaobing so closelr the like the coulter of a plough, and curved like it 
harrow in ita character that it ia not easy to forward, they would better insinuate themselves 
draw the line of distinction;" but-u.t least in into the ground, and be less liable to be forced 
all ita beat forma and moot recent varieties-it out of U when encountered by obstacles. But 
resll7 clifl'era u much from the barrow as &om the harrow, from ito nature, does not admit of 
the plough, and must he oclllidered, as, to both this construction; for in this case the teeth would 
ita ltructure and ito mode of action, & perfectly form ·an angle with the frame-work in which they 
dislinet and uceedingly imporW.t agricultural are set. The weeds and rubbish disengaged from 
implement. · the ground would be collected at the angle, and 

Diff_,to ~ tAt Ha>TO'W tmd the Grulkr.- would thus be carried along with the harrow and 
The harrow pulverizes ploughed aoil, disengages impede ito progre88; while this form of construe
from it and ocllecta the roots and stems of weeds, lion would add to the difficulty of freeing the 
and coftl'S the seeds of cultivated plants. The teeth from the rubbish coUected." 
rec:tangu1ar harrow is attached to the draught at Tho grand object in the invention of the grub
only ono point, and has a shaking, shying, alter- ber, •hcrefore, was to substitute coulter-like 
aating, and sometimes tOlling motion, and is in tinea for the teeth of tho harrow, and to mount 
GOIIH<IIIeDee well euited to break tho cloda of dry these within aome .kind of frame-work whiob 
lumpr !aDd, and to ocnr broadcast-lown seeds should posoess similar capacities of draught and 
in almoot anr kind or sell; for, in tho former control to thoao of the plough; and this object 
._, ita Ieeth being constantly llung &om tho baa been fully accompliohad. The grubber has 
direet line of draught, and constantly flinging a heavier frame than tho harrow, is mounted on 
tbemaelves back to regain the equilibrium, strike wheels in the manner of wheel-ploughs, and has 
the clods upon the surface, and either break them obafte for guiding their action, and handles for 
or tear out the roots and aloma which bind &hem lifting the tines out of the ground at the end of 
together; and in the la&ter caae, ita teeth, in the ridges; and it admits of much variety of co"
oOntinnally l1riuging and oecillating from aide to etruotion to auit different soila and purpoot'll, and 
lido, and in oeldom or never having sufficient sufficient graduations or control of action to 
-din"• to penetrate tar into the aoil, perform adapt itself to the degrees and emergencies of 
euctly the kind of disponed and superficial ao- any one course of tillage. 
&ion which buries a maximum of seeds at a Uau of the 0.-uM.r.-The grubber, though far 
deoiJable average of depth. The rhomboidal from being ao weD known and commonly ap
harrow, on· the other hand, if drawn equaUy by preciated as ito exceUence demands, has for some 
&wo hones walking abreast, and makes a close little time been in pretty general use in aome of 
eeriea of parallel and comparatively deep lines of the best cultivated districts. It is moot emi
indentalion through the soil, and admits, when nontly serviceable on the lighter kinds of soils; 
necessary, of a certain degroe of lateral motion, but, when preceded by one ploughing or at the 
limply by meaua of shortening the posterior utmost two ploughingo, it makes good and pro
IWiugle-tree and otherwise modifying the attach- fitable work on even stiff loams and adhesive 
ment oC the draught ; and it is, therefore, peen- clays. It acto more or leso as a substitute for 
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the abundant use of the plough, and occasionnlly 
as & substitute for all use of it whatever; it pre
pares eoils of nil kinds for the most efficient action 
of the harrows; and it searches and tears the 
soil, intermediately between ploughing and har
rowingl in such a mnn.ner 1\S to produce a far 
higher degree of cleaning and pulverization, and 
al; considerably Jess cost of time and Jobnur, than 
could he effected by mere ploughing and harrow
ing. In any medium kind of land, in an aver
agely fair condition~ one ploughing, on a grubbing 
with half-set tines, one cross-grubbing with full
set tines, and a. few finishing turns of the comn .i 

harrow, usually constitute a very efficient tillage. 
A plough, too, turns over only 9 inches at each 
bnut, while a grubber of the best construction tills 
a breadth of 4 feet 4 inches ; one pair of horses, 
drav.ing the plough, till on an average about one 
acre of land in a day, while the same horses. 
drawing the grubber at the same pace, would till 
nearly sis: acres ; any horses can move at a 
quickerrnte with the best grubber than with the 
best p!ough,-so that a pair which' could plough 
only vne acre would grub cont~idernbly mure than 
six acres; and land which is tilled with plough, 
grubber, and harrow, can, in many instances, be 
cleaned and sown much earlier than land of the 
oame kind. and in the same situation, tilled only 
with the plouaJ> and the harrow. 

The grubber is specially useful in assisting the 
operations or the summe·r.fallow. "When 'land 
is full of root-weeds, the repeated operations of 
the plough, the harrow, and tht" roller, are the 
methods resorted to for tilling and cleaft.ing it ; 
but very frequently, when the land is stiff, even 
the operation of ploughing itself tends to com
press the furrow·slices, and it the influence of the 
oun be oonsiderable, it will be formed into a hard 
DIIIBB, on which the subsequent operntions of the 
harrow and tho roller have little comparative in
duence. So rnuch is this felt in many of the 
otift'er clay• of England, that it is a very frequent 
practice to delay giving the first ploughing to the 
fnllow land till the month of May, by which one 
of the great benefits of an efficient. oummer-fallow 
is lost. But, by means of a well constructed 
grubber, such land may be cleaned and tilled 
without the necessity of turning up a new surface. 
The instrument, too, can be made to go at any 
depth in the soil which may l>e required, and thus 
the land ean either be stirred to the depth. to 
which it had been originally ploughed, or to such 
depth as may be most suitable for the purpose 
intended, whether that purpose be to clean the 
land of· root weeds, or to till the soil only a few 
inches deep.-Further, land which had been ridg
ed np in autumn or winter, after having produced 
any of the leguminous crops, as pease or beans, 
may he prepared for the seed with advantage by 
nsing the grubber alone, and without the necessity 
of a repetition of the more costly operation of 
ploughing. In this manner, the seed is sown upon 
the ourface-mould which had been pulverized 
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by the iniluence or the sun and frost. In the 
caset too, of land which had produced a crop of 
turnips or potatoes, the grubber may, in all cases, 
obviate the necessity of a second ploughing as a 
preparation for the seed; o.nd may even, in many 
oases where the soil is light and dry, obviate the 
necessity of ploughing at all after the green crop 
has been removed or consumed." 

lliBtocy of the Gruhher.-An implement of a 
medium character between a powerful and long4 

toothed harrow and a modern grubber, and 
ca.tled urpix or irpex, was in use among the 
ancient Romans; and is described by Varro as a 
plank with teeth for pulling roots out of the 
ground, and as drawn by oxen in the manner of 
a. wain. Various implements, mor~ or less like 
this ancient one, and exhibiting a desiderated 
but slow transition from the harrow to the 
grubber, appear to have been known to the best 
class of farmers at an early period of modern 
British agriculture. One of these, called an 
edget, was in use, in the eighth decad of last 
century, in the vicinity of North Berwick in 
East Lothian ; and is described as follows in an 
~arly volume of the Highland Society's Transac· 
tiona, " The tines were fixed, st:mding perpendi· 
cular,-thc feet not dipping, but forming a right 
anglo with the tines; tho wheels were only tw.o, 
-these stood in front of the machine, and, being 
move:\ble upwards and downwards, regulated 
the depth the tines were int.cnded t.o WOI'k at." 
But while this 1"Ude implement remained unim· 
proved in Scotland, and continued to be very 
little known there in evE-n its unimproved state, 
the implements corresponding to it in England 
advanced, stage after stage, toward the form of 
grubbero, till they became the groundwork for .a 
very superior class of implements in both divi
sions of the island. 

Tho scuffter, derived from the Kentish nidget, 
was the first decided stage of improvement. 
This was originally a small, heavy, trinngular, 
barrow, with tines longer tban harrow-teeth, 
sharp, penetrating, and incUned forward, but 
without any plates at the bottom ; and it after
wards was constructed with a number of trian· 
gular plates or feet, steeled on their edges, fixed 
at the bottom of tines in the form of iron bars, 
and locking, jointly with these tines, like the 
feet and legs or a duck. This implement both 
cut up weeds and pulverized the soil ; and may 
even yet be usefully employed on light lands 
which are free from stones and have a plain 
surface. " Scuffling strong land, and exposing 
it to the sun and air," remarks Sir John Sinclair, 
"is greatly preferable to harrowing, which tends 
to consolidate the surface; but it is necessary to 
have the land w•ll reduced before the implement 
is employed." 

The scarifier was the next great stage of im
provement; and this was introduced from Eng
land to Scotland in 1811, and occasioned that 
year to be a sort of ern. in the history of British 
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tiiJap. The particular form <>f the -mier f of the oharp-edged fest of the coultere, too, 
introdueed to Scotland was hrought by Sir John causes a severe cutting operation upon firm 
Sinclair before the Dallteith Farming Club, and ground along the path or lower stratum of the 
traa 4 or S JearE1 after figured and described in machine's action, and occasions a very great and 
the Transaotions of the Highland Sooiety, and is uael098 expenditure of draught. The form, size, 
now YUJ generally oalled the old Scotch grubber, and weight of the machine also diminioh its 
and the old qnsdrangular grubber. Its frame is utility; and, along with the previous disadvan
wooden and rectangular, and is mounted upon tages, require it, in the maJority of oases, to be 
four -metal wheels, of 20 inches in diameter. drawn by four horses. Much inconvenience and 
Two bars extend within the frame, and &om end waste of time are involved in its general working, 
to end of il ; nine oroes-hars are moniaod to especially at the ends of· the ridges; and its 
these, at distances of about 8 inches &om centre large frame-worj and the confined position of 
to centre; and a pair of handles or small ohafto its coulters render it continually liable to be 
fOr guiding the machine, are attached to the choked up with weeds, stubble, and rubbish, and 
third and the seventh crosa-bars, so as to be at to retain them to such a degree as to give the 
equal distances frlm one another and from the workman considerable trouble in c: ~ariog it 
enda Eleven coulters are fixed into the nine again for action. 
~ and the two end-bors of the outer- V ariouo implements, under various names, but 
frame; and are plaesd in ouch an altemate man- particularly under those of acarifiera, cultivators, 
aer that five are near the front of the frame and and grubbere, served jointly with the old Scotch 
oir< are near the hack. "Around the openinge grubber, at either earlier, or contemporary, or 
for the coultere, above and below, are plates of later dates, to lead the way to the true grubbers 
iron for atrengthening the wood, and with bolts or thoroughly modem clnss of improved imple
firmly fixed to steady the coulters when the menta. Among these might be named Parkin
machine is at work. These bolla are attached son's scarifier, Weir's improved cultivator, Hay
by chnins to prevent them from being lost, ward's cultivator, Beatson's grubber, Cooke's 
shollld they happen to drop out. By means of scarifier, Fuller's extirpator, and some others. 
the bolts, the coulters ean be set to any depth But the most anomalous, and at the same time 
reqnirecl. When the machine ia to be romoved the most useful, and almost serving as the type 
from one fidd to uother, the coulters il) the of a quite distinct class of implements, iaterme
enda of the outaide frame are lifted up to the diate between grubbers, barrows, and hay-ted
top b71hiftiog the bolts; and the inner-frame is ding machines, is Murton's revolving harrow. 
then lifted up by means of the handles, and is In this machine, a number of small naveo, 
oupporte4 by small iron stays. The eoultera armed with radiating pronge, are made to revolve 
otand inclined forward, and have steeled trian- by the progressive rnotion of the machine; but 
gular feet, dipping a little, from 3 to 4 inches tb.ey revolve in planeS" oblique to the line of 
hroad at the base, and from 5 to 6 inches long direction in which the machine t.ravels; and 
from the base to the point of the triangle." they not onl.r stir the soil, but tear out root
The wheela ean be set at a higher or a lower pitch weeds, which, as well as surface-weeds, are imme
by means or the pins and the wedges, and oan, in diately collected by an appended harrow. "The 
conaequenoo, modi f.!' the depth of the implement's original maehino consisted of sets of spikes or 
action, or the degree in wbioh the ooullero pane- prongo, fixed on an axle, round whioh they 
trate the sround ; and when the machine is revolved like the spokes of a carriage·wheel. 
moving down a declivitous h•rd surface, tho fore- This axle was placed oblique to the line of 
wheela, it .........,., are dragged to prevent the motion, so that the manner in which tho teeth 
machine &om running against the horses. This worked was of a twofold nature ; they partly 
implement, in spite of ito cumbrousness, and its revolved, and they were partly dragged like the 
obvious del'ectiveneso, was regarded by the ablest teeth uf the common harrow. The axle consist
and moot scientillo agriculturiats of tbe day as a ed of two pa~ts converging towards each other, 
very grand advance in the appliances of cultiva- formiug the two equal sides of an isosceles Irian
lion. ''Such," said they, " is its utility, in gle. There were ten sets of teeth in all, five 
llllving ploughing, and keeping the land clear of being on each side or half of the axle ; and each 
•eedo, that it is supposed to have added consi- set contained ten spikes or prongs, like the spokes 
derably to the value of every farm where it has or a wheel, but curved forwards at the point. 
been introduced; and it is considered to be one The machine moved on two wheels, and required 
of the greatest improvements in the culture of the labour of four horses." But it was after
the soil that mockm ·. -.mes can boast of." Yet wards improved and simplified by its inventor, so ' 
its fiwlts are great and obvious. The very con- as to lessen its draught; and it led to the inven- J j 

siderable clip of the feet gives it a tendency to tion of some other instruments of its own pecu- I 

go down into the soU, and occasions a constant liar class, particularly Brite's revolving harrow 1 

pn!8l1lf8 on the wheela to keep it from sinking, and Vaux's patent revolving harrow,-the latter 
and a corresponding drag upon the dro,ughl of of which was patented in 1836, and possesses 
the horaes. The triangular and spreading form two series of revolving spikes, the one so placed 
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u to clear away tufts and accumulations or the machine came early into use,-the one com
rubbish from the other. But revolving harrows paratively Luge, and· requiring to be drawn hy 
of any kind cannot be considered as true grub- three horses on light ial).d, and by four on heavy 
bers; and though ""cellently fitted for particular land,-and t.he other comparatively small, and 
soils, oitwilions, and purposes, do not poBBeBB such requiring to be drawn by two horses on light 
comprehensive adaptation• '" the true 'grubbers, land, and by three on heavy land; and several 
and possibly may never come into general use. varieties are now made; but alll whether early 

The earliest true grubber, or next great stage or recent, have essentially one construction, and 
of improvement after the scarifier or old Scotch are particularly distinguished by tho swan-neck 
grubber, was an implement ltrought out, about or self-cleaning form of their tines. 
tho year 1520, by Mr: John Finlayson, farmer at The larger early variety is represented in Fig. 
Kaims, in the parish of MuirWrk, in Ayrshire, 1, Plate XXIV., and may be regarded as a good 
and called the patent harrow or patent self- type of all the varieties. It tills a breadth of 5 feet 
cleaning harrow~ This machine was triangular- 4 inches at one bout, and weighs between 4! and 
framed, and made entirely of iron. and mounted 4! cwt.; and each of its tines has a length of 29 
on three wheels, ihe foremost of which was a inches, a breadth of 1! inch, a thickness at the 
castor; and by means of a. long lever which, in point of I! inch, and a thickness elsewhere of g of 
a limited degree, raised or depressed its tines, it an inch. Its two sides are for some distance paral· 
was capable of working at different depths in the lei, and are there connected by two seto of trans
soil, and. was freed from some of the disc.dvant~s 'terse bars. "Into the hindmost of these sets are 
which. so seriously encumbered the scarifier. It inserted five double curved teeth or prongs, and 
was made with either li, 7, or 9 stro.ng tines or into the foremost four prongs. A little before the 
coulters; and, according to the number of tines, foremost prongs, the continued sides converge, so 
it was drawn by!!, 4, 011 6 horses. But even this as to meet at the point B, where they are attached 
machine, chie8y in consequence of its deficient by a bolt to the apparatus ADC, consisting of the 
meana of raising tbe tinea out of the ground, has handle or regulator A, the bar leading to the 
been superseded by numerous improved grubbers, forewheel C, and the part D, to which tho line of 
-and particularly by Pinlayeon'a improved po- draught is attached; theso three parts A, D, and 
tent harrow, Kirkwood's grubber, and Wilkie's C, being all united together. On the hindmost 

, grubber in Scotland, and lliddell's scarifier and tronsverse bar is an upright lateral spring E, 
Lord Ducie•a cultivator in England. These fiYo consisting of two rods, forming openings, sup
implementa may he regarded as, in the present · ported by two rods, from the hindmost of the two 
state of agriculture, comprising everything wor~ foremost bars. The regulator is made to pass 
thy ofattention in the category of true grubbers. through these upright lateral sprinJ!ll. And as 
The three Scotch ones present a resemblance in the regulator, the point of draught, and the bar 
general form to one another and to the original leading to the forewheel, are all fixed together, 
patent harrow of Finlayson; and though the two or of one piece, it will appear that by raising the 
English ones differ widely in strv.cture from the regulator (tho for<owhecl being always on the 
Scoteh ones and from each other, all the five surface), the point of draught, and consequently 
optly and facilely perfonn tho various operations the forepart of the frame, will be depressed, ond 
which we have deiiCribed as proper to tho true tho prongs forced deeper int<> the soil. When 
grubber'sac<iou and adaptations. Another group the regulator is at the bottom of the upright late
of implements, indeed, have a grubbing action ral springs at a, the foremost pronJ!ll are then 
and are frequently 'called drill-grubben; bot liftsd out of the ground; and as the regulator is 
they are constructed and used ouly for acting lifted up through each opening, tho prongs de
chielly between the rows of growing crope, and scend about Ij inch till it is up to the top at b, 
they will come to be deserihed under their more which gives the maximum depth, when the 
appropriate name of ho.,.,.hoes. See the article prongs will be between 8 and 9 inches in the 
Houlll-Ho& The sequel of the present article, ground. Tbe bind part of tbe frame wns raised 
therefore, mnst be wholly occupied with a notice or depressed by means of a screw on the axle of 
of the live implements which wo have named. the hind wheels. These were put on, according 

Finlayto,.'• Improoed Patent HarrO!IJ. -This to Mr. Finlayson's original plan of the instrument, 
machine has a different arrangement of the at tho sides behind the hindmost transverse bar. 
wbeelsandleversfromtbeoriginalpatentharrow, The length between the fore and bind wheels, 
and ia, in consequence, both efficient and very however, was found to weaken the machine, and 
commodiou.e. The hind wheel& are attacbe4 to cause it sometimes to have a vibratory motion. 
crank levers vibrating on an His, and are thence To obviate these defects, Mr. Kirkwood after
connected with the lever of the fore-wheel by wards made these machines, with the permission 
means or a connecting-rod; and a powerful lever, of the bolder of the patent, with the hind.wheels 
acting on this combination, and adjusted in readi- as shown in the figure, placed opposite to the 
nesa to the hand of the operato;, enables hin to upper curve of the hindmost pronJ!ll. The axles, 
raise the entire frame and ito tines promptly and by means of a capstan attached to the side-beam, 
completsly out of the ground. Two varieties of may be elevated or depressed, and thus the binder 
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po11g11 made to correspond ill depth with the 
foreman pronga." 
K~• Grvalor.-Tbis machine waa in

wnled by Mr. Kirkwood, an intelligent and in
geniona mechanio at Tranent, who, as already 
noticed, elfected a considerable part or the im
provement on Yllllayaon's patent harrow; and, 
ill p>illt or time, it precoded the improved fortn 
of Finlayaon's implement, and was probably, in 
even)j'ila orig;nal form, the earliest variety of 
grnbber. whicb combined thorough commodiouo
».ese witl, great efficiency. It is distinguished by 
a simple and powerful combination of the levers 
and the "'-lmecling-rod for roisiug the tinea out 
of the g:ruund ; and it permits the workman, 
merely by pressing hia hande on its handles, to 
gradnate and modify the depth of the tinea at 
will, or to lift them at any moment entirely out 
of the soiL It speedily underwent improvements, 
and ccmilit.u.u to teeeift moditiea.tion&; and it is 
made or ditrerent oizeo, and with either five or 
~even tines, to auit dilferent aoils or to be drawn 
by respeelively two and foUl" hones; hut it doea 
not YUJ ill any of the essential principles of ita 
constrnction, and is commodiona and ellioient in 
every one or its urietiee. 

In Fig. 2. PMk XXIV. is a represention of a 
~enD-tined variety of it, which may be regarded 
as a good 9pe of the whole. The tines are a 
kind of hlllllt coulten, and are so placed as to 
move at eqnal distances from one another, and 
parallel to the line of motion. "The frame-work 
lOlita npon three wheelt, to tbe axle of tho two 
posterior or whicb at BB, are fised the two guid
ing handles AA. These handles, which are move
able round the axle at BB, are estsnded to the 
...-bar at CC. By depressing the handles they 
aet u 1e'fen, or whicb the fuloriiDis are BB, and 
elevate the bar CC, and coJIIequently the poste
rior part of the frame-work. Further, the part 
or the machino EF, to which is attached the 
forewheel G, it colllleotod by means of the rods 
ED, DB, and DL with tho handleo AA; the same 
depreeolon of the handles which elnatoo the 
hinder part of the instrument, aolll upon the up
right rode CD, CD, whioh are moveable round 
the iron bar CC, at these points. This acting 
npon the bar at tbe pointe CC, moves forward 
the forewheel G, en>! thus elevates the fore part 
of the frame-work, and that in the asme degree 
as tbe hinder pari is elevated. Thus an eleva
tion ordeprl!llion of the guiding handles elevates 
or lowerstha whole frame-work, and cuneequently 
cansee tbeteelh to move at a greater or less depth 
u may he required. By means of a simple con
trivance at the point K, the rod ED io fixed in 
its position, and thus the whole frame is kept at 
the elevation required. By depreaoing the han· 
dies enllioiently, the whole teeth may be lifted 
out of tbe ground, which is found to he extreme· 
Jy convenient when tnrning at the end of ridgeo, 
and when moving from one field to another, or 
even when OllCOIIIltering great obetaoles in the 
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ground, as stones. The variona coulters being 
alao fixed in their place by kaye or wedges, may 
be removed, or set at a greater or lesa depth as 
may be required. The space covered by the 
oouttera is 4 feet 4 inohee. The coulters are 14f 
inches long below the bora; 2 inches broad, or 
deep; and tths or an inch thick, or across, ex· 
cept at the point, where they are 1} inch thick." 
The diameter of the hindmost wheels is 22 inches; 
and the weight of the whole implement is about 
4cwt. 

Wilkie'• OruMtl-.-This machine is the inven
tion of the well-known ploughmaker at Udding
ston. It partakes ofthe principles of both Fin
layson's and Kirkwood's, and at the same time 
bas characters peculiar to itself. The parallel 
motion by which the cuulters are raised out of 
the ground, is produced by means of the lever 
only, and parallel links; and the coulter-frame 
itself constitutes the connecting-rod of the mo
tion. The two sides approach each other, not in 
straight lines, but by a series of gradatioll8; and 
the coultert are so fixed upon the gradations as 
to have aggregately a triangular adjustment. 
The coultert havQ, in a considerable de~ree, the 
swan-neok.or self-cleaning form of those of Fin· 
Iayson's; and tbey can he nicely regulated in the 
depth of their inciaiont, or lifted promptly and 
entirely oui of the ground, with the same ease 
as those of Kirkwood's. The whole machine is 
elegant,. etreotive, and convenient; but, in con .. 
sequence of the elaboration of ill structure, it is 
more espensive than its rivalt, nnd has therefore 
come comparatively little into use~A.ll the thrco 
Scotch grubbers are always constructed of malle
able iron; they are generally set on wheels of 
not more than 20 inches in diameter, and are 
therefore more or less liable to heeome choked 
when workiDg on foul ground ; they have usually 
either five tines or seven, and penetrate the aoil 
to the depth of from 6 to 8 inches; and they 
range in price from £7 to £12, and have seldom 
a greater weight than ~ cwt. when five-tined, 
and 3 owt. when seven-tined. 

Bidd<ll'• &urifi<r~This implement is repre
sented in Ji'ig. 3, Plat< XXIV. It was invenl•d 
between 30 and 40 years ago by Arthur Biddell 
of Playford ; and is still :regarded by· some good 
judges as the most efficient implement of its 
cia .. in EngL•nd. It was originally, and for 
a long time, made with a wooden frame and 
wrought-iron tines ; but it is now made with 
a cast-iron frame ; and, though a heavy im
plement, it has a light appearance, and po .. ess
es great facility of working. "It consists," 
says lllr. J. Allen Rall8ome, "of a very strong 
cast-iron frame, upon which the teeth, nine 
in number, are arranged in two rowe, and so 
disposed at intt."als of lfl! inchea from each 
other, as that those in the hinder row should 
form a pathway midway in the intervals left by 
the pseesge of thoae in the front. It is auapend
ed on a cranked axle between two wheels, 50 
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inch"" in height behind, and on an upright shaft ed. The frame thus oonstructed is mounted on 
canied on two sm.U wheoh running close toge- two wheel• DD, 3 feet 2 incbee diameter, and 
ther in front. It will he seen that the machine what may be coiled a double wheel EE in front, 
is thus suspended on three points; and by means 1! foot diameter. These last wheels are mount
of two levem, th• one to direct the position of ed on a reverse T-form axle, and the hind-wheels 
the front teeth, and the other to regulate the on a cranked axle F. The draft-shakle, to which 
depth of the hinder ones, it may be balanced the horses are yoked, is applied in a permanent 
bei\Veen these points in any direction that may position to the stem H of the T-axle; and by 
be required.. It may thus be used either with this means, the wheels, the stem, and tb'J shakle 
the fore-tinea parallel with the hinder ones, or turn together, forming an efficient castor~wheel. 
at a greater or leas depreasion. This !Urange- The stem II of this axle passes also verlic.Uy 
ment allom it to penetrate very strong or hard through an eye in the anterior angle of the tine
land, and to retain its hold when scarcely any frame. For the purpose of elevating or depress
other implement would produce any effect, and ing the tine-frame, a lel'er II, having equal &--ms, 
even wl-9n the plough collld not work to a.i"'!an~ and of the second order, ha.s its fulcrum in the 
tage. By a simple contrivance to shift the bear- top of the stem of the T-axle at I. The point of 
ing of the frame upon the a.xle, either side of the resistance of the lever is jointed to a slen~ler 
machine may be depressed-so that the tines pillar K fixed in the tine-frame. On the crahked 
shall penetrate the land to a uniform depth, axle is fixed a wheel or segment of a wheel with 
even when, from the circumstance of one wheel oblique teeth, fitted to work in an endle85 screw 
having its path along the furrow, the bottom of or worm L; and on the axle of the latter is tho 
the wheoh may not he parallel with the gen- winch-handle M. The oblique-toothed wheel 
era! level of the land. The tines ara prepared to carries also a crank-pin, forming a lever, which 
fit ease-h!Udened c..t-iron points, of one, t.vo, is placed diametrically opposite, and of oqual ra
or three inches width, or cast-iron or steel hoes dius with the cranks of the main axle, each be
of nine inches width. With these latter, every ing 6 inches. '!'he crank-pin of tho oblique 
part of the land will be cut. They are readily wheel is now connected with the power end of 
taken oll' and exchanged." Mr. Ransome after- the principal lever, by means of tho connecting
warda quotes a disparaging comparison of it with rod N; and this elegant mechanical combination 
Lord Ducie's cultivator, in the Prize Essay on has tbo effect of moving tbe tine,frame always 
Agricultural l\Ioohanics, in tho Journal of the parallel to the horizon in its vertical movements 
Royal Agricultural Society of England, and ex- out of or into the soil, these movements being 
amines some objections which a.re there adduced performed by turning the winch·handle M." 
against it,-particularly, that it is a clumsy hn- This machine has a sufficient height of wheels 
plement, that the apparatus for adjusting its to escape the risks of choking to which the 
tines is complicated, that the furm of its. tines is Scotch grubbers are subj~ct; and possesses such 
not good, that, in consequence of being made of a recurvature in the upper part of its tines as to 
cast-iron, it is liable to break, and tht~.t, when give them the property of self~cleaning; and it 
made at a width of 4! feet, it require& to be admits of being made or different sizes, in adap
drawn by four horses; and he so disposes of both tation to different situations and to different 
tbe comparison and the objection as to give Bid· powers of draught. It WIUI supposed, in the 
dell's scarifier a deoidcd preference. Highland Society's account of it in 1842, to be 

Lord J)<f.Cie"a Ctdtivato•.-This grubber was eseentially so ponderous that a five-tined variety 
brought out a number or years ago by the tal- <vould weigh not less thau 10 ow•.; but it was 
ented manager of Lord Duoie's model fann; and early furnished from Uley at an ordina•:r weight 
is often coiled the Uley cultivator from the local- of abou~ 6 cwt.; and it has since undergone 
ity of its origin. A representation of it, Nl pre· improvemP.nts which affect some points of its 
sented by Lord Dueiel<' the Highland and Agri- strength and construction, and considerably in
cultural Society of Scotland, is given in Fig. 1, crease ito commodiousness and adaptations. Cly
Plate XXV.; and a description of it, with ref- burn's five-tined Uleycultivator covers a space of 
erences to the original of that representation, 40 inches; his seven-tined C'ne covers a space of 
oceu~ m the following terms, in th'! 14th vol. 56 inches ; and both are impro-;ed in construct. 
of the Society's Transactions. ing the tines so that they Cdll be made or malle-

" ft consists, first, of a frame AA of cast~iron, able iron, in fixing them more strongly into the 
or an irregular pentagonal shape, and formed in frame, and in forming them with such a. conca-. 
one entire casting. This frame carries five tines, vity below that they wear a sharp edge and read
BB, &c., with which the machine is armed. ily enter very hard ground. "The frame is made 
These tines consist each of two parts, the body to receive five or seven tines, each tine covering 
B also of cast-iron fixed immoveably into the aspaceof8inchesandsoarrangedthat,although 
frame by means of tenon and key, and uf the drawing lines only 8 inches apart, they are two 
point or share C fitting upon the lower extremi· feet from each other; and this, with their curved 
ty of the body like a ploughshare. Two forms' shape and length, prevents its clogging in the 
of share are employed, the webbed and the point- foulest land. 
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Harrowing would have been a slow job using this small wooden framed implement, pulled by an ox. I would 
think it was more 11~ual to employ two animals pulling a yoke. Below is the "modern" method. Both photographs 
are from the collection of the Museum of English Rural Life, Reading. 
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THE HOE 

from 

.. A Cyclopaedia of Agriculture" 
J.C. Morton, 1855 

HOE 1TBB~-Tbia implement, as used by tho 
hand, ia employed for the destruction of weeds, as 
iu the surface boeing& of com and green crops ; 
for the loosening of the ground, as in hacking the 
potato crop, or even turnip land, under a spade 
husbandry cultivation, and for " singling" plants, 
whether sown broadcast or in rows. For all these 
p1Up0868, except the last, implements drawn by 
hones, haTe beeu successfully aubstituted for the 

35 
hand hoe. For tilis reason, we give no figures of 
thf:l latter in tbe difFel'cnt forms given to it in vari
ous district1:1. If used for hoeing between the 
rows of drilled corn, it must be a light tool, nar-

, l'OW enough for the purpose. li'or singling turnips 
in rows, its blade may be eight inches wide, and 
fixed at ri~tht angles on its shaft, so as to be 
equally efficient when pushed as when pulled, 
for the removal of those plants in the row which 
are to be destroyed. For heavy hacking, a 
heavier tool, with a louger and narrower blade, is 
U'led, shaped more like the adze, and having a 
stronger handle. For the removal of lVeeds in 
hedgerows, the form of the tool, known as the 
Dutch hoe, which presents a mere edge to be 
pushed against the roots of the plauts, is adopted. 
And other hoes are used in different localities, of 
n variety of forms; pointed when they are intended 
for a deep ponetration of the land, or for the 
dra,.ing of furrows or drills in the seed bed, and 
very b1·oad wl!en used, for instance in the earth· 
ing up of potatoes, and, of course, of every width 
between these extremes, for other purposes. But 
it. is to notices of the implements of the hoe kind, 
drawn by tha hoi"Se, that \Ye must at present con• 
fine ourselves. 

The drill system, as it spread, ooon opened the 
\Vay for a thorough cultivation of the land during 
the gro\Yth of the crop by means of horse hoes. 
The last application of mechanism, for this pur. 
pose, is seen in Garrett's horse hoe for cleaning tl1e 
land between drills of corn. It is of various widths, 
corresponding to those of the drilling machine em· 
ployed in solVing the seed. The latter, \Yhen used 
during sesd time, was guided by an apparatus for 
the purpose described in the a1·ticle on sowing ma
chines, and the rows l1ave ncco•·dingly made their 
nppearance with great exactness in straight lines at 

' intervalo of from eight to twelve inches; and 'tbia 
will facilitate the safe use or tbe hoes between 
them. But it will be observed, that, even suppos
ing the drill to have been imperfectly managed, 
so that the rows have not come up in perfectly 
straight lines, yet, owing to the system of drill coul
ters being of one piece, neal"iy rigid together, any 
deviation from exactness must affect all alike; the 
rows, if not parallel, are at least concentric in 
the case of any curvatures occurring during their 
course. Now the system of hoes, in Plate XXVII. 
brought to bear in Garrett's horse hoe, are of 
equal number, and operate at equal inte:..-vals, with 
the system of drill coulters in his so\Ying machine; 
and the former, lik~ the latter, is also rigid to
gether; it only needs, therefore, that one of the 
hoes be guided correctly, and the whole, being 
once placed on the width formerly occupied by 
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36 HOE. 

the sowing mn.cMue, win nlso be guhlell correctly. machine, to which one third of a revolution, 
If the interval b~tween two hoes be safely nnd cor· enough to lift the chain, can be given by the 
rectly mnde to inch.ule a row of the g1·owing corn, handle placed upon it for tl1e purpose. The 
following it with exactness in all its deviations machine is then turned and placed upon another 
from the straight 1ine, then all the other intervals breadth, nnd proceeds on its course as before. 
between hoes throughout tho breadth of the A very efficient hoeing is thus given to all except 
nmcbine, will correctly and safely include all the the very har~lest lands, and surface weeds are thus 
other rows, throughout the course of the machine sa.tisfactorily destroyed. So far as our experi .. 
from one end of the tield to the other. In oruer, enee goes, however, it is Mt capable of working 
then, to enable the man who walks behind the hart! clay land, nor of cutting through root weeds, 
machine, to guide the systen1 of hoes correctly, it such ns the couch grasses. The coulter levers 
~a hung from a framework, supported on two · carry weights, which enable the hoes to penetrate 
wheels; and,. by means of a lever· seen in the beneath the sut·face of ordinary soils. The hoes 
drawing. it mny be moved to and fro from one themselves are arranged in various waya, as may 
side to tbc other. with great ease. be desired. \Vhere two hoes are used to an in .. 

The bnrou which aU the coulter levers nrc placad terval, any of the arrangements d, c, b in the an .. 
i~ hung in front, ou t?.·o at•ms jointe(l to tl1e frarue- J'ig, m. 
work nt top, nnt.l jointed to this hol'izontnl bnr at 1 1 1 1 1 

bottom; ond by means of o. e~·oss •haft carrying i d l c i 6 i a l 
a )oV"er handle o.t one end, nntl o. crank lever n.t 1 i ) I >l ~~ l. 

~:,)l.:',~.:'! ... ~~~c··i,.,':,· the other; these suspension nrms nl'e moved to and 
rm, co.rrying the horizontal coulter-bar, nntl nil 
tho coulters with it from one side to tho other, 1 · .o-'1 1 ~ -- I .. ·· l ~ 

I 1 I I I according as tlu} mnuogc1· of the mnchiuo directs. 1 1 1 1 1 
AU of the coultm·-levcrs, at the snme time, rest ~ : l \ I 
upon aLar behlntl, wl1ich is suspended by chains, nexcd figure will Uo; boeing a pair of wider hoes, 
giving it free motion, ami thus enabling perfect and adapted for a larger interval than the others. 
obedience throughout their whole length, to this ln the case of the widest intervals, three hoes, ns 
enforced lateral oscillation of the coulters in front. in a, must be used. 
Before the maelline is set to work, the coulters The cost of Garrett's horse hoe varies with its 
ruust be hinged at the proper intervals 011 to the width, from £16 to £18. A strong horse will 
horizontal coulter-bar in front; and this is best clean eight acres a day. 
done by taking it to the field, placing the machine We have yet to describe the implements em
in its working position over the rows whose in- ployed in the cultivr.tion of the wider intervals 
tervn]s it is to clean, aml £.ICing the coulters so between the rows of tumips, and other green 
that the rows shall be safely withi11 tlwse intervals crops, during thcho g•·owth. Only Olio interval is 
with a •pace of about one inch on each side to here mnnaged ot once, except where, as in some 
spnro. The syste1n of hoes is then let <lown by of the English counties, the seed bas been drilled 
the two strong suspen•ion chains behind, until, at intervals of about eighteen inches on tho flat, 
the ohaft& of the machine being held up as if the and where Garrett's implement, just described, 
horse were between themt the hoes arc fonnd to comes into play, covering anfl ;!Ga.uing tht·ee or 
Lo.ve play enough to drop into the deepest uneven- four intervals at once. 
nesses they are likelyto meet with. The machine is During the cultivation of the turnip, as will be 
then drawn from one end of the fiel<l to the other, more particularly descri'Jed in the article on that 
a man guiding the shaft horses carefully, so that crop, the rows are par ad, that is, a small plough 
the hoes shall, as nearly ns possible, tit the in- (seePLOUGH),ortheeommonploughwithitsmould
terrals in which they are to work, and the man- board taken off, is taken down each side of each 
ager behind componsating any deviation from the of them, and the earth on each side is thrown 
accurate direction of motion by pushing the hoes into the middle of the intervals; the earth in the 
from one side to the other, as they need it, so as middle is harrowed with the drill-haJ•row (see 
to S.'lve the one row on which be has his eye, so HARROW); it receives a surface cultivation by 
therefore as to save all the rest of them. On horse-hoes with paring teeth, for the destruction 
reaching the end, the bar carrying the hinder of weeds; and it receives repeated stirrings, for 
ends of the coulter levers is lifted by the two the proper loosening and tillage of the soil, so 
chains which suspend it, and which are carried on that the rootlets of the plant may thoroughly 
eccentrics placed upon a cross shaft bchiud the I penetrate it. Besides this, of course, the hand-
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.ft orlht.' full S\lW 

GARRETT'S ;•.•;IE!"l' HORSE HOE. 
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NORWEGIAN HARROW 

it of the £'<1ll S12e 
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SCOTCH PLOl'GH & HOE. 
' ::6 of the full siZf' 

COMMON HORSE HOE. 
' i6 of lhe ftill. r.;i..,e, 

JL\RKI;s' IIORst: J!OE. 
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HOE. 37 
l1oe is used at lonst twice for the singling of th<> boss, to suit ditl'erent widths of interval, the teeth 
plants, and the destructton of weeds between them. must either he shifted individually on the cross
It is only the two latter kinds of implements that hare to which, as in a common form of the horse
we have to describe under this article, HoasE-noE. hoe, Plate XXVIII., thoy are attached; or they 
A smell, generally narrow, triangular framework, must he bolted or wedged in the side-bars of a. 
with a wheel in front, regnlating the depth it shall pornllelly, not radially, expanding framework. 
he permitted to go-carrying teeth, either merely In the Uley expanding horse-hoe, we have such a 
harrow teeth, as in the case of the drill-barrow, framework, which is figured in plan below. For 
pointed forwerds, as in the case of the drill-gmb- the perspective drawing of this implement, see 
IJer, or having horizontal edges, where the destruc- Plate XXVII. 
tion of aurr~ce weeds is the main object; 
having handlea behind, between which the 
m&n or hey in charge of the implement 
shall walk, and a. place of a.tta.:hment for 
the horse in front.-is a horse-hoe. These 
are its essential features, though of course 
deseriptiona of aueh in::plemenla ••ry con
si•lerably in their details. The common 
drill-harrow, described under th<> article 
B.lllllow, e<>ntoina all the chief parts of a 
horse-hoe: ouhetitute for those tines, teeth 
with horizontal edges, or with mere points 
projecting forwards, and you have a hor~~e
hoe. 

Ourfigerea in Plates XXVII., XXVIII. 
give drawings or four different forms. The com
mOD Scotch horse-hoe, Plate XXVIII., is perhaps 
ll1e simplest. Those arms carrying the teeth may 
he removed, and two mouldboard• being hinged 
on to the front part of the plough, and connected 
together through the elot below its central beam, 
the maehine becomes a double mouldboard plough. 
With the rad:ating arms attoehed, as it is drawn, 
it ia a horae-hoe; the front coulter and the two 
oide ones together, clear the path of the machine 
or all surface weeds. It may be observed here 
that the mede of widening the operation of these 
horse-hoeo, by means of radiating arms, is incom
D&Iible with the use of a tooth projecting for
ward• into the land, for if in any one position of 
theoe anu these teeth faee their work, then, in 
any other poeition, they muat be pulled aideways 
on to their work, occasioning much useless labour, 
and nltimately suffering injury by being bent a
aide. The front teeth being fixed, may, of course, ,.,...... ,.,.. .... 

he or anyohspe; and it is best that they be paring 
teeth, or either of the rorms annexed. 

When it is desired to have expanding horse-

Fig. SSt. 

The plan, Fig. 55l,obowo the mode in which the 
framework is widened. It conoists of five parallel 
bars jointed together by parallel cross-piece&: the 
central bar io extended at either en<l-at the one 
furnishing the handles, and ai the other the &lot
hole for the &haft of the front wheel. When 
widened-c, b, and d assume the pooitions indi
cated by the dotted lines. The saddle a, con· 
nected with the cross-arms f, slides up the central 
bar into its new position; and being hindered 
from sliding back by the pin behind it, the whole 
fraruework becomes rigid in the wider form thus 
assumed. But Harkes' horse-hoe is much the 
oheapest form of parallel expanding horae-hoe 
that we are acquainted with, The med~ of its 
operation io obvious from the drawing in Plato 
XXVIII. By pushing or pulling the handle 
attached to the stilts of the implement, the jointed 
framework which holds the teeth may be made a 
square, or a very acuie angled parallelogram ; in 
the one case, its eide-bars, and the teeth which 
they carry, being at their greatest.-in the other, 
at their least-distance from one another; and 
in either pooition, the framework remains so long 
as this arm or lever, by which it is shifted, retains 
its position ; and this it is made to do by the very 

y;1. ;;z. simple spring-cateh 

2 
~ figured below, by 5 "kJI " which it ia bolted into 

one or other of the 
boles in the semicircular loop by wh!ch it traverses. 
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Tho mode in wllicll the Lhi<ler t<·oth of this 
l1orse-hoe mny be mnt1e to point downwnrJs, so 
ns to take l10ld of tl1e land, deservos attention, 
It is clearly represented in the drawing. We may 
mention that latterly attempts ha,·e been made to 
combine the harrow and tbe ho~ in one. implen1ent, 
l•y attaching behind the f'ormer a narrow trian. 
gular frameworkt studded with bnrrow teeth, 
which it drags after it as it proceeds. W ceds 
cut olf by the front part of this mllcbine are tben 
pulled to the surface by the llinder part. And 
we have even seen a light apparatus, of the Nor
wehrian harrow description, dragging after a horse
lwe; which, however, we consider less likely to 
he useful than the simple harrow. The followiug. 

are the prices of these implements:-

The common horse-hoe~ about ..•.••.............•... £2 0 0 
Do. do.~ with barrow attached,..... 2 15 0 
Do. do.. with Norwegian harrow, .• 3 10 0 

llnrkes' parallel expanding horse-hoe, ........ £2 to 3 10 0 
'l'he horse-hoe and moulaing plough, about......... t; 0 0 
'I he Ulcy horse-hoe,................................... 7 0 0 

. This last implement l\'e have figured, as repre
senting a thoroughly efficient machine, but its 
merits are obtained at a cost beyond the intrinsic 
value of tl1e horse-hoe; and, indeed, they may, 
ns Mr. llarkes has proved, be developed in imple
ments of much less expensive construction. A 
horse-hoe, working in intervals of twenty-six in
ches, ought to get over more than three acres in 
ten hours. [J. c. M.J 

E. H. BENTALL, HEYBRIDGE WORKS, .MALDON1 ESSEX. 27 

BENTALL'S PATENT HARROWS. 

There are three J!Olntls ur special importance to which 
parti.Cularcar& and attention baa been paid in the COil• 
'l\n.eiion or theae HIUTOlra : they are u follow :-

TAl' ~ o.t tAt- Bscml..-'l'be11e Harrow11 are ma<le 
04 the Jig-zag prlncJple, which allows or the teeth 
be1lut 10 pl&cea fbahach cutuaepara.te trACk, or lind; 
bJ: tifa. me&ru~. all the land 18 equ&Uy drelilell. 

Frmn. of tJu Itoo.~Thta ta of a double angll' form, 
thull _ whl.ch rendera the Ua.nowa much atronger 
than llnwte ot the 8alJll weight of &qUD.re lron. '.l'be 
holes in the beaJna and bani can, in conorequencc of 
thia pectlliartorm, be punched by a m::Lehlpe wheo tho 
lroa. 1a cold. th'.la enauring greater truth than on the 
ordiD&ry proceu of manufal:oture. 
Se~ng eAt ruth.-Tbe teeth are securely held In 

their proper positiorut by meaPa of a. ~top or gunrd, 
which b- riveted against the nut so as to ell'ectuany 
prevent it ftom tumir.g or getting loose. 

Plrlcu.-A li!t containing several hundred seta of 
these Barruwa, dUJ'ering tn the width of teeth1 w_idth 
(If the tet of Harrows, weigh~ Ire., can be naa. on 
&.ppli.c&t.iOI:l. ! l 

I.AND :B.OI.I.S. 

Bentall's Improved Land 
Nea-Tbe Prices of tho StraJght and lmprovecl Bolla are alike. 

WJDrll DU.)I:ETZB £ b. d. 
Two ridge or 8 rt. ~ .11 in. 8 8 0 
Half-rod or 9 ft. • 11 in. • 9 9 0 
Tluee ridge or 10 rt. • • 11 in. . . 10 10 0 

Bo.¥ea, according to size, 5s. to 7a. 6d. each eKtra. 

Theat. Laud Rollt, being 
jointed, are adn~ted tor use 
either on the r1dge, ~Jtetch, 
or flat. Tl1 ~yare constructed 
10 that there are no teuona or 
mortJcea in the fi1Ulling: the 
bar& are made of oall:, and 
the gudgeona and bos:ea in 
which they ran are or caat 
iron, renewable at ple&~~Uie. 

Mr. BENTALL haa made an 
improvement in the coD&truo
tion of theae Rolls, which 
eonsista in placnlg one of tbe 
cylinder& 10 advance ot the 
other, inat.eo.d of their bemg 

both in aline. The advantage or this J1 that 
all the land Ia eovt~red. When the ordinaey 
jointed Roll is USP.d acroas the ridges, there Is 
alwaya a space between tbe two cyllildera. 
Boxes ean be fitted on the top of the trame 
tor the purpose ()f loading the roll with atones, 
it reqwred. 

Extract from manufacturer's catalogue, 1865. 
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CULTIVATORS 
grubbers or 

scarifiers 

from 

"A Cyclopaedia of Agriculture" 
J.C. Morton, 1855 

CULTIVATORS, oRVBBERB,orsoAamsas, aro 
a ellll8 or implements in mueh more general use 
now than they formerly were. They probably 
originated in an alteration of the barrow, the teeth 
of which, though admirably adapted for the sur. 
face operations of breaking clods, and gathering 
weeds. and eoYering ssed, do not possess a form 
enabling them to penetrate ti1e furrow sli<e. By 
raising the framework in which they are fixed, 
and giring them a Corm curving obliquely forwards, 
they are eaabled to penetrate to any required 
depth ; their shape gives them a hold of the land, 
and thns the frame requires to he supported on 
wheels, lest the teeth should work themselves into 
tae ground altogether. Add an apparalns for 
rais~ or lowering this framework, adapting its 

position to the depth at which the teeth nre 
desired to work; arrange these teeth in the posi
tions, relatively to one another, in which each will 
be likely to perform its work with least annoyanco 
to the rost; give them a form, which, while it 
takes hold or the ground, shall stir it effectually, 
with the least exertion of force, and clean it 
thoroughly, leaving the weeds on the surface of 
the land, with the lesst liability to clog; arm the 
points of these teeth, or tines, with chisel or "duck. 
feet" edges, in order to fit the machine either for 
stirring or paring; give the framework height 
enough above the ground to allow room for weeds 
to gather and fall oft', even where the teeth are 
deepest in, and the land is foulest; give due 
attention to all these particulars, and you will 
eucceed in the formation of a good cultivator. 
It is found that five teeth thue fitted up give 
abundant work for •wo strong horses. Whero 
the framework is made to hold aeven or more 
teeth, four or more horses are needed. 

It may be well first to refer to the use• of tbe 
implement, and then to describe some of its exist
ing forms. Cultivators are employed, with their 
broad edges, in paring stubbles, and with their 
narrow teeth in stirring the land after being thus 
cleaned-in stirring ploughed land, in spring, to 
the bottom of the furrow slice of the previous 
autumn-and in lifting to the surface tbe weeds 
to be gathered and removed, or the clods to be 
broken, which may l1ave been buried by the last 
ploughing. In all caees, it is desirable that tl1e 
surface be toierably even before it he used, as the 
depth of its teeth in the land depends upon the 
position of its wheels on the surface ; and unless 
that be even, a uniform depth of cultivation will 
not be obtained. In the case of the autumn culti· 
vation of etubbles, this is not likely to require 
attention; but for spring work across the previous 
winter's furrow, the harrows, and probably tho 
roller, must preeede the in1plement, in order to pre
pare an even surface for its operations. Besides 
theae methods or using the cultivator, it has been 
successfully employed in breaking up clover lea: 
if the land be crossed with this implement, using 
its narrow teeth, before being ploughed lengthwise 
in the ordinary way, the furrow slice will be much 
less difficult of reduction to tilth ; tbe seed it 
receives will be more satisfactorily covered by tho 
harrows, and the land will be in a better condition 
to nourish ti1e young plants. 

Now, as to the construction of the machines 
which are to perform all theae operations, tk 
frnm of tk tulh, on which the efficiency of their 
action, and the facility of their passage through 
the land depend, seems. the point or chief eonsid· 
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FINLAYSON's GRUBBER IMPROYF.D BY SCOULA!!. 
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CULTIVATORS. 587 

cration. The following ia a drawing of four 
teelh:-tu ia adopt.ed in 11idd.ell's eearifier; 121 

without any ability to shift. The second form of 
tooth, that which is uaed in the IDey cultivator, 
is shown, as lixed for uae, in Plate VII., and Fig • 
253; it embraces the framework, a a m, Fig. 
246, and is keyed up to its position by c. The 
tine ia held by the key c, and is supported by 
a projecting part of the framework, which is 
extended downwards below the general line for 
that purpose. This ...,ms as good a way to bold 
the tine in a cast-iron framework, as has been 
devised. A somewl1at similar tooth to this bas 
been adopted by Mr. Smith of N orthsmpton, in 
his large cultivator, shown in elevation at Fig. 
250. Here the framework and teeth are of 
wrought iron, and, accordingly, they are made 
of smaller section and material. The tooth !91, 
Fig. 246, is shown in Plate VIII., and Fig. 249, 
as fixed in the grubber of Mr. Kirkwood, Tranent, 
East Lothian, which is a useful machine, long 

• 
• 

• 

in the IDey cultivator; l>l in Kirkwood's grnhher; of high estimation in the south of Scotland, The 
aad <tl in Finlayson's barrow: m and l<l are tines here, too, are of wrought iron, and are keyed 
shown in elevation; "' and 111 in perapective. into mortises in the framework. The fourth, 
Ths fourth, as figured here, seems the beat again, the form adopted by Finlayson, is shown 
adapted to perform its work with facility. The in Plate VIU ., and in Figs. 247 and 248; it is 
tooth b b in it and Ill might be armed, as nl and fixed in ita plaee by a horizontal extension of the 
1>1 are, with points, or edges, of any required tines passing through two cross bars of the frame
shape, either for atirring, or for poring the aur- work, and bolted at its extremity, as is shown at 
face. At that part of it where it is in action, c !fJ, Fig. 246. 
lal is of a shape somewhat resembling ltl; but in Besides the teeth named, we may refer to that 
foul land, the weeds will be apt to accumulate of Messrs. Barrett and Exall of Reading, in what 
between it and tho framework a a in which it is they call their cnt's.claw drag, Plate VIII. In 
t'aatened ; while in Ctl they will more easily fall oft'. this machine, each row of teeth is made movablo 
(I) dilfera from 111 and etl in being somewhat independently of the others, and being m•de to 
more allropt, and 101 in being still wore gradual move nearly in tbe circle which its own near; J 
in ita action upon the land. There is a possibility circular form occupies, there is no difficulty in 
of being too gradual-not sufficiently abrupt; for lifting it out of any heap of weeds and rubbish 
whore there is any length of the tine nearly hori- which may,forthe time, have clogged its operation. 
aontsl, aa in m ia the case, it merely has the effect Besides the form of the teeth, as aft'ecting their 
or carrying a weight of earth, and so of inoreasing facility and efficiency, there are the height of l11e 
tha labour of the operation, without in tho least f~. and the a'l'fO!n[)ement of the teah in it, 
increasing its efficiency. These teeth are shown, which greatly determino the former of these par· 
a& fixed in their respective rnBehines, in Plates ticulars. In Scoular's (Haddington) fonn of the 
VI., VII., VIII. Biddell's machine, Plate VI., Finlayson's harrow, the wheels being only twenty 
which is there shewn as one of the largest size-- inches in diameter, the frame is not more than 
a nine-tined cultivator-has ita teeth, a& is shown ten inches above the ground when the teeth just 
both there aad at m in the above figure, placed rest on ito surface; and, when they are at work, 
between two cross hara a a of the framework, four or five inches deep in the land, there is not 
to which it is holt.ed at c c; and they can thua space enough, except in clean land, for tho weeds 
be placed at ouch a depth below tho framework, to pass without catching in the framework, and 
eonaisten&ly with the height at which that is slung so obstructing the operation of the implement. 
above the groUDd, as may he considered desirable ; The same is true, though in a less degree, of 
the aame form of tooth is adapted by the same Kirkwood '• grubber, whore the wheels are eleven 
makers. Messrs. Ransome aad May of Ipswich, or twelve inches in radius, and where the frame
to another framework, shown, under the name of work, besides being a little higher from the 
the Indian cultivator, in Plate VII., and Fig. ground, is of a form less liable to catch the 
251; there it is bolted directly on to tho cross bar, , rubbish lifted to tho surface by the operation of tho 
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machine. In the other machines we have named, may he true of all the different kinds of this 
the falllt or too low a framework has been avoided machine alike; but their arrangement iu two 
by the use or wheels from three feet to three feet oblique rows extending forwards, as from the 
siJ: inehea in illamftter; and a framework being right hand to the left, certainly does increase th~ 
hdbg from. or reeling on their axles, it is thus tendency thus to lose its even forward motion, 
placed at a sufticient height to allow of the tooth it whenever it is working on the edge of unstirred 
earriea going deep enough, without the weeds they land to the right. I am not aware, however, 
lift having any liability to clog the passage of that this is of material consequence, except when 
the maehine. the implement is used as a paring machine on a 

But unless the teeth are properly a!TIIIIgOd. tolerably hard surface ; but certainly, in such a 
they will themeelvea he unable to traverse a case, the soil is often seen in long strips of un
couohy field; the weeds and roots will ureaveu moved surf'aee, whenever any unusual resistance 
up before them, and stop their passage; it is to a forward motion has had the effect referred 
of importanee, therafore, that they bo arranged to, of turning the nose of the framework in to
in 1he mauner least likely to clog their progress. wards the unworked land, so as to make the two 
In most maehinea, the tracks of the teeth in the rows of teeth travel more evenly, each in its own 
lomd through which they pass, are about six or track. To avoid this, it needs that the machine 
seven inehea apart; and if they be arranged in two teeth bo arranged in transverse rows, as iu Bit! 
rowa direetly across the length of the machine, dell's and Finlayson's scarifiers; and to avoid 
no two adjacent tooth can he further apart than too close a neighbourhood, they m~>y be placed in 
<lollble this <liatance. This is the case in Biddell's more than two rows. Something like this is the 
ocarifier, in Finlayson's harrow, and in Barrett plan adopted in the Qase of Kirkwood's seven
and Exall'a cat'e-claw drag ; but there is ample tined grubliers, whera the two front teeth alone 
experience, that an arrangement allowing more e.re so near as double the interval between their 
room than this is often necessary, always bene- tracks; all the others being considerably further 
&eial. When the surface of the ground, and the apart, as is seen in tho drawing of the machine 
stabhle or grass it oarries, is wet, the paring teetb in Plate VIII. 
will clog, if they are not more than twelve or four- It now remains to deseribe the various ways 
teen inches apart; and where the land is full of that have been adopted of lowering and lifting the 
eoneh, thet distance is not sufficient to allow the framework to and from its work; fOI' while this 
passage or tooth so near. In the Uley cultivator, is not an essential part of the implement, it is of 
accordingly, in Ransome's Indian cultivator, in considerable importanoe, both as affecting the 
Kirkwood's grubber, and in almost all other ease of working it, and as, more than any other 
machines of the kind,esceptingthose named above, particular connected with it, determining the 
the tooth are arranged, either in three rows, with sl1ape and appearance of the machine, 
suftieient intervals between them, when tl1e mini- In the figures below, a number of elevations are 
u.um distance between adjacent teeth is, of course, given, including Finlayson's harrow, as originally 
three till!el the width of the teeth trawks in the constructed, Scoular's improvement upon it, Kirk. 
ground; or in two rows as before, but inclined wood's grubber, Biddell's scarifier, Ransome'• 
to the direction of motion, eo that each shall be, Indian cultivator, Smith's scarifier or cultivator, 
not abreast, but in advance, of that in the same and the Uley cultivator. 
row with itaelf. In the five-tined form of the The first, fourth, and seventh oftbese, differ from 
Uley cultivator, accordingly, where the tines are the others; the two former, in requiring at least 
arranged in two parallel rows, one containing three two operations to elfeet the thorough elevation of 
teeth, and the other two, both very much inclined the framework, and the last, iu efFecting it, not by 
to the direction of motion, the dietance between a leoer, but by a w,Qrm and wheel; and so far as 
any two adjacent teeth ls four times the distance this part of their structure is concerned, all these 
between the tracks in whieil they 1110ve. There must be held to be inferior to the others, in which 
is one diffi•nlty, however, conneeted with this the position of the framework is altered at one 
mode of facilitating the paseage of thg machine-- operation, by means of ,. single lever. In order 
that the machine is then very apt to work side- to explain the mcdo in which this operation is 
ways upon the edge of the land it is stirring. efFected, it will be seen, that in all the figures given, 
The tinea may bo arranged symmetrically on a and b are two points of fixed height above the 
either side of the longitudinel axis of the machine; surface of the ground, resting, either directly or 
and the fact that the half of them 1n the land indirectly, upon the axes of the hind and front 
5id" meet with more resistance than the others, wheels of the machine. Now, to take each imple-
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-ua aueceuioa:-Ia Ywla,yaon'• harNw, Fig. turned with facility at the headland, in order to 
247, the depreuioa ot the handle, whioh ill a commence another furrow. If, however, it ill to be 
lever ha-riag ll u a fulcrum, nillea d, a point in carried along reads, or out ot the field altogether, 
the framework to whioh ita further extremity ill the&ame muet be rait'td parallelly, and both rows 
attaohed. and &hua the front part ot th~ machine of teeth muot be entirely lifted out of the lail.d. 
ill lifted out ot the ground; the tint row ot teeth This ill elfected by the racks riaing &om the hind 
may thua be ele'f&led, and the pointa ot both rows wheels, on which the &amework there rests, and 
roiled nfticiently, to allow ot the maohine being up which it way be lifted ou either aide by the 

tGo&hecl wheela working into these raeb, which I llr. Scoular's impromaent of Fialaysou 's int• 
are 'brougbt into actioD by the uae of the spaDDer plement ia shown in Fig. 248. For ite somewhat 
ahawa in the figure. cumbrouo mode ot raiaiag the framework, there 

·--.-_ .... ____________ ---:-----------------~~-=---..... --.---.... -.--------------------~ 
Q__ iD 

ill aDlNttiiuted a single operation by the lever ot the grout1d, ~ is necessarily lifted m proportion 
lumdle. Ia front, ~ a point in the &amework, has to the sine of the angle described. Behind, again, 
llem raiaed from I by the angular movement ot c the framework ill, by the same depression of the 
IIIVIlDd 6, prodaeecl by the dep......;oo ot the lever 

1

. lever handle, raised; d, a point in the latter, being 
handle; theanglec~bbeingrigid.andbbeinga raised fromd'by ita aagular motion around a, 
&sed point as reprde ita height above the surface juot as c ill raised by ita ·motion around ll; the 
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rod d c serves to coDJleet these two portions so as 
to produce them both by one operation ; DJld the 
lengths of a d, b c, are arranged relatively to the 
proportions in which they are respectively divided 
by the &r!mework at its points of attachment to 
them in front DJld bohind, so that these points 
ore equally elevated by any given depression of tho 
lever baudie, and thus the framework moves para!-

Icily up and down; its position, at any particular 
height, being determined by that of tho lever hondld 
in question; and that is held in any required posi
tion by a series of notches in the loop above it, 
Plata VIII., into BllY of which it may be fitted. 

In Kirkwood's grubber, Fig. 249, the process 
of elevation is produced in a more complicated 
manner, The front is lifted as in the two machines 

already described; cis lifted to c', carrying the from its position, heicg simply lifted, and tho 
framework with it, by its angular motion around latter, being at tho same time pulled backwards, 
b, produced whenever, the lever handle being and thus made to act npon tbo leverage in front 
deprelied, 6 is made to move around a, and so to When lifted to the position of the lines in the 
pull the rod c c towards it ; and at the sam~ time dotted figure, the weight of the machine tends to 
that this is being done, dis lifted to If, and thus depress d, and make tl t! a revolve about a, thus 
the hinder part of the framework is lifted too. pushing e forward ; any contrivance, therefore, 
The fact is, a de, or atl e, is a rigid triangle, which would check this forward movement in e, 
and when the handle is worked over the fulcrum would keep the machine up. We ),ave such a 
a, d and e necessarily move with it; the former. contrivance in the handle f, or f, which turns 
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a."Owul the extremity;, or{, cODneoting it with the 
tiamework, and carriee a bolt at J, which, when e 
ia plllled far enough back in the lifting of the 
tiamework, may shift in front of it, thus forbidding 
ita apprnach towards;, without which the machine 
cannot he lowered. Another catch, carried by J, 
and represented at A, A', is used to hold tho ma. 
chine down when at work, so that the teeth shall not 
rias over an obstacle; and this it doee, when turned 
behind the boltg,byhinderingthebackward motion 
or a org, without which, no rise of the tiamework, 
independently of the wheelJ, is pos•i)le. 

·~·. 

There yet remain four forms of framework to 
describe. In Biddell's scarifier, Fig. 250, a and b 
are fixed ; the lever f, acting over the fulcrum b, 
lifts c, and with it the front part of the machine is 
raised, which, as in Finlayson's barrow, is all that is 
needed !9 enable it to tum on the heo.dla.nd; and 
the levers e, one to each of the hind wheels (see 
Plate VI.), acting over the fulcrum a, lift d, a 
point towards the hinder part of the framework ; 
c is thus lifted to d, and d to tl. The whole 
framework ia liftsd parallelly, and the teeth are 
thus raioed altogether out of the ground. 

< ~\~~' Fig. 251. 

\)•:\ 

\:>:~;~ 

Ia the Iadian cultivator, Fig. 251, the process I two frameworks; ono connecting the wheels, and 
efelevatieniaelfecto<l by one motion. There are the other, within the former, carrying th<, tinea; 

----=-· ·--~ 

J. 
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and the two are connected by arms of eqUllllength, 
jnst as the parts of parallel rulers are connected. 
Lift one part of the tine framework, and all must 
be equally lifted, jnst as in the case of the instru
ment alluded to ; d is lifted by the rigid angular 
lever s ad, working over the fulcrum a, and so 
every other point in the tine.frome rises too ; as 
represented in the figure, e has been depressed to 
e, and so cr. working around a, has been raised to 
d; andc', working arowH!f, has been raised to c. 

Smith's grubber, as shown &t tho annual meet
ing of the English Agricultural Society at North
ampton, is an instance of a method of lifting such 
machines, considerably more cumbrous than that 
just deseribed. Here, Fig. 252, a and b are 
fixed FOints; the depression of c, by the lever 
handle, lifts the framework in front, to which thot 

lever handle is attached by its extremity beyond b; 
and e being depressed by tho same movement, the 
other end of e d is raised ; e d a., in virtue of its 
rigidity, being considered as a lever acting over 
tho fulcrum a. A considerable weight of metal 
is collected at e, in order to balance, in some 
measure, the weight of the machine hanging at d, 
which tends by its weight to lift e, and therefore 
to render the depression of the lever handle more 
difficult. This certainly appears a clumsy method 
of assisting the operation of lifting the teeth out 
of work; o. constant increase of draught is inflicted 
throughout the length of the furrow, in order to 
rijmlnish the labour of the workman for one minute 
at the end of it. 

In the Uley cultivator, Fig. 253, which, along 
with Ransome's Indian cultivator, and Scoular's 

Finlayaon harrow, I cannot but think among the I of Welshpool, which received the approval of the 
neatest and most efficient implements of its class, judges at the Shrewsbury meeting of the English 
the framework is lifted by the action of the worm Agricultural Society; and that adopted by Messrs. 
and wheel, shown in the figure. The handlo bning Barrett and Exall of Rending, sbown in Plate 
turned round, e is made to revolve around "• which VIII. ; where, besides the general arrangenumt 
is the axle of the hind wheels; and for every inch for lifting the wbole framework, tbe means exist 
it is thus raised, the framework, to which the for moving every separate row of teeth independ
eentre of the wheel between a and e is attached, ently of the others, in case it should be needed 
is raised half an inch there; and d being raised an to free them of any accumulation of weeds when 
inch along with e, c, a point midway b•.tween the at work. 
extremities d and b of the lever d b, is also raised The reader will perceive, from the drawings, 
half an inch, and so the framework rises half an which of these machines are made of cast aml 
inch in front also. Perfect parallellism of motion which of wrought metal. The Uley cultivator 
is thus very simply and elegantly obtained; the and Biddell's scarifier are wholly cast; the ad
only fault characteristic of the process arising vantage obtained is cheapness; and it is urged 
fro!'l the length of time needed to conduct the two against the merit of lightness, in which the 
or three revolutions of the handle which are re- wrought-iron implem<,nts excel, that weight is 
qnired to produce the effect, when compared with an advantage, whenover it is desired that the 
the single depression of a lever handle, which, in thorough stirring of the ground be effected. But 
the other cases, is all that is needed. this cannot be considered sound argument-the 

:Besides the cases mentioned, other contrivances necessary strength must of course be provided, 
of this kind might be alluded to; nsj for instance, but it is attainable with a less weight of mate .. 
a oingulur method devised by Mr. Evan Thomas, rial in n wrought than in a cast-iron implement; 
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nnd we should depend upon the form of the teeth 
for the hold the instrument shall take of the land, 
not upon the weight forcing them in. The advan
tage whioh a cast-metal implement has, in the 
neighbourhood of the foundry-in broken parts 
being easily replaced-will, of course, occur to 
.,..,.., one; but this ia balanced by the advantage, 
on the other eide, pssessed everywhere else, in 
breakages being easily capable of repair by the 
'ri1lage blacbmith. <lmeiuly, the weight of the 
JD&Chine is a 'ffJr1 considerable tax upon the 
honea. The draught, when not at work, of a ma
china weighing four or five cwta., resting on narrow 
wheels, and oinking in thu soft ground, exhausts 
a considerable proportion of the strength of one 
hone; aDd to this, among other things, must be 
attributed the fact, that Scoular's form of the 
Finlayson five-tined harrow is as easy fo~ two 
hones, as the Uley cultivator is for three. Ex
cepting, however, where the land is very hard, or 
Yery foul, a five-tined cultivator is quito under the 
command of two strong horaes. 

It would appear, then, that the only other par
t:icnlar nseded to e.nable a judgment of tho rcJa.. 
t:ive merits of these machines is, the price at 
which each is charged, and we subjoin the list, as 
givo;;. ia the CoiJllogues of the English Agricul
tural Society:-
f!lq•lllliNior, & .... lined,!IO,IO...; if made wiUa wroughl 

iroD, fiom !Ill lo !18, I&. 'l'he seven-tined (cast· 
melll lnme) cullivator eoets !U!, 10...; if made of 
....,liM iron, from !14 to !18. 

Jtoald• ,__ .IWaptJ~C'• llarrow, five-tined, !7. 
SaUA•• graiHr. used with 1ive_ scweu. or niue equidistant 
~ at will, !15. When made onl7 for live or 
...... ~ !10, 10... (Wrought iron.) 

1JillMlflltiJ7ijlr, IOYOA•tined, !18; nine-tined, £21. 
:1M llllliauullioa/Qr, !14, 141. 
TGr-.r. ,...Utr, !8 lo !10. 
~··~"'~'"· !8, s.. 

The followin; is the list of prizes which imple
Jilents of thit cJua have received from the judges 
of the Eagliah Agricultural Society, at the dif. 
ierent annual meetinga of thnt body:-

.U O.uou-Mesen. llanJome reeeived the gold medal for 
their meeleina, and neapeeialiy for their cW-cuttiog 
maclli..., and Biddeii'•IC<Iri.fier." 

A& lm:ltl'OOL-The Earl of Docie received !15 for tlie 
fll.y ..U-, and Mesm. Ransome !10 for Bid
tldl• ~ Tt4mno (IICIIrilier) • 

.U BIUS10r.-Mesm. Cottam and Halleo, of Orlord-street, 
londou, received a priro of !5 for a ligAt •carijier • 

.U DDBr-21le Uley eollifltdor and Biddell'• •cari.fier were 
IO!eeled from lhe othem, for anbaequent trial. 

AI So\ITU&JtPrOK-The l!lW of Docie received !10 and a 
ailver medal for tlie Tl/I!JI cu/tifltdor. 

AI SIIUWSllv&T-The Earl of Docie received !10 for the 
Uley eo/liNt«. 

AI NJOWc.urJ.B- Mr. CroWill of Beverley reeeived !10 
{or 1/ie Uley <ulliwtor • 

.U NoJmW<PrO•-Mesm. Sharman and Co. of Willing
lloiuugh received !10 for Biddell'• ICarifier. 
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41 You:-1\lesm. Shllrlllllll and Co. agaill r<ceived !:10 for 

Bidtkll'l •cari.fitr. 
At Noawtca-Messrs. ltan!ome received !10 for Biddell'1 

•carifier; and M"""' Smith of Stamf<ml received 
!10 for Hr. Smith'• cultifltdor. 

The judgments here recorded were, in great 
measure, of course, determined by the nature of 
the work done by the different instruments on the 
several occasions, and necessarily varied consid. 
erably, according to the condition of the land on 
which the tri&h were made; and so they aeem to 
have oscillated pretty evenly between Biddell's 
scarifier and the Uley cultivator. At the Jut 
meeting of the Society, the large machine of 
Messrs. Smith obtained a prize along with the 
iormer of theae implements, the judges observing, 
"it is a very efFective implement, either as a 
scarifier or a grubber;•• that is, either for sur .. 
face or deeper operations. But it certainly seems 
reasonable to suppose, that a lighter machine 
than any of those named, if strong enough for 
ordinary work, would be an improvement upon 
nil ; and if makers, preserving sufficient strength, 
could combine the light form and single leverage, 
as well as tho shape of tine, in Scoular'a Finlay
son harrow, with the higher framework, and 
better arrangemont of tines, characteristic of the 
Uley cultiYator, the result would be preferable to 
any form of the machine now in existence. It 
certainly is very desirable that the attention 
hitherto worthily paid to this class of implements 
be maintained, with a view to their continued 
improvement. The cnltivator is probably among 
the most important of agricultural machines. Ita 
work is, in many cases. a. tterfect substitute for 
ploughing, and., in some, an h.~provcment upon it~ 
while it does not involve above one-third of the 
horse labour per acre 91'hieh · the other requires ; 
and this alone is sufficient to maintain its position 
of usefulness among the implements of the farm. 

There is another clasa of implements which, 
like the cultivator, operate partly by the stirring 
thoy give to the soil: they include the Norwegian 
harrow of Messrs. Stratton of Bristol; the spiked 
clod crusher of Mesars. Barrett of Hull, &c.; but 
these must be referred to under the articles HAR
ROW and RoLLER. 

.I 
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GRUBBER 

from 

"The Book of the Farm" 
Henry Stevens, Second Edition, 1855 

-~ , .. 

<''·--.o.L ·-·-·· ... ---~--

2417. But wl1en the land cannot Le 
sufficiently impressed by the harrows, re
course should be bad to the grubber, which 
is a much better implement, in every re
spect, than tho brake-barrow. :fig. 215 is a 
\·iew,in porspeetive,ofKirkwood'sgrubber, 

Fig. 215. 

··:~~=· .. ·-- _-:--~-._.: 

~·~~ .:::::~=~~--cc->:==--_--:~---;;=~;~:~:---~· 
KIRKWOOD'S UlWBD&R. 

which I consider a good implement of its 
class, as well in the execution of the 
work done by it, ns for the facility with 
which the tines are taken out and lot down 
again into the soil. This grubber may be 
considered as consisting of two purl.s, the 
tine-frame, and the carriage with 1ts wheels 
and handles, the two bo:ng connected by 
means of the apparatus for elevating the 
tine-frame, and by a joint-rod which is 
common to both, the whole being con
structedofmalleableiron,exceptthewheels. 
The tine-frame is a a; the muzzle a" is 
provided with several holes, in which the 
draught shackle and hook can be attached, 
to. regulate in some degree tho tendency to 
earth. The beam 6 b is bent upwards at a', 
above the frame a, for the purpose of receiv
ingthe bridleu u'. The tines, of which this 
form of the implement contains 7, h k, &c. 
are boot at the point as in the figure, with a 
slight tendency to earth, and are flattened 
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out at the point; and they are securod at 
any required degree of earth by an iron 
wedge to each tine. 

2418. Tho carriage consist. of the axle 
d d, on which aro mounted the two handles 
or lovers c c. Tt.o levers aro perforated 
fur the joint-rod !J, the position of which 
in the tine-frame is such as just to allow the 
extremities o to pass the axle when the 
frame is being raised or depressed. The 
!eYers extend backward, and terminate 
in sockets into which wooden helves are 
inserted. The carriage is supported on 
the hind-wheel•/ f; and the fore-part of 
the frame on the castor-wheel i, with its 
shears 1c l, and crank-lever l n. The 
conucxions between the carriage and 
frame also form the elevating apparatus, 
by which the tine-frame is moved up and 
down in positions alwsvs parallel to the 
horizon. .. 

-.c.c_ ___________ --- -- ----------------------
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2il9. In wor~ngthe machine, it is re
quisite that the conductor have it in his 
power to ll!glllata and preserve a unifonn 
depth Cor the tinee, and to he able to with
draw the tines from the earth. To ac
complish this part, the connecting-rod t 
baa small mortices in it, to the number of 
6 or 8, at very close intervals. A nut or 
slide-box y is fitted to slide easily upon 
it; and it can he fixed at any point by 
dropping a pin through this and any re
quired mortise. The bridle " u' consists 
of two similar parts. The handle " :c "' 
is made of such length as will bring the 
eye ,. within reach Q{ the conductor-bot 
it can he shorte:.ed or lengthened at plea
sure; and tbi·, is done to make the cross
head fall 1-~ behind the end of the connect
ing -rod •· hen the tines are in the ground, 
which • nus lock them that they cannot 
ri..oe or.t o£ the ground, although, from any 
malf.,rmation of the tines, they might have 
a lf.ndency to do so were this lock not 
a~plied. Bnt while the tines preserve their 
due form, the lock is not required. A pro
longed screw-nut at p is also put upon the 
handle; and when tlie tine-frame is raised 
out ofthe ground for travelling, the nut is 
adjusted to fall in beforo the checks o£ the 

stays at p, and thus keeps up the tine-frame 
without the continued aid of the con
ductor. 

2420. Ducie•• Grubber, or cultivator, 
the production of Earl Ducie, is based, in 
its construction, on the improved form of 
Finlayson's and of Kirkwood's grubben. 
In this cultivator we have the high wheels 
raising the tine-frame to a height above 
the surface of the ground that must greatly 
pre•·ent the choking of the tines in foul 
land, by the accumulation of roots about 
their neck ; and this is further secured by 
the curvature which they possess. The 
castor-wheel in front, being double, is an 
improvement on the crank-lever and 
shears, and decidedly superior to them; 
and the apparatus for elevating the tine
frame exhibits a fine mechanical taste, 
though the application and arrangement 
of the screw, the whcol ned axle, and the 
Ieven to effect the purpose, is perhaps an 
example of t"'' much elahorati~n for the 
particular case. 

2421. Fig. 216 is a view in perspective 
of this implement. It consists of a frame 
a a, which carries fi•·e tines b b, &c., with 

l<'ig.216 
•• 

THE DUCIE CULTIVATOR. 

which the machine is armed. The frame It, the draught-shackle 9 is applied in a 
thus eoustrncted is mounted on two high permanent position, so that the shackle 
wheels d d, which support the body ofthe and stem shall turn together, and, by eon
tine frame ; and the front or apex of the sequence, the wheels also, forming thus a 
frame is supported on the double castor- castor-wheel of the most perfect descrip
wheels e e, which are mounted on a re- tion. The elevating and depressing oftbe 
versed T -fom1 axle, to the stem of which tine-frame is accomplished by a very 
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which bears the shanks "• oE six trian
gular duck-tooted hoes, or share., made 
to embrace as mallY rows of corn, at the 
ordinaly breadth o£ 'l'iuches asllllder. The 
bndleo, f f, by which the driver guides 
the hoes along the centres of the row., 
are attached to the bar d. The carriage 
rmd hoe are oollllected by mealll! of the 
rods g g, which, at .one end, are attached 
to the hrmdles f, and at the other linked 
on l>y eyoo to hooks in the hind part 
of the bnicketo, which Sllpport the framing 
or shal'to a a. The rods g are strength
ened by others, passing llllder the bar d, 
rmd welded at both ends to the under part 
of g. When the rows are placed wider 
thrm 1 inches, the axle is expanded to 
the requisite widtb by hoiog slipped out
wards thronllh the collar, and fixed at a11y 
giveu width by the pinohiug screw at b. 

4101. Fig. 354 represents two differ

Fig. 3M. 

LONG &..'ID SHORT SHARES FOR TUB UORSI-IIOB. 

ent sorts of shares uaed in this hoe, one a, 
hoing lbe ordinary one for narrow rows of 
1 inches; the other, b, to answer tho broad
est width of 18 inches. The latter con
sists of along rectangular feather attached 
to eaeb shank plaeed in a diagonal diroc
tion aor088 ani! meeting in the centre of 
the drill. Tho inclination of thoir edges 
allows the shares to clear themselves 
oE the soil while they are cutting the 
weeds under the sorfuce. Having the bar 
tl as long as the width to which tho 
axle may ho expanded, the requisite 
shares m•ght then ho affixed to it, required 
to hoe the number of rows determined on 
-and thus the hoes may be increased 
in nomhor from 6 to 12, and the breadth 
hoed from ~ to 1 feet; but from 4 to 5 
feet in width is th6 best one for doing the 
work quickest and most effectually. To 
obtain that distance, 8 hoes at 7 inches 
wide give 4 feet 8 inches; 6 hoes at 9 inches 
wide give 4 feet 6 inches; and 6 hoes set 
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at three doubles as b, at 18 inches wid~ givo 
4 feet 6 inches. The prices of this horse· 
hoe, at these respective widths, are-with 
6 hoes, £4; 8 hoe., £4, lOs.; and 12 
hoes, £5, lOs. 

4102. In using this hoe, tho horse is put 
into the shafts a, fig. 353. The driver 
holds on hy the handles f f, and steers the 
hoes along the centre of the rows k, which 
he is enabled to do by the movement of 
the rods g upon the books attached to the 
brackets at a. Shoald the horse swerve 
from the row he walks in, the driver 
directs the hoes in their rows, until 
the horse regains his former track. A 
stea<ly horse will not leave the row he 
is placed in, from one end of the landing 
to the other, and vnly a steady one should 
be employed in such work as hoeing. A 
steady man, to steer the hoes, is as requi
site as a steady horse, otherwise careless
ness will send the hoes through the rows 
of com plants, and cut them through as 
well as the weeds. 

4103. In 1849, Dr Newington of Knolo 
Park, ncar Tunbridge Wells, tho inventor 
of the dibble, fig. 292, introduced to public 
notice a hoe, which he names a cultiDator, 
for weeding and stirring the ground be
tween the rows of com. It consists of a 
shaft with a cross-handle at one end, ancl 
at the other end a shank, to which is at
tached a head, into which three or four or 
more shares are inserted at shiftable dis
tance., correspomling with the width of 
the rows to be hoed, from four to eighteen 
inches apart-taking at one time two or 
three rows of the smaller distance•, noel 
one of tbe larger. The instrument is drawn 
through tho ground by the force of a man, 
who is equipped in a canvass jacket, to 
which is looped a belt, by which he draws 
by the cross-handle. I have not seen this 
implement at work, but the inventor 
aftinns that " a ma.n can do two acres 
a-day with great ease; that is to say, stir 
and hoe an acre, from three to four inches 
deep, five times for 5s., much more effectu
ally than by the present mode of hand
hoeing, and at one-fifth the expense." 



SCUFFLER & HORSE HOES 
from Henry Stevens "The Book of the Farm" 

3250. Hwu-lo06 or Scu.fJfer. - The 
double mould-board plough, fig. 209, is 
convertible into a scuOliug or cleansing 
plough, or horse-hoe. To elfect this, tl1o 262, is for111ed ; the portions of the beam 
hinge-pins of tbe mould-boards are with- and handle being cut olf, and the remain
drawn, and the mould-boards removed, ing portion of the beam is a, and of the 
when the implement represented by fig. ilandles, are 6 6, exhibiting also their jnnc-

Fig.\162. 

' 

TUG BODY OF THE DOUBLE IUOULU HOARD ALTBKKD TO A SCUPFLINU PLOUOII. 

tian with the tail of the beum. The oody 
frame e e io of an irregular rhomoo;dal 
form, whereof the front bar d Corms tho 
shield, and the lower bar, the sole-shoe m. 
The two wing bars !I !I are jointed to a stud 
that projects £rom the beam on each side 
at 1:. A quadrant barf is attached to the 
two stilts at f, and the ends ofthe wing
bars, having a mortise formed to receive 
the \lnadmnt, are moved upou thio to any 
requUed width, and secured by the screws 
i i. A second mortise is punched in each 
wing-bar to receive the seulBing eouil<!rs 
A A, which are thinned off to a knife-edge 
in front, and bent inward below till the 
points stand 6 inches to the right ~nd left 
of the shanks. A double-feathered share 
• is fitted to the head d of tl•e body-frame, 
which completes this simple l•orae·hoe, and 
tbe change from the one state to the other 
iselfectsd ina few minutes, for, in return-

in~ it to the double mould-board state, 
it •• only necessary to remove the seuf
fters 9 9 and loA, an'd the feathered share e. 

3251. The efFect of this horse-hoe in tho 
soil io to loosen the eurth between tbe 
rows of drills, or, if foul, to under-cut all 
the weeds that exist in that space, or to 
such breadth as the two seuffiers Alt. may be 
set; the upright part of these coulters per
forming a species of paring along the 
sides of the two contiguous rows. If the 
land is in good order, and tolerably clean, 
stirring it with this sculller will be suffi
cient; but if overrun with weode, one or 
otber of the drill- harrows or grubbers 
will be found neeeeeary to prevent a ro
''cgetation oftho wcorl•. 

3252. Fig. 263 exhibits Mr Wilkie's 
horse-hoe with purallel motion, in which 

WILKI£'S HORaB-HO& WITH PARALLBL MOTION. 

the two back tines have their tails jointed, pivots placed in the middle of their length, 
at a 6 e d, to two transverse parallel bars, attaChed to the tail of the beam. B.r the 
which traverse to a Blllall.extent upon motion of these, a perfect parallelism of tl•e 
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THE CULTURE OF THE TURNIP. 63 

tines is preserved, capable of being se
CIIU<ld at any required width by pinching· 
IICJeW& This is the most pNfect mode of 
adjiiStment for the tinee of a hoe of this 
constrnclion-tbree-tined-but it does not 
apply to thoee of more than three, and is 
perhaps too re&nod for a field implement. 
'i'he self-cleaning Corm of the tinee has been 
adduced in favour of this implement, but 

the form that may be useful in a great 
&old-grubber is not applicable to an im
plement such as this; for it seldom occurs, 
and ought never to be the case, that a 
drilled green crop is so overrun with weeds 
as to require a self-cleaning tine. 

3253. Thecommondrillilrub6e.-,fig. 264, 
is aligbt Wld convenient implement drawn 

1'H.B COMMO!" DRlLX.·URUBUBR. 

by one horse. It consists of a central beam 
a 6 e, the neck part of wbich is bent up
wards. and punched at the front for the 
passage of the stem of the wheel. The 
wing-bars 6 tl, carry the tines g g g, 
6 in nnmber, and the central beam car
ries the front tine at b. Tho wing-bars 
are each furnished with a quadrant-bar 
riveted into the wings at d d; the tail of 
the quadrsnta, passing throu!lh the morti"" 
at "• are secured by a pinohmg-serew fix
ing the wings at any required width. The 
wing-bars are extended backward, and bent 
upwards to form the handles c c. To the 
point of the besm is affixed a simple bridle 
f with a cross-web and shackle, giving a 
small rsnge of yoke right and left. The 
front wheel, whose offioo is to regulate the 
depth of the gmbbing, is usually 8 or 9 
iucbes diameter, and the tines g are forged 
with duck feet slightly pointi~g forward. 
In many localities this implement is use<! 
for all the purposes of horse-boeing, ex
cept the process of paring or of earthing 
np ; and, having cheapness as well as utility 
as a recommendation, it is very generally 
approved of. It is, however, subject to 
varisty in the dilfereotdistriets where it is 
employed: in some it is ahorteoed to 5 tines, 

in others lengthened out to 9, and in maor 
cases the tines are plain-pointed. It 1s 
frequently also made with the tines stand
ing in a zigzag position ; but, except in 
the second pair of tines, this is of little 
importance, as those bebic,i the second are 
sufficiently apart to prevent them becom
ing choked with weeds. The price of this 
grubber is about £2, lOs. 

3254. In this class of implemeota, we 
fin<! a very handsomely conotruoted one, 
known as Wilkie• drill gruhli6r and har
row, which is represented in &g. 265. This 
implement is constructed with a besm a b, 
and a pair of handles c c attached to the 
tail of the beam, one on each side. It bas 
no proper body-frame, but is merely. a 
skeleton, the grubbing parts of it being the· 
three tines or coulters d e f. The foremost 
one d isset in a coulter-box in the beam, and 
terminates in a double-spreading feather 
or dnck"s-foot point; the two others, e and 
f, are continuations of the two wings, which 
are capable of adjustment hJ the quadrant
bar fl· The effect of the tmes on the soil 
is somewhat similar to that of the seuffler, 
fig. 262, paring and undercutting ; but 
the implement is furnished with an appen-
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dage in the attached 6-tined barrow i, depth '•y means of its suspenders, anol to 
which completes the operation at one tum. breadth by m•ans of its two small quad
The harrow is capable of adjustment to rant-bars. The regulation of depth is 

Fig. 265. 

WlLKlB~SDRJLL·GRI.t"BBER. A..... ... D HARROW. 

aided by the wheel l bung in the shears n, 
which is jointed to the beam at a, and to 
which also is attached a shackle an<! hook 
o for the draught. The price is £4, 15s. 

3255. In still' soils, the broad-feather 
shares will with difficulty be kept in the 
ground ; and, from their great length and 
b"""dth, will have the effect of consolidat
ing that part ofit which they pa!IS over, 
into a l1ard crust. The barrow is an im
portant part of the implement, but adds 
considerably to the draught; and the im
plement, upon the whole, is too heavy for 
one horse being able to produce efficient 
work with it. By lightening the entire 
strneture, and altering the form of the tine, 
it might be rendered a very useful horso
boe. 

3256. A ploughman is sot to work the 
acuffier, fi¥.· 262, and he takes oue of his 
horses whde the other one is resting, each 
horse working one yoking e\·ory day while 
at thia work. On farms havmg a large 
breadth of turnips, two senffiers may be 
thns engaged. As the work of seuffiing 
iS easy compared !o ploughing, the aged 
horses, or mares suckling foals, are em
ployed at it. Should the companion to 
the mare with foal be ,. horse or a mare 
without a foal, the mare and her foal are 
sent to pasture, while her companion works 
alltheday. Thesteadiestborsos, in what
ever state they may otherwise be, shoulrl 
only be employed at scuflling, else by 
unsteady walking the implement may 
cut up the plants right and left. The 
ploughman should provide double reins to 
the horse. In setting the wings of the 
acuffier, the coulters should be brought to 

pare the soil from the plants as near as 
possible without touclling tl1em, and the 
drier and finer the state of tho soil, the 
nourcr they may work to the plants. 
In rougb ami damp soil, tbe clods, rnit1ed 
and disturbed by the coulters, will be apt to 
fall upon tho plants when the coulters are 
placodtoonear to them. In scuftlingturnips 
the !•loughman requires to he ~enstuntly 
ou his guard, to guide the implement in tho 
middle space between the row of plants on 
each side of him; tiDd on enteriug and fin
ishing every landing, he should take c:nro 
that the horse does not turn too sharply 
upon the head-ridge, and cause tl1e coul
ters to cut off some of the plants from the 
ends of tho drills. Scuffiing admiiB of 
walking at the rate of three miles in the 
hour or more, and is a "'!Cry expeditious 
process, when the !and is pretty clean. 

3257. The scuffiing having cleared part 
of the ground in a yoking in ad van co, the 
singling is ready to commence. Tho im
plement used for singlin¥ turnips is repre
sented in fig. 260, nod 1s named tho eur
nip-1!08. It consists of a thin iron plato 

Fig. 266. 
an ... 

• 

THE TURNIP OR HAND DRA W•HOB. 

a, faced with steel 7 inches in length and 4 
inches in breadth, with on eye b, attached to 
its upper edge to receive tho shaft c, usually 
made of fir, to make the implement as light 
in baud as possible. The shaft should not 
ex'cecd 3 feet in length, though in some 
parts of the country it is 4! feet, whilst 
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CULTIVATORS 

by W J. Malden, 

&om 

"The Standard Cyclopaedia of Modem 
Agriculture",l909 

Oultlvatore.-lmprovement in agricultural 
machinery is as well marked in cultivators as 
in any claaa of implement. The past century 
baa witnessed the transition from the wooden 
frame to the iron frame and to the steel frame, 
in fact to the all-steel cultivator; while the 
effectiveness and diminution in draught have 
been vastly improved, and cultivation rendered 
more easy and far less expensive. Cultivators 
are ordinarily regarded as being included in 
those implements which are used to l'"rform the 
heavier acts of tillage, and a distinction between 
them and harrows is that they are generally 
cauied on wheels, whilst barrows are wlleelleBB; 
the one being carried on a. wheeled frame, by 
which the depth of the work can he regulated, 
and the other without wheels, relying entirely 
on its weight to force the tines into tlio ground. 
Modern introductions have, however, somewhat 
disturbed this claBSification. Different nomen· 
clature is employed in different parts of the 
country ; and what is a cultivator in one, in 
another may be a scutBe or scuft!er, scarifi"r, 
grubber, drag, shim, &c., while the smaller or 
lighter ones are known as wheeled drag harrows, 
sliims, nidyats or nidgets, &c. 

The earlier wheeled cultivators, in spite of 
their wheels, depended largely on the dead 
weight of the heavy frame to force the tines 
into the ground, in fact heavy weights were 
sometimes laid on them to make them face bard 
work. This was because it was not realized 
that the pitch or angle of curve of the tine to 
a great extent controlled the ease with which 
the tine could enter the ground; in fact that a 
well-set tine would naturally draw into the soil 
almost independently of, or at any rate with 
only a omalr amount of preseure. Where pre•· 
•ure is depended upon tliere is neceOKarily more 
friction below than where a tine merely draws 
in, conseguently the draught wao ve11 heavy. 
The gradual development of the cultivator is 
intereoting as showing the progr088 and improve
ment in mechanical methOds and construction. 
Wbereao twenty years ago the common culti· 
vator or cl:cg employed in Wiltshire, Banta, 
and adjoining counties with chalk soils, was 
nl&de with a heavy wooden frame, with tines 
set in boles bored through the frame incapable 
of being adjusted as to width, and with practi· 
cally no mechanical aid to alter the wheels to 
adjust the depth of the tinea; with no provision 
to lift the tines without lifting the whole imple· 
ment ; and with tines which were only very 
slightly curved to face the work: now the 
modern spring sickle-tine cultivato~ po88e88e8 
powers of adjustment quickly and easily mani· 
pulated, with curve tines set so as to av(\id 
under friction, requiring but a small weight to 
force the1n or draw them into the ground. Cui· 
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Cultivators- Culture 
tivatora on better linea thaD the one first de
acrihed had, however, been available, and had 
been freely uaed in many districts, and some 
had attained mueh e8iciency. As long ago as 
1824, Finlayson brought out a curved tine cul
tivator on three wheels, the front one having 
an axle mounted on a hell-crank lever, to raise 
the fore part, while the hind wheels were I'&ised 
by a rack and pinion. This may be regarded 
as the first grsat stride from the old type. 
Sooular soon improved this by mounting all 
the wheels on hell cranks, operating them with 
one lever- The cranked ax)e was introduced 
in 1843- Clay and Coleman and Morton made 
cultivators whieh were held in high esteem 
throughout the latter half of the 19th century; 
Clay's was Jis!ht, and the shape and pitch of the 
tinea were distlnctlv 200(1. and the means of 
adjusting convenient. This-type was copied con
aiduably by other manufacturers, and on the 

Jfartin·e Cultivator ua Three-fu~w Rldger 

whole tho cultivation was satisfactocy- The in
troduction of the modem sickle tine h;y Messrs
Massey Harris in 1893, and in more ngid form 
by Meti8J'l!. Howard at the Leicester show of tho 
Royal AglicultUI'&l Society, l1owever1 opened up 
a new era in cultivation, and the aavantage of 
this type very quickly became recognized, and 
now it may be held thilt in both heavy and light 
eultivators all other typeo are ouper8eded. A 
oomparison between tlie cultivators exhibited 
not many years ago at the Royal Agricultural 
Society of Englarid show and those now ex
hibited, affordS a most striking illustration of 
the rapidity of the change, and is only equalled 
by the chango in type of haJlll&king machinery 
which is now in p1'0greBS- The work done by 
the tine with a sickle curve differs widely from 
that of previous shapes, for instead of merely 
breaking a line through the soil, this form of 
tine e&WI08 the soil to ride up the curve and 
to be thoroughly inverted; the liveliness of the 
work f~om this ntotion, and from the vibratory 
action of the ~ring tine, gives the land a most 
ell'ective working, and whether applied as a 
e~ing operation or in the preparation of the 
seedbed, the result is far superior to the older 
methods-

The sickle- tine cultivator may be divided 
into three tn'!'•: (1) the rigid, or nearly so, 
which is swtable for breaking up very hard 

soil, or for stirring very rough land, though it 
does good work wben land lies in a finer con
dition; (2) the spring tine, in which a lighter 
and more vibratory tine is used, and a largo 
number of tines are inserted in a ~ven widtli; 
(3) sickle-tine harrows, that is cultivators with
out wheels, made lighter for finer work_ The 
heaviest cultivators are made with steel tines, 
giving a. certain amount of vibratory action, but 
the more advanced have a spring attachment 
to the frame which supl?lies further vibration 
and retraction; but the p1ercing of hard ground 
is ensured by the spring having a limited yield, 
so that the tine is brought to rigidity against 
the frame when this point is reached. A culti
vator of this type is convertible into mr. .JY forms, 
and with slight alteration of parts, or with ad
ditional attachments, may perform many kinds 
of operations. The points are changeable, and 
may be used in various widths from plain points 

to broadshares cuttin~ the whole 
of the llround; the tmes may be 
altered 111 position to grub between 
rows o0f root crops, beans, &t.1., and 
act as horse hoes or plain grub
bers; moulding bodies may oo at
tached so as to form three ridgers 
for potatoes or roots; and a corn 
box may be added to make an 
efficient broadcaster: with these 
attachments a vet•y economical 
land- working outfit may be ••
cured, securing high efficiency in 
every section of the work. The 
lighter forms of wheeled culti
vator are generally made in sec
tions, each section being controlled 
by some form of sprin~ to regulate 
the pressure on the tmes. 'l'hese 

cultivators also can be fitted with points of 
varying width, according to the nature of the 
work done. 

The Norwegian barrow or double rotary bar
row is a cultivator of distinct type. 'J:wo lianels 
or drumo, one before the other, are Ruspended 
from the frame, which is carried on wbeelo. 
The barrels act as spindles placed at ri(!ht 
angles to tho line of draught; sprockets takmg 
the forr, of slightly curved tines are thickly 
placed about the barrels, and the barrels are 
placed so near to one another that, as they 
rotate, the tines of one berrel pas-• through the 
interspace• of the tines of the other. Rotary 
motion is given to the barrels as the implen•ent 
is drawn forward, and both a clod-piercing and 
soil-stirring action is produced; the teeth on 
the first be:rrel are naturally making an upward 
motion as those on the hinder one are coming 
down, therefore weeds which have been pickf'd 
ap by the one are cleared off by the other. The 
imP:lemeut ~sseBSes useful features, but the 
mOdern cultivators are generally more service-
able- fw- J. ll.] 
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"• Jack's Five·tined Drill Grubber. 2, Ball's Scuffler. J. \Vallace's Uni\'ersal Culti\'ator. 
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CULTIVATORS-II 

NICHOLSO:oi'S SPRING STEEL Tl:o/E "HERCULES" CULTIVATOR 
;llt:avy Pattern) 

MARTIN'S CULTIVATOR (se\·cn tines) 
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Contrasting styles of implemen\ and motive power used for rolling. The team of oxen are equipped with the 
old wooden yokes, and the driver and his boy both use goads. These photographs are from the collection at the 
Museum of English Rural Ufe, Reading. 



PLATE XXVII HARROWS 

In this early illustration (Loudon, "An Encyclopaedia of Agriculture", 1815) all but one of the 
harrows have wooden frames. Even the iron harrow is built in the same style as the wooden imple
ments - contrast it with the light frames on page 54. 
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HARROW 

from 

"The Rmal Cyclopaedia" 
J.M. Wilson, 1847 

HARROW. An implement of draught, for 
pwverizing soil which has been stirr•d by the 
plough, for diseogaging from it the roots and 
lower stems of weeds, for thoroughly intermixing 
ita component parte, and for covering the sown 
seeds of cwtivated plants. 

'1'/w HiiU>Tg of tile Harrow.-The harrow im-

mediately succeed• the plough, both in the no.
tural order of description, and in the uses to 
which it ie applied. But-except that interme
diate classes of implements, such ns brake-bar
rows, revolving-ha.rrows1 scarifiers, and cultiva
tors, more or less combining the action of the 
harrow with that of the plough, have, in modern 
times, been invented and multiplied-the har
row continues from remote tiines to be a very 
simple implement, while the plough has entirely 
relinquished its ancient forms, and hl\8 under· 
gone thousands of transformations and improve
ments. The complicated ploughs of the moderns 
have no resemblance in form, and exceedingly 
little in action, to the rude machines with which 
the ancients scratched the soil, rather than tilled 
it,-and the best ploughs of the present day, in 
some districts or for some purpqses, widely differ, 
in several or their prominent! characters, frum 
the best ploughs of other districts or for other 
purposes : hut all the ordinary harrows of the 
moderns closely resemble the barrows depicted 
on ancient medals and sculptures, and mny be 
regarded, not only as very simple, but as essen- f 

tially imperfect. 
The earliest or rudimental form of tho harrow 

was protJably a stiff, spinous, ligneous plant~ of 
medium character betwegn bush and tree, either 
a common hawthorn or any plant ofsimilar size 
and habit, so cut, lopped, and pruned as to lio 
flatly on tho ground, and make a great number 
of somewhat deep parallel scratches; and this 
rudest of all forms of ii is still used in some of 
the cultivated parts of Asia. Another early 
form, also rudimentru, though less so than the 
preceding, consisted of branches of stillly ligoe
ous trees, so dressed and fnst~ned together that 
the stumps of their spray and branchlets acted . 
on the soil in the manner of tines ; and this form 
of it is stiU used in some parts of Russia. But a 
third early form-so early as to appear figured 
on a.nch,nt monuments, n.nd to identify itae\f with 
very an~,ient practices of proper cultivo.tion
consisted of a woodon frame of bars and cross
bars, with projecting teeth; and though both 
the frame and the teeth of this were of wood, 
while the teeth of most modem harrows and 
both the teeth and the frame of others are of 
iron, it embodied nearly all the principles on 
which the harrow continues till the p1esent hour 
to be constructed. 1\Iaterials, weight, size, and 
!r:Dde of traction, indeed, have been greatly va
ried,-thougb more for adaptation to particular 
soils and purposes, than with the design of effect
ing any constructional improvement; but-with 
the exception of a change of form from the reo-. 
tangular to the rhomboidal, and of modifications 
of several kinds upon the form and collocation 
or the tines,-changes designed to distribute the 
action of the implement more uniformly and 
steadily athwart the surface operated upon
and with the exception, also, of brake~barrows, 
rcvoh·ing-harrows, and clod-reducing harrows, 
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HARROW. liSa 

which, though relainiag the name or the borrow, 
hoth poness the structure and perform tho work 
or a higher and more complicated class of imple
meats-the origiaal, rude flame-borrow exem
plifies all the same principles or power and me
chonjsm which ~terize th& several varieties. 
light and hea'V)', wooden and iron, good and bad, 
or our modem borrows. 

T.4<t JI<IAD<l& •I u .. ·"fl tAt u .......... -One driver 
or wor~IWUl may employ either one horso and 
one hanuw, or a pair ot horses and a pair of 
hanows, or three horses and three harrows; but 
he makes thriftless work with only one harrow, 
and,. except in ram instances or with harrows of 
very light construction or nnaller than the usual 
size, he has much difficulty in eommauding more 
thau three borrows. Three men are required to 

• drioe three harrows when tlley are separate, 
while one man em drive them when they nrc 
yoked together; and three harrows yoked toge
ther can do u much work aa four harrows in 
rour separate yoke& "The reason," remn.rks 
Alr. George Robertson, "why two harrows are 
better in proportion than one, and three than 
two, is that a nnall piece of land, at the extreme 
diagonal corners of the spoeo covered by the 
Ioarrows, is immfticienlly done, and must be over
bpped the next time the harrows go round. 
This piece is to the same extent when one bar· 
row is used aingle, oa when twc> or three are 
yoked together. Tbuo, when one harrow io yoked 
by itself, it will not sufficiently harrow more 

• than 2! feet; but tw<> harrows together will har
row 6 feet, and three '\'ill harlow 10 feet equally 
weD. Each harrow, after the first, addo 4 feet 
tn the apaee properly harrowed. Henc•, three 
banows in a aet are better than four harrows 
separately, besides requiring one driver instead 
or four." 

The workman in command of tho team may 
either lead tho horset, and walk befOre tho hr· 
rowe, or drive the horses by means of long whip· 
reins, and walk behind the barrows. But, in the 
former method, he cannot proceed as rapidly as 
in the latter; nor can he as easily, or with as 
little risk of a blow from the harrowo, free them 
hom occasional obstructions in the soil, and from 
suceeesive chokingo with weeds. He ought, by 
all memo, to drive and walk b<!hind; and he 
must ever be ready, either with his band or with 
a erooked stick, to lift or jerk the oorrows sud
denly op so as to liberate them from obstructiono 
and aeenmulations. 

When the action of the harrows is required to 
no farther an extent than a single turn or one 
double tnrn, they paso along the ridges ; and 
when it is required to the extent of several dou
ble inrns, they usnally alternate a double turn 
aleng the ridges with a double tum acroso them, 
and make their concluding double turn along 
them. A. single tnru is elfected, when the 
hanowa proceed upon one b<!lt c>f ground and 
retam upon the adjacent belt ; and a double 

turn io etTecled, when they both proceed and re
turn upon one belt. A single turn is commonly 
sullioient at the sowing of the smaller seeds of 
grasses; one double turn or two double turns 
are commo~ty sufficient to give the :finishing 
tilth to a piece of thoroughly summer-fallowed 
and completely pulverized soil; but several or 
even many double turns may he required for the 
reduction or ploughed grass land, for the earlier 
cleanings of coarse and foul summer fallows, and 
for other cases in which the ground is adhesive 
and matted with the roots and the decurrent 
fibres or either weeds or gr:unineous plants. 
Sec the article FALLow. 

To prevent the injurious e£.',.,-ct of the treading 
of wet or finely pulverized soil by the horses• 
feet, attempts have been made so to construct 
and yoke harrows as to allow the horses to walk 
in the furrows. But though the attempts aro 
prncticable enough on narrow ridges, they have 
b•oen found possible only with complioated and 
expensive machines on broad ridges. In any 
ordinary instance of a farmer being obliged, in 
an unfavourable season, to harrow the ground 
when it is in a very wet state, a beam may be so 
attached to a set of three, four, or more common 
heavy harrows as to extend quitJ across tho 
ridge, and to allow the horses tc> be harnessed to 
tbe ends of it, and to walk in tho furrowo. But 
both on account of the greater efficiency of the 
harrows' action, and for the sake of preventing 
injury from the treading of the horses' feet, har
rowing, esccpt in cases of absolute necessity, 
ought always to be performed when the land is 
dry. 

All the proper work or the harrows, a• may 
readily be inferred from the lightneso of the 
whole implement• and from tho comparatively 
slight holci which they take of tho ground, 
make& but a very gentle and easy traction for 
tho horses, Y ct tho irreguloritios of thoir mo
tion, tho starts and bounds which they make 
upon obstruction•, and their alternations of 
skimming lightly when free from accumulation• 
or weed and rubbish, and of lumbering heovly, 
when encumbered with these accumulations, 
soreetimes occasion considerable labour ; while 
the mere sinking of the horses' feet in the soft 
and pulverulent soil is frequently so laborio~s as 
to render tho entire traction easier to a colt or a 
light pony loon to an ordinary farm-horse. 

The amount of harrowing which can be effect
ed in any given time varies with the condition of 
the soil, the activity of the bllrses, the alertness 
of the workman, and the forms and combinations 
of the harrows; and it is so"Jiewhat variously 
eotimated by leading agricultural writers of 
Britain and the Continent. Sir John Sinclair · 
says, " In Norfolk, it is the custom to walk the 
horses against the rise, if any, and to trot them 
back again in the same place ; the quantity done 
in this way is about 7 acres per day. In Scot
land, a maa and a pair of horses will do a single 
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tino, as U is ealled, to the extent of 10 acres; of the harrow, they &hould not be too closely 
but if a double tino, only 6 ncres per day." set, for then they would bo constantly imped•d 
Veitestimaies,foro-nehorse,anaveragcofabout by the obstacles opposed to them; and, they 
31- a.cres per day; and he elsewhere says that & ought, also, to be so disposed in relation to one 
man, with the usual harrow, may go over from another as to give all parts of the implement an 
41 to 5 acres per dny. Tha.r says, " The differ- equal degree of liability to obstruction. The 
euce is greater in harrowing than in ploughing. number of teeth, moreover, should not be too 
This arises from tho degree of carelessneSSt and great, because then their power to penetrate into 
the ehoracter of the implement, with which the the greund would be diminished, unless the 
wurk is done. The round harrowing is the most weight of the whole implement were increased 
difticult i and 7 yokes,11 nearly 10 acres, " of in a corresponding degree; and, lastly, their 
this is the highest which a four-span harrow can length should not be greater than is nece&sary, 
perfQIID; but on bending and grassy soils, one because they would not, on that account, pone
must content oneself with 6 yokes. In even trate more deeply into the ground, unless the 
harrowing, without the breaking up of clods, 9 whole weight were also inCreased,-and they 
yokes," 12-8 acres, 'c may be accomplished; and would at the same time have a greater power, 
in merely drawing along once, with one man and when encountered by obstacles, to split the 
f(lur horses, from 11 to 12! yokes," from 15·6 to frame in which they were fixed. 
r;·s acres,. "may be ba.rrowed., And Burger The harro.ws represented in Fig. I, Plate 
says, " When the harrow goes only once in the X X VL, are formed with a regard to these 
same line~ in a soil not tilled with weeds or very g~neral principles. They consist each of four 
1nuch bound together, so many as 4! yokes," 6•39 bars of wood, A, B, C, D, &c., technically termed 
tAores~ u may be harrowed in 9 hours." bullA, and connected together by an equal uum-

TAe General .. f{tructure of the llarrow.-As tbe ber of cross bars of smaller dimensions, mortised 
barrow performs its work by means of teeth or through them. i'he former of these bars may 
tines, pressed into tho soil merely by their own be 2! inches in width by 3 in depth, and the 
weight awl thnt of the frame in which they are latter 2 in width by 1 in depth. 'rhe longer 
fixed, two prime considerations are tho proper bars are inclined at a certain angle to the smaller, 
form of the teeth and the proper distribution of so as to form the figure of a rhomboid; and 
them in the frame. Were the harrow intended they have inserted into them tho teeth at equal 

I solely to drag up weeds and roots from the distances from one another. This inclination of 
, ground, the best form perhaps that could !Je the larger bars is made to be such, that perpen

given to tho teeth would be that of a thin wedge, diculars from each of the teeth falling upon the 
tapering to tho point like the coulter of a plough, line I K, drawn at right angles to the line of the 
an~ like it, inclining forward. But, although harrow's motion, shall divide the apace between 
this form might be the best calculated for pone- each bar into equal parts; so that the various 
trating into the ground, and tearing up the teeth, when the implement is moved forward, 
roots beneath the surface, it would not be so shall equally indent the surface ofthe ground over 
well calculated for covering the cultivated seeds, which they pass. The advantages of this distri
as one which should present a broader surface to bution of the ~eeth and pesition of the bars, 
the omh, and so give a greater movement to the will best appear by comparing the harrows in 
particles of the soil. Tho wedge for this l11ttcr P(q. I with those in /<'iff· 2. In tho latter, which 
purpose, as w•ll as for pulverizing the clods of represent the old and unimproved harrows of 
earth upon tho surface, should not be thin but Scotland, tho bulls arc not inclined, but aro placed 
broad. In order, therefore, to adal>l the Ieeth nt right angles to tho cross bars; and, in order 
tq these difJ'ert:nt purposes, to the strength ncces- 1 to diversify the tracks of the teeth, t.!nch harrow 
sary to be given to them, to the attrition to is drawn by its comer. But here the teeth, 
which they are subjezt, and to the lateral or though at equal distances from one another, in 
shaking motion of the implement when encoun- their several hulls, do not equally indent the 
tered by obstacles, the b'i.!st form is one whose surface, as will appear by drawing lines from 
horizontal section k i 1c l, Fig. 1, l'late XXI'" I. their different centres, parallel to the line of the 
is a square, the diagonal of which is moved harrow's motion. This defect, indeed, could be 
forward in the line of the barrow's motion. obviated by· attaching the line of draught more 
The teeth, however, must gradually taper to a to the right hand; but then one of the corners 
point, the fore-part beiug kept straight ; and of the harrow would still move before the other, 
they are generally inserted into the frame work which is an inconvenient position, and attended 
with 'a rake,' as it is technically termPd, or in practice with certain disadvantages. 
with slight inclination forward, so as the better The number of teeth in the harrow is twenty, 
to insinuate themselves beneath the roots which five being inserted in each bull. When two bar
they are to raise to the surface, and to have a rows, therefore, are employed together, the sur
tend.ncy downwards rather than upwards, when face of the ground from I to K is indented by 
encountered by obstacles beneath the surface. forty teeth, moving at equal distances frow one 
As to the dis~ri~uti~n. of the teeth in the frame another. 'fhe teeth may so project below the-/ 
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l.....aer ll1llfaoe of the woe:!, Ulat the length ohall 

I 
be about lilt iaobee ia the hindmost row, and 
.un gradU&Ily iDcroue ta about seven ia the 

I foremoet, where the obliqne poeitlon of the line 
of draught tmcJa moot lo eleftte the harrow. The 

, teeth, it hu been oaid, ere generally ill80rted into 
the flam&, with a little iaolin&tion forward. This 
de..wicn ltom the perpendicnlar, hoWf'ver, if 
mode at all, ohould he very olight, because it 
-dero the harrow more apt to be impeded by 
the weeds and rubbiah raiaed by the teeth, and 
...neoted ia the angle formed between theBl and 
the '110011. The teeth ere fixed ia the l>uJlB, by 
bering holes with an auger of abont thfee.fonrtho 
of an iDch diameter, and then dririag the teeth 
&rmly tlm>agh. The best of the common kinde 
of wood for the l>uJlB, on acconnt of ito being the 
least liable to aplit, is elm, hircb, or ash, and for 
the oroa-baro, ash~ ,et tha whole may be made 
of well-oeuoned larob. The teeth, when thua 
driftll iato the built, will be ret.eined with outli
oient firmllOia; though, in the very large and 
~~ea., opeoiee of harrow oalled brake-barrow, 
they ohould be forlhar oeonred by meeno of bolls 
oriOieW'-null. 

The harro ... retarred to inF(V.l, ere connected 
together by the iron hingee L, M, N, 0, which 
keep them at the diotance required, and admit 
eithar of riling or lillliag acoording to the ine
quality of the lllllfaee. The method of attaching 
the animaJa of draught, will be e:rplaiaed by the 
appuatuo repreoented in the figure, by meana of 
which, -h animal must esert an equal foree in 
palliag. Here RQ, RQ, ere the foremost ololl 
of the harrowt, ban of iron palling through 
the uppar end of the bulla of eoob barrow. These 
han have, on eoob aide of the bulla AB, EF, a 
few holea or notches, 10 situated that the Une of 
draught may be ohifted to the right or left as 
may be required; and the staple P being the 
poiat to wbiob tho moving power of tho whole 
maeb\118 is appli..t, it it lmporta11.t to IICOr
toin ila propar poaition. ln order to place an 
eqnal number of the teeth on eeoh aide on the 
line of traction, it i1 app~rent that the point P 
ohould be plaeed in the middle of the entire 
breadth co•ared by the barrows. This, howeYer, 
would not be the true poeition of this point, un
..., eoob of the teeth were so formed 11 to be 
eqnally reailled by the eerlh on each of ill sides. 
Thus, if a tooth, wboee horioontal eection ie a h c d, 
were 10 moved forward that, in the rectangle c g, 
f m, !f e, perpendicular to the line of traction, 
ohould be greater than e f, then the impinging 
eerth would act with a greater force upon the 
left iban upon the right aide of the tooth, and so 
tend to tam the whole harrow round the point 
to which the moriag power waa applied. The 
poiat P, therefore, could not now be precisely in 
the middle of the breadth COYered by the harrows, 
but wonld nee:l to be applied 10 much more to 
the left hand 11 that the tendency of the imple
""""'" to turn round ohould be counteracted by 

throwing more of the 1p1ce ••••red by them to 
the right hand aide of the line of tl'action. The 
effeet, however, produced by any perticular form 
of the teeth will generally be slight, owing to the 
limited surface which they present. But in 
practice there is found to be a considerable ten
deney in this species of harrow to turn round 
ltom left to right, arising from the oblique posi
tion of the bulls. When any obstacle raised 
above the a11rface of the gronnd strikes a bull, 11 

at t, the force It, which it exerll upon the motion 
of the harrow, may, aocordiag to the laws of me
chanics, be reaolred into the two equivalent 
forces r 1 and r~ of the parallelogram r • t v, of 
which,. the aide r t in the line of motion will re
present the force of tbe obstacle ia resisting the 
edYance of the barrow, and r• perpendieular to 
rt, the force operating to tum it to the right. 
Now, 11 there are not fewer than eight bulls in 
the harrowa, and these of considerable length, 
it io evident that, in ground with any great un
eveiUleu of sudrce, there will be a constant 
aucoe.nion of strokes, forming a strong lateral 
pre .. ure on the left aide of the several bulls, 
tending to puoh them to the right band side. 
But the atoplo P, being nearly fixed in ila pooi
tion, while the hind part of the barrow may be 
moved round, the ell"eot of this pre .. ure is to t11rn 
tho whole harrow upon P 11 on a piYOt; and this 
ell"eol on Yety rough ground will be found so 
con1iderable u often to place tho bulla of tho 
harrow parsllel to the line of motion, thus causing 
all the teeth in the same bull to follow in the 
same track. Hence, then, P is not a fis.ed point, I 
but ftries with the nature of the surface ; and I 
hence mean• mull be all"orded to the driver of 
ohifting the point at which the draught is applied 1 

to the right or to the left as may be required ; 1 

and these means exist in tho cros .. bara RQ, RQ, , 
which p111 through the upper end of lhe bulla of ! 
eaob "harrow. I 

111• Variotita of 1/oe Ha,.,...,.-The old quad
rangular harrow i1 repreHirt<!d in Fig. 2, Plat• 
XXVl, and has been almost sufficiently noticed, 
though but incidentally, in the preceding section. 
Ita buU., in general, are about 4! feet long, 3 
inches broad, and from 3 to 3!- inches deep; its 
slots, in general~ are 3 in'chea broad and an inch 
or seven.eightha of an inch deep; and ita teet.h 
or tines consist of malleable iron, and are 20 in 
total number, or 5 in each bull, and each is about 
10 inche1 in length, and pr<>jects from 6 to 7 
inches benenth the under surface of the bulls. 
This Yariety of the harrow is greatly infel'ior to 
the rhomboidal variety; yet whenever it is still 
preferred, it may now, according to recent im
provements, be made wholly of ir<>n. 

The rhomboidal harrow is represented in Fig. 1, 
Plate XXVl, and has been very fully described 
ia the preceding section. The rhomboidal form 
of it is the chief instance of the- only essential 
improvement which has been made in the princi
ples or the harrow since lhelimes of the ancients; 
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and thia was invented, about 55 ye:us ago, by 
Mr. Low of Gordonb::mk, in Berwickshire, the 
father of the well-known professor of agriculture 
iD. the univCrsity Gf Edinburgh; yet, in spite of 
its great and manifest e:r.:cellence, it came but 
slowly into use, and was not gcncrnlly imitnted 
in the construction of harrows, even in the south· 
east of Scotland, till about the third decad of the 
present. century.-The hinges of the common 
forms of two mutually connected ::l10mboidal 
horrowo, ore adjusted together in close and well
fitted joints, and have their tails prolonged in 
a bolt through unly the first and tho second bnlls; 
b11t the hinges in the newest and most improved 

I 
forms of these harrows, as represented in the 
figure in our plate, have a wide--eyed single 

: joint in the one harrow, and an arched double 
i joint of about six inches of span in the other, so 
1 as to produce looseness and freedom of action, 
I and have their tails prolonged in bolts through 

all the bulls, quite to the opposite sides of the 
harrows, so as to contribute· to the increase of 
both the otrength and the efficiency of the im
plements. 

Since the recent extensive introduction of 
iron into the manufacture of large and heavy 
implements, rhomboidal ham>wo h\\vo •ery gen ... 
nlly begun to be wholly constructed of that 
materinl; and in this case, they have fewer 
olota and far more slender bulls,-and, besides 
being more durable, and lese liable to accidental 
injury, they expose a smaller Rurface to the re· 
&istance of obstacles on the ground, and perform 
10mewhat more work in proportion to their 
weight. These harrows are represented in Fig. 3, 
Pfa" XXVI. The slots are only 3 in number, 
and may be 2 incheo brood, hut need not be more 
than j of an inch deep; the hinge-joints are form
ed upon elongations of the two end slots; and 
the bulls may be ; an inch broad and 1 inch deep, 
and t quire to be swelled out at the mortises 
for the slots and for tho tines. 

&veral or even many varieties o£ rhomboidol 
hanow1, with either wooden or iron slots and 
bullo, are readily obtainable from manuf<~cturers 
o( agricultursl implement., and may all be alike 
efficient for different purposes or on different 
kinds of land. One cheap and small vari•ty, 
with wooden slots and hulls, is made for garden 
culture, with tines let in with shoulder and 
plate, and fis.ed angularly with nut and screw, 

I 
and so arranged as to cut tracks in parallel 
lines at diatanees of 2~ inches; and a 14 lb. 
weight is fitted to be used when a deep tilth is 
required. 

Armstrong's patent four-beam iron harrows 
exhibit a m&cb wider deviation, than the rhom
boidal harrows do, from the form of the old 
quadrangular harrows ; yet they seem not at all 
likely to come into such general use as the rhom-

1 
boidsl harrows, and may be ranked as a less ap-

on the principles of the ancient barrows. Three 
<!f t-hese harrows, linked together into one gang, 
and adjusted to a. &ingle line of traction, are re
presented in Fig. 4, Platt XXVI. "The•• har
rows,'' says the account of them in the Annual 
Register of Agricultural Implements for 1844, 
"are made in a. peculiar zigzag form, by which 
means the tines are so arranged that they can 
cut a separate track from each other 2 inches 
asunder. They are made without the project
ing co-rners, as in the old sort, allowing them to 
fall into the hollow parts of the land much bet
ter. One decided advantage they possess is in 
the principle of draught, which is from • centre. 
Upon the original mode of draught, the horses 
draw from each end of the whipple-tree, so that 
if one horse draws more forward than the other, 
the harrows are drawn out of their proper track, 
the tines being thus made to follow each other, 
thereby causing a total loss of horse-power,"--a 
remark, however, which, as may be seen from 
the statements in the preceding section, applies 
very slightly, and sometimes not at aU, to the 
properly mounted and attentively driven rhom
boidal harrows; "but upon the new principle of 
draught, let the horses draw ever so irregularly, 
one- pa.tt of the hauows is not more a.tl'ectcd 
than the other. The harrows are attached to 
tho whipple-tree by double hooks, which prevent 
them, in rough ~ .. ork and in turning, from riding I 
on each other. 'rhe teeth are made with a square 
shoulder, and secured to the frame by means of 1 

a nut and screws; consequently they may be I 
taken out and relaid, without the· frames or 
beams sustaining• any injury. There are four 
bows or slides on the top of each harrow, placed I 
there for the purpose of removing them from 
one field to another." These harrows, both in f 

the variety represented in our figure, and in , 
other varieties of different adaptations and prices, 
aro made by Mr. John Howard of Bedford. One 
of the other varieties is in nil respects tho same 
as that represented, except that it is lighter in 
construction, and suited to snndy lands nne! all 
other kinds of light soils ; another bas an addi
tional row of tines and makes tracks at distances 
of If inch; another has two additional rows of 
tines; and another is very light, and has a great 
number of tines, and is adapted for covering in 
small seeds, for following the drill, and for draw
ing over crops in the spring, to destroy young 
weeds, without injury to the cultivated plants. 
One set of 1\fr. Howard's patent iron barrows 
are made with two beams to each, and six har
rows to the set, suitable for convex or high
backed lands, adapting themselves, by means of 
an extra number of joints, much better to the 
form of the land than when made Wider, with 
four or more beams, and having the whipple
tree so made that the horses walk up the fur
rows; and another set-which he calls patent 
drag harrows-are made on the same principle 
as those represented in our figure, but much 

il 

~
proved, though much more curious, inst3nce of 
the one great featlll'e of modem improvement 
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lttoDgel', od made to draw baokward or for
ward, 10 u to act in the former way like a 
grubber, IUld in the latter like a pulverizer or 
clod-breaker. Attempts, in ohort, are mode to 
.....,mmodate varieties of Armstrong's zigzag 
harrows to the purposes oeverslly of the .:om
mon clelllling harrows, the light seed-covering 
hanows, the brake-hanowa, IUld, in some degree, 
the grubber IUld the clod-bruiser. 

A registered espanding ham>w, formed ontite
ly of iron, wu recently invented by Mr. E .. ll, 
and mode by Messn. Barrett & Co. of Read
ing, and was upeoted freely to adopt itself to 
the unevenness of the land, to admit of being 
put to any width &om 4 to 8 feet, to be very 
... .ny IUld readily cleaned, and to combine the 
advantages of eheapuess, portohility, and dura
bility; but it hu not been found to answer ex
pectation.-Espmding lever-harrows were in
vented and patented hy Richard Colman of Col
chester~ Suaaex; and were exhibited, of two sizes, 
at the Highland Society's Agricultunl Show at 
Dumlii.., in 1&1&, IUld are notieed u follows in 
the official Report of that Show: "These harrows 
embody two essenli&l poin-lst, Tho principle 
of their uponaion, which ia hued on a strictly 
geometriear prinoiple,-that a parallelogram, di· 
Yided into any number of lesser para!Mogramt, 
by linea drawn parallel to two of ita contiguous 
aid.., will have th- smaller, each exactly simi
lar to the original ligure; and whatover degree 
of obliquity may be given to the greeter, each 
of the lesser will undergo the same change, pre
aening the exact oimilarity of figure. 2d, The 
hanowa being oupported on small wheels at
tached to Ievert, whereby any degree m depth 
of penetration hy the tinea ia readily obtained 
at pleuare, by changing the position of the 
lenra. The first property ia an important one 
as applied to the barrow ; and the changeable 
natnre of the parallelogram wilen not tied by a 
dlapnal, u well u tho constant limilarity of it1 
Integral diYillone, are nry beautifully brought 
to bear in tbia improvement. By their means, 
tbia hanow ia capable, not only of malr.ing every 
tine r- a diotinet line in the aoil, like the best 
kind& of common borrow, but the distance be
tween the whole of these iinea ean be varied 
with mathematic:ai exactoess, both as to equality 
011e with another and to extent or variation. 
Th111, they will draw lines that oball be aU four 
inch.., or aU one inch apart, or at any fractional 
part of the diolance between these; and the con
otrnotion being eft"eoted, the chaugeo are pr<>
dneecl by limply changing the place of a hook in 
a chain. W' have few e:umplea in agricultural 
machinery where a geometrical principle boa 
been 10 happily applied, and applied, too, to one 
or the rndeel or implementL The variation in 
depth of penetration seems also a considerable 
.tep in the perfeeting or this barrow, that being 
a point in which aU others are dereetive. An 
objeetion wu made to the use or cast-iron in 

these barrows: but the inventor stated that he 
also makes them enti:ely of malleable iron. As 
there was nu opportunity of testing these har
rows in the field, it would be premature to pro
nounce upon their practical efficiency, thottgh in 
principle they are in advance of all others." 

The rectangular drill harrows are employed 
chiefty in the culture of the potato; and are 
drawn along the drills by one horse, and applied 
in the early periods of the growth of the crop. 
Their object is to remove weeds and loosen the 
soil; hut they are often marred in their efficien
cy by having too many teeth. No two of their 
teeth ohould stand nearer to each other than 6 
inches; and all ought to be so arranged as to 
produce streaks at regular distances or from 2 to 
3 inches.-The triangular drill harrows are used 
for the same purpose, and produce the same 
effects, as the preceding, and dift"er from them 
principally in form, ond in the facility which 
their inclined bars afford for keeping the teeth 
well separated, and for producing otreaks at 
every three inchoo with the least possible num
ber. 

GrasHeed harrows of various constructions 
are used for covering grass-seeds and dover .. 
ooedt, and sometimes for giving finishing turns 
to the covering of grain-seeds and the polioh of 
the tilth ; but they ....., often ouperaeded by the 
common pulverizing harrows; and most of them, 
even u ezpreuly made for covering gra ... aeedo 
and giving a finish to tilth, dift"er from ordi- I 
nary barrow• only in being lighter and smaller, 
and in having a proportionally larger number of · 
teeth. Some varieties or gru.sa-see;d harrows, 1 

when intended for esndy lands or other very 
light lands, are made, also, with very small teeth 
of not more than 4 inches in length ; and some 
are mode with wooden teetb.-The hush-hanow 
is used aometimes u a substitute for the grasa
oeed hanowo, hut more commonly for cautiousl1 
cleaning the ourface of grau lando, and for 
harrowing in top-dreuingo upon graeo. See the 
article Bvsa·HAanow.-The iron-web harrow Is 
a recent, elegant, and very efficient invention of 
Mr. Smith of Deanoton, for achieving the eame 
purposes as the bush-harrow. Jt mainlyconsiall 
of annular, cast-iron discs, precisely similar to 
cast-iron playing·quoita, woven with iron wire 
cf about one-fourth of an inch in diameter into 
a ftesible web of about one foot in breadth and 
6 feet in length; and this web is simply dragged 
along the surface of the ground, and posaesseo eo 
free a texture as to keep the diaes in constant 
play and motion.-A set of four very light seed
harrows, figured and described in Mr. J. Allen 
Ransome's W urk on the Implements of Agricul
ture, is stated to have been invented by a friend 
of tbet gentleman, after his observing the effi
cient manner in which the seed--corn, in some 
parts of Norfolk, is covered by a common 
wooden-toothed rake. The frames are parall~lo
gromic, and made of ash, and as light as possible; 
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the teeth or ear~ borrow amount to twenty, and tera cutting across the plough furrow, and de" 
[ are made of irtn.a, and project only 3 inches below signed to improve and reduce moss-land, was 

the fram.ei a.~t;i the four harrows have jointly a invented in 1829 by Mr. Brown of Carabus ill 
· sulliuient breadth to cover a ridge or lOS inches, Islay. See the article CxosscCTTiffG. 

and are hinged together lengthwise, and are A harrow of an entirely novel construction, 
attached by the middle or their respective Core- and or great promise in the estimation of the 
enda to a. single bar, which extends quite across judges, was exhibited at the Shrewsbury meeting 
the ridge, and has ita draught"attachments at the of the Royal Agricultural Society in 1845, h7 
enda, so as ta require the horeea to walk in the Mr. George Edward Frere of Edinburgh, and 
fu:rewo. Bolt one serious diaadvantage of this attracted much attention in the field. Tlie ofli
implemes.t is, ~h.at, whenever the one horse cial report of it says:-" It is called the Norwe
walka in even a slight degree ,..head of the gian Harrow or Clod-crusher, and was originally 
other, all the horrows are so far thrown into the imported from Norway by Mr. Frere; the one 
diagoaal as to mllke the teeth of the second, under notice having been constructed, with 
third, and fourth. bulls pass through the same some changes, by Mr. Richard Stratton, of 
traCks as those of tb.e first, and leave three- BriBtol. The acting part of this implement con
fourths of the aggregate breadth of the ridge siBts of a frame containing four horizontal spin
unhar'f0wed.. dies, on each of which is fixed a set of cast-iron 

The brak~w or break-harrow~r as it is bosse!\ with teeth projecting frmn them like the 
aometimes abbrevia.tedly called, the brake or rowels of a spur. These teeth revolve with the ~· 
break-is simply a large and heavy variety, or spindles, those on ('Ue spindle inter.working with 
rather class of varieties,. of the common pulveriz. the others, so that they severally clear and clean I 
ing harrow. It is designed to reduce and pul- each other. The elfect produced is a remarkable i 
verize any kind of rough and stubborn land, and bruizing, crumbling, or disintegration of the 1 

particularly any strong clay land, when in too soil, without any clogging of the ·~ikes, or possi
ohdurate a condition to be subject to the teeth ble derangement of the working parts. The 
of the common harrow; and it ia made.of either weight suffices to cl\uso the spikes to penetrate 
a rectangular, a rhomboidal, or a triangular to the required depth, which is also governed by I 
shape, and ia a considerable number of dilferent an adjustment of the wheo!o applied for travel- I 
ways-. One somewhat common, though rather ling the implement~ and for taking it out of 
old-fashioned kind of it, is quadrangular, and work when turning. But it acted quite as well 
baa fl slots, 6 bulls, and 25 tines, with the per- when divested of tho wheels and of other para-

. , forated bar of traction adjusted between the phernalia, which tended rather to emborrass than 
: endo of tho aeoond and the third bulls; and assist its good action. Neither stones nor sods 
i another kind of it, which some authorities allege appear in any way to obstruct the working of 

to es.ert a superior action, is rhomboidal, and has this eminently simple machine, the stones being 
4 slots, 3 balls, and 15 tines, with the perforated pushed aside, and the sods torn to pieceo. The I 
bar of traction between the first and the seccnd force was thought to be less than that required I 
bulls-, and worked in a set of . two, so loosely to work a common set of harrows going equal , 
though firmly hinged to each other as easily to depth, and the elfect in pulverization much 1 

suit themaelveo to the curvature• of the ridges. greater. It was tried on two dilferent kinds of 1 

But brake-harrows of all shapes and forms are •o:!, immediately after ploughing, with similarly 
alleged by some good judges to be aU alike effi- good rc•ults. To what extent this implement 
cient, provided they be heavy enough, and have may act as a clod-crusher the judgeo cannot say, 

I
I, tineoof ouffieiont length and number, and proper- as they had no meaNI of trying it; but this die
. ly arranged. Brake-harrowa of all sorts, however, tinction may he drawn between it and such an 

have become, in a main degree, antiquated,- ihJplement as 1\lr. Cresskill's, namely, that the 
partly from the oubduing and pulverizing elfects Norwegian harrow leaves the land· perfectly light 
or drainage upon clay lands, and partly from the ~md loose, whilst the clod-crushing roller gives to 
extensive introduction of scarifiers, grubbers, it firmness and consistence. The judges awarded 
and other implements of facile and thorough to Mr. Frere a premium of £10, and Mr. Strat-I 
fallow-cleaning. A whole class of implements, ton obtained many useful hints from this first 
with the true· grubbers as their type, now com· trial of t;1e implement for its future improve
bine the action of the common hanow with. that ment."-.Armual Register of .Agric,-ultural lmple-

'l i. of the plough, so as very efficiently to perform menJ8.-Cata'ogue of the Highland Societ!/s .Mu-
the work which was formerly appropriated to the uum.-Tran8<1Ctions of tile Iliglzland Society.

!, brake-harrow; and another though much smaller Quarterly Journal of .Agriculture.-.! . .Allen /lan-~ 

1
: and _quite recent class ?f i~pletnents, called re· so!ne's. Implements of . .Agriculture. -.;.~irn J?.~~ 

I 
volvl!!g harrows, combme ;.n some degree the I &nela;,r's Code of .Agrttulture.-Gooan.cn AJmutt 1 

action of the break-harrow with that or the Economy of Farming.-Sir Joltn Sinclair's Gene~ 

I 
scarifiers or the grubbers. See lhe article Gaus" ral &port of &otland.-.lfarshall's County Re

i nEB. An implement, called a crosscutting bar- pom.-.Mill.-Low.-Doyle.-Stephens.-Sproule. 

Lrow: operatiog~-~_::·r~h~ee blades or coul- -Kno•dedge So~~=··-~:c~,~~s:_~u.._ ___ ___ _ 
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This page is taken from the 1903 catalogue of William Elder, of the Tweedside Implement Works, 
Berwick-on-Tweed. 

ORUBBER HARROW. 

The above represents my Grubber Harrm'·~ which is now so well known that any 

comment by me is unnecessary, being one of the best implements of the kind in the 

Market. Hea,·y, for 3 Horses, 

Medium, for 2 Horses, ... 

£4 0 0 

3 10 0 

OENERAL PURPOSE HARROWS. 

The abo•·e engraving represents my new General Purpose Harrow;, which are made 

of the best Steel and Iron combined, and the Tines are made and fastened on a principle 

by which there are no nuts required, and therefore cannot get loose or out of order. 

1"hese Hanows are also well adapted for export They are made in t•·o sizes, Heavy 

and Medium. !lledium Weight, 9 feet wide, £3 10 0 

Heavy do., 9 feet wide, 4 0 0 

----··· 
THE HARROW 

from 

"A Cyclopaedia of Ayiculture" 
J.C. Morton, 18SS 

IIA!UWW <TilEJ.-'fbc purpose of this imple
ment is prccisrly thn.t of the gardener's rake. 
Tho rnko is used to prepare a seed-bed or to covel' 
secrl. In tho one coso it operates by briugiug 
clodR to the smfaco, that they may be broken Ly 
faL·thcr rnki11gs or hnrrowi11gs, or hy the operntiOI! 
of the roller; by bringing; wcells to tho smfacc, 
that tlicy may be remo\·ed or lmrneU ; nml by re
ducing the surface of the land to the tilth requi
site fur the reception of the seed. In the otlu;r 
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nARROW. 5 
euo it acts by mixing the see..l. if sown broad- by four 1tOrscs, or si:t, nnd even eight oxen, which 
cnsl, will• that portion of the surface soil through Me still to he seen in some English counties, nro 
which the teeth penetnlte; or if drilled, by most wasteful of power. The work which they 
draggiug down the sides of the little furrows ie are performing with such effort might be equally 
whieh the seed is placed. In beth cases, the rake well executed by a better implement, one of the 
is worked backwards and forwards over the sur- cultivator elass, with one-half the power. The 
li>ee repeatedly until >ta purpose is accomplished. draught bar, it will be seen, is attached to the 
The rake consists of but one row of teeth, and common harrow, P!a\e XXVI., in front by two 
this to and fro motion is necessary to :render it cbaies, which MC attached to one or other of tho 
oftlcient- In the harrow we have not a lino, !!olea in the pierced plate connecte<l with each 
but a surli>ee atudde4 with teeth ; these are placed piece of the machine. According as it is fas
far enough apart to bieder the liability to clog, tcned to the right or left of this bar, tho frame• 
which i~ would ""fCrience in foul or cloddy laud work whicll it dl1lg8 will swieg to the right or 
-hut they oro in rows, fn'quent enough to com- loft, and its longitudieal bars will be more or less 
pensate, in oome me~>Sure. for our inability to ieclined across the line of drought. It would be 
imitate with this implement the to and fro action possible to make such an attachment as should 
.,r tho gardener as he rakes tho land. To cause these longitudieal oars to follow oxactly in 
urrango tho spikes ie a snftleiently convenient tho lieo of draught, and each tooth would then 
OJ<Ien& of surfaee frame-work, so that tl1e moat follow in tho track of tho one preceding it. This, 
otlioien& harrowing shall result from dragging l10wcver, is of course umlosirablo, and so tile 
it over tho laud, would seem an easy problem, attachment is made at a point so much to the 
and yet YlllJ many solutions of it exist, which right of this as to cause tho longitudinal bars to 
differ very materially ie their perfeetucss. W c work sideways, each of their teeth thus taking n 
Lave oeen a wooden frame-work otuddod with iron path of its own. It is drawn by two horses, the 
tooth aheut n foot long, intended as a harrow, man guidieg them by reins as I•• walks behind, 
~rhioh ">'hwitod the most obvious faults of con- and attending to the condition of tho implement, 
slruction: the main beam• of this frame-work, in lifting it, without stopping the horses, when it 
which the teeth were mortioetl, tending towards becomes suddenly clogged with weeds or oth01·· 
e""h other in front, so that the teeth wero nearest wise, and cleal"ing its teeth with his hands when 
together whore the land eo which it was to oper- they require it on turning at tho land's end. A 
11to was CINU'se-and furthest apart where it man will, with 0110 of these implements, which 
eould act oo tho soil, only after it had been some- covers a width of about seven feet, and a surface 
what eomminuled by the !'root part of tho machine, of twenty-four square feet, give rather more than 
The eonverse of this would be nearer the just ton acre• of land " single harrowing ie ten hours. 
arrangement ; hut in practice, wbero no ouch The same form of implement is adopted in one 
nicety of fitness is possible, the even and ur.i- of lighter make, containing, in about ten aquaro 
form distribution of tho teeth io the general and feet, as many as sixty-font• teeth or tinea, each 
better methed ot arrangement. The frame-wot·k about six inches long. The weight of the two 
i• made of crou bars morticed through longitu· pieces in this ease is about one cwt., each tooth 
1lieal bars, whether of wood or of iron, tha IS>tter being t'lu> . ·Tesaed into tbe land with a furco of 
being preferable; and tho•e longitudinal ban, carry hardly two Jbs. Those light barrows nro for 
iron teeth from niee iuel•es to a foot long, either covering grasa and clover seeds. 
morliced ie and held by the mere elasticity of the The fault of this rbomboidal form of tho ha•·· 
iron, or fitted ie by bolt and screw. These teeth r01r is, that however perfectly in theory the path 
:rn p!w..-ad ro as that L'iair cdgo shall gv fuot. Tho uf each tooth mr\y be equitlistcmt from that of iis 
common rhomboidal harrow, represented in Plate neighbour, ie practice this is rarely tile case, so 
XXVI., illustrates the common form of the imple- that the angldar extremities of the framework do 
menl. Each hanow here weighs about one cwt., not so efficiently operate upon tho land which 
and carries twenty teeth, each of which is there- they pass over, as tho central part, which is 
fore presecd with a force of about six lba. into tho passed over by the whole depth of tho machine. 
ground. This is by no means snftlcient to sink it For this reason, the modification of this form of the 
very deeply into the soil, and it is not, intended that machine, manufactured by :Messrs. Saunders and 
it should. The harrow is essentially a surface . Williams, of Bedford, and represented in Plate 
maehiee. If it be de&ired to work the land to the XXVJ., is preferred by many. The somewhat 
full depth of the ploughing, a cultivator should be zig-zag arrangement of pat·ts causes an equal 
employedforthepurpo>e. 'l'heheavydrogs,drawn depth of the framework to pas• ovct· every part 
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u£ ila track 110rosa tho field. In this machine the at all; or it mny be fixed at such n height ns to 
teeth are fastened by screws, which at the same permit the machine to exert its full efficiency. 
time hold together the crossed 1lers o£ the frame· This harrow is intended for three horses, whose 
work. The mode in which the parts of which draught-bars are fixed in their position by the 
thia meohine consisla are conneoled is preferable relative distance of their points of attachment to 
til that ordinarily adopted (both are represented the main draught-bar shown in the Plate; and it 
in the Plate), inasmuch as, with perfect security is obvious that upon their nearness or distance 
uf connection, it allows a greater freedom of in- depends the degree of collapse, and consequent 
tlependent motion among the parts, and this degree of fineness of the harrow. When very 
is of importance to the efficiency of the imple- near to one another, the chains connecting them 
ment. with the machine require to be lengthened, in 

The faults of the common harrow, independently order to permit that retreat of those parts of the 
of its form, are that th•re are no means of alter- machine which ensues on its collapse. 
iog it according to t'>e circumstances of the land As regards the prices of these machines:-
to 'be acted upon~ H more teeth in a given space, The common heavy rhomboidal harrow will cwt 
ondleas weighttoforce them ir.to the land, be !'"'pair about .................................... £3 0 .0 
desired, another implement of lighter make must ~· Eght grass~ ha;row about.................. 2 2 0 
... rul ed u _ C I f R -~ d E I Saundl!lll and Williams, . .. ••. . .. . •• .. . . .• .. .•. .. ..•• 4 15 o 
ua opt • .uu-. 0 eman, 0 OlWOr ' ssex, Mr. Coleman's expanding horse harrow,........... 8 0 0 
luus the merit ~f hllvi..ng Attewpt~d to fit one and Or without the wheeb :.nd !e~e:s, .:md ::e~ining 
the same machine for all the different purposes merely the expaudinpmng<lment, ... ....... 4 10 0 
to which the harrow is applied. His machine is For covering small soe<ls, tho roller merely is 
figered in Plate XXVI. It consists of four parts often employed; but an implement which should 
jointed together, so that they may fold up like in 11 manner combine tho operation of roller and 
parallel rulers into an utremely narrow width, harrow would be nn improvement for this purpose 
or utend abroad over a considerable smface- upon either. Such a combination is otfected by 
the eighty teeth which it carries in the one case what is called tho web harrow, invented by the late 
acting aa a very fino comb, and in the other as a Mr. Smith of Deanston. The drawing at Fig. 523 
eomparatively coarse one. Its framework is at Fig. GIS. 
the same time carried on discs or wheels, one of 
whioh is represented in Fig. 522, where the 
Iuter, jointed to tho framework at a, which car. 
riea the wheel. maylle pressed down and secured 

J'ir.&!!t. 

1n .._.bat position by the pin at b, until the wheel reprcscntsthismo.chine nsmnnufacturud by Messl's. 
"is so far below the framework as to convey the Cottam nnd Hallen, of Oxford Street, London. 
machine without the teeth touching the ground It consists of an il'on chain web, connected to-
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HARROW. 'T 
gether lly discs or quoits of iron, which, lying owe to Mr. Smith's ingenuity. A much smaller 
obliqnely upon their aides when in operation, roll quantity of seed than ia now used will, if cov
aroUDcl, thus tearillg and abrading the surface of ered so that all of it shall germinate, ana'ver 
the groUDd, and grinding the smaller clods, so the purpose; all now wasted.will thus he saved; 
as to ezpoae and disturb the surface to depth and, no doubt, one of the chief merits of this 
enoogh to cover the small aeeds strewn upon it. barrow lies in the great saving of seed which may 
n is admirably adapted fer covering in grass thus be eft'eetcd by its use. Any one who con
aeeda-tbe griudiog and pressure, and shallow, eiders how many clover plants, for instance, will 
though thorough, operation of the implement, sullice to stock an acre, and what a vast number 
'bring abeut the exact n!SWI that ia desired. of seeds are contained in the twelve lhs., or even 
We may add, that in Fig. 521 those serrated twenty lbs. which are now sown per acre, will 
discs are repn!SODied as rnnaing more on their admit the great room there is for the use of some 
edges than when in uae they really do. h ia contrivance for avoiding the common waste now 
by the rubbing of thek Bidas against the land permitted. It is only fak to add that the bush 
as they revolve that thay are espeeislly noeful, harrow- framework of wood interlaced with 
mere than by the aetion of their edges, though thorns-forms a good substitute for the expensive 
that is also efficient to some extent. And the implement of Mr. Smith. It merely scratches the 
efticiency of the machine has been increased, Slll"face, and so far gives the seed lying upon it a 
since i&a invention by Mr.. 1-ig. 62-i. very shallow covering; but it wants the weight 
Slrlm, by the aubstitntion & which makes the web barrow to compress as well 
of serrated for the roUDdeJ « ~ ~- as abrade the surface-both of which conduce to 
discs which were originally ·•· ~. . its efficiency. The bush barro\v is the cheap, 
employed. The sel'l'l>ted - less eft'ective-tbe wob harrow tho dearer, but 
form of the dise as no ' used more efficient implement for the plll"pose of cover· 
ia abown at bin Fig. 524, iug amnii seeds. 
where the mode in which Besides the machines just described as adapted 
these discs bind the whole for acting uniformly on a surface, implements of 
framework together is also the harrow kind, for merely stirring the slll"face, 
exhibited ate. Tbisimple- < have been devised, which shall act in lines as •·c-
ment eosta from £4, I5s. qukod under tho system of drill husbandry. 
to £5, 158., covering Here, for instanee, Fig. 525, is a machine in-
twenty-live square feet of tended for working down the drilled ridges under-
ground. neath which potato sets have been planted. It 

In the article GIIASSEll will be found an account is used to remove a certain depth of soil just 
of the experiments on the germination of grass before the shoots of tho potato como through, so 
seeds. which. we belieYe, led Mr. Fig. 62!i. 
Smith to devise the above machine 
for covering them in. It bad long 
been known to farmera that a large 
proportion of these amall 100da did 
not vegetate, owing to the depth 
at which tho operation of harrow
ing with the common form of th~ 
implement deposiled them in the 
land, and the experiments of Mr. 
Sterliog, of Glenbervie, determined 
the act with precision. Rolling, 
on this aceoUDt, was often pre
fened to harrowing and covering 
clover seed, and, in " moist seed· 
time, answered perfeetly. An instrument, how. as to diminish the ell'ort needed by the plant, both 
ever, which should unite the process of rolling by making the ground which it bas to penetrate 
with a certain amount of that distlll"bance of the shallower, and by giving a fresh soft surface. It 
soil produced 'by an ordinary harrowing, would be is made in two parts, each being convex, and 
preferable; and tbi.s desideratum bas been com- about twenty-four inches wide, connected by a bar 
pletcly satisfied by tho web harrow, which we across them, which admits of their separation to a 
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greater or smoller distance, so as to lit the width I The common drill harrow, ••"nin of which 
of drill; and it '" drawn by one horse, which wolks Fig. 526 is plan nnd elevation, ";, intcmled to 
between the dtilli on which it is to operate. stir the ground between rows of potatoes, tnr-

Fif;. 62G. 

t&but. 

lJli ilif'-o~ll "111 0 
0 

0 

Q' ~ :--...~,.., E7nflllan. ! 

:rl-~cJJ-r~· _· 
nip•, mnngoltl-wnrzcl, &c. It is fumishotl with I between drills where the !Jm'Sc hoo (see 1ToE) hns 
handles, by which a pressure may be given to the nlrendy been in operation. 
macl•ine, and the teetl1 forced in to any required · The drill harrow usually costs f1'0m £3, 2s. to 
depth, and by w!Jieh its course may be guided £2, lOs. 
without risk of injury to tho plants. The teeth We have yet to mention and desm·ibe an 
are fixed in sidu wingr-J, db nml e c, l1inging to the implement which l1as received the name of the 
frontoftheCramcwork ntbandc, whose distances Norwegian ha1Tow .. It is not, however, properly 
from one another is I<'ig.G27. 
regulated by the screw 
•hown at a in all th1·oo 
ligures, where tho me
thod of widening or 
ma~!ng it nn!"'ow, nc-
:..-c,; ;.;.;;:o~ t.u o.nQ ll~!!'!".,. 

ness or the rows be
tween which it is to 
act is also shown. The 
handles are fustened to 
the control part of the 
fmmework at fl and To 
and at f; this central 
part also carries two 
of the nine teeth on 
which the efficiency of 
the machine depends. Tho <limcnsions of this speaking, n harrow, notwitl1standing its name. It 
implement may be gathered from the scale offeet consists (see Plate XXVII.) of a framework cal'· 
and inches given with the figures. It is intended rying three parallel axles, on which are a number 
to stir the Ja.ml and loosen the weeds in the space of rowels, each ha.ving 11ix radiating prongs, six 
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inches in length. This framework is slung from I 
1111other, which travels on wheels; and by means 
of an elevating apparatus, represented in Fig. 527, 
where the implement is shown fu two different 
positions. as in tbe ease of the figures illustrative 
of the article CULTIVATOR, the whole may be raised 
or lowered, lifted so for as that the machine tra. 
vels independently upon its wheels, or lowered so 
far as that it travels wholly on the rowels. In 
the figure it will be seen that by turning the 
handle f the screw f e is pushed through the 
bloek h, and e •nd c are thus pushed away from 
the back pert of the machine ; the axles of the 
wheels 111 and b are at the same time pulled away 
&om the horses, and the sloping lines e a nnd e b 
being made to assume the upright position 11 d, 
t! 11, the whole framework of the machine is lifted 
from tha ·ground. When drawn along in opera
tion, it will he seen that each line of rowels is 
cleaned by the neighbouring one, the prongs of 
which revolve between those in the rows imme-1 

diately adjoining. 'l'ha effect is, that while the 
machine acts as a clod.crusher, it at the same time 
penetrates the land to a considerable depth, and 
tears the surface to pieces. It is not chiefly as a 
fallow implement that it is useful, though the break
ing of clods, for which it is efficient, is certainly 
a fallow operation of considerable importance. It 
is for the purpose ofreducing the surface of land 
to a tilth sufficient to fit it for the reception of 
seed that it is more particularly adapted; and for 
the wheat seed especially it is a remarkably excel
lent preparative, firming the soil at the same time 
that it prepares a good surface tilth. For the mere 
breaking of clods, however, it is excelled by Cross
kill's clod-crusher, which will be described under 
the article ROLLER. The price of the Norwegian 
harrow, covering a width of four feet, as manu
factured lately by Messrs. Stratton, of Bristol, and 
now by Messrs. Fowler and Fry, of the same city, 
is £15. [J. c. M.J 

···J·---

These engravings are 
from some loose pages of 
illustrations I bought in a 
book shop, so the origin is 
unknown. 

The wooden frames place the date early in 
the 1800's, and actually the Scuffler is very 
similar to Fig. S. from Loudon's bcok, reproduced 
on page 2. Can any reader place them exactly ? 
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SOWING OF SPRING WHEAT -

The Harrow 
from 

"The Book of the Farm" 
(2nd Edition) 

Henry Stevens, 1855 

2345. " The Harrow-considering the 
operation it has to perform," observes Mr 
Slight, "in covering the seeds that have 
been east upnn the surfaceofthesoil-is an 
implement of no small importance ; and 
yet its elfects are apparently rude and un
certain, while its construction is of the 

simplest order. So simple, indeed, is this 
construction, that at a. very remote period 
it appears to have taken that form which, 
in so far as the simple principles of its ac
tion are concerned, is almost incapable of 
further improvement." The dimensions of 
the rectangular harrows are, on an average, 
3 feet 9 inches in breadth, measuring over 
the bulls, and 3 feet 10 inches in length 
over the slots. 

2346. The impro~d form given to the 
barrow; as above alluded to, changes the 
rectangle into a rhomboid, and this, when 
duly proportioned, gives to the implement, 
as has been supposed, as high a degree of 
perfection, in point of form, as it a'>pears 
capable of attaining. Fig. 207 represents 
a pair of the rhomboidal harrows in tho 

Fig. 207 • 
• I 

• 

TBB WOODEN aHOMBOIDAL HA.RROWB, WITH TRBm YOKE OP RWINO-TRIBS, 

working position. The frame of these dimensions of the parts vary a little, ac· 
barrows consists of the same number of cording to tho quality of the material 
J>&r!s as the common sort, above alluded employed. In eaoh harrow is an iron bar 
to, four bulls a a a a, and four slots 6 c c, having a number of holes punched in 
b h b. Tl~ br:.-adtfi vf tlle frame over the i~ for the attachment of the yoke. Each 
bulls, at right angles to them, is 3 feet 6 bull is divided into four equal parts, and 
itJehes, and in the same maooer over the at eaoh division the bulls are bored with 
•lots the length ia the same ; but tho bulls an auger for the reception of the tines. 
extend at eaoh end 4 inches beyond the Tho length of the tine is about 10 inches, 
•lots, making their enti:olengtb, including of which 6 or 7 inches project below the 
the obliquity, about 4 leet 6 inchee. The bulls. 
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2347. There is one point in the im
provement of this harrow that appears of 
even more importance than the rhomooi
dal sbaps-it is the joints or hinges d d. 
In the one harrow, the tail oftbe double 
joints or the binge is prolonged into a bolt 
d •• d • passing through all the bulls, and 
secured with screw-nuts at e e. The single 
joints are in like manner prolonged into 
the bolts I !I• I !I thus serving to add 
greatly to the •trength as well "" to the 
e.llicieney of the barrows. The loose 
joints d f, tll have been found to answer 
their purpose much better than the well
fitted joints originally given to them, by 
their allowing a great freedom of ac
tion, antl the double joints tl d are there
fore now usually made as in the figure. 
The eye of tho single joint f h., great 
freedom to play upon the joint-bolt. 

8 incites in length between the points of 
attachment, and it is connecteil to the 
harrows by means of the S hooks and 
shackles at c c. The balance of draught 
of the harrows is adjusted by shifting the 
shackles into the different holes of the 
bars c c. until the harrows are found to lie 
at right angles to the draught when in mo
tion ; o1111d thio, be it obserred, is not 
attained by having an equal number of 
tines on each side of the centre of the 
swing-tree A, for there is found to be a 
greater resistance to the forward motion 
of the implement on the left than there is 
upon the right side, arising, it is supposed, 
from the tines presenting a broader sur
face to resistance on that side than on the 
other. The other parts of the yoke, i lc l, 
are the common plough swing-treeo, fiJ;· 
6. Wooden harrowscost£2,15s. per pa.r. 

23-8. From the figure of the rhoruboi- 2349. The extensive application of iron 
dal harrow, when dull eoustructed, it can has of late years brouJht the use of that 
only perform its mu:.mnm of etfcct when material to the formatiOn of the harrow as 
clra:wn forward with its slots at right well as of the plough, and iron barrows 
1111glea to the direetion of its motion, and are now coming very generally into use, 
thiS is etfeeted by the muster swinf"tlee both in the reetangular and the rbomboi
A. This tree, for harrows of tbe d1men- dal form. Fig. 208 represents the malle
aicma here desoribed, requires to be 4 feet able-iron rhomboidal barrow, as commonly 

Fig. 208. 

a I 

0 1 , 3 
I 
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eonstructed, and its dimensions are the 
6llllle as abeady given for those of wood. 
The arrangement of the parts are some
what ditrerent, and, from the nature o£ 
the materiols, the dimensions of the parts 
dilfer also more materially. Thus, the 
hulls a a a a are swelled out where the 
mortises for the slots are formed, and also 
for the tines, their ends projecting only 2 
inches beyond the slot. 'rhe slots are 
6 6 6, and there being only three o£ them, 
the middle one is so placed as to be free of 
the middle row of tines; while the end 
slots are elongated towards the meeting 
sides o£ the pair, and are there formed 
into the l!inge-joints d d, as formerly de
scribed for the wooden barrows. The 
bars c c are inserted in the projecting ends 
of the first and seeond bulls, and tho master 
awing-tree II isattacbed to them by twisted 
S hooks. The swing-trees i k l are the 
same as described for the wooden harrows. 
The construction of the iron harrow is so 
similar to the others, that it is unnecessary 
toenterintofurtberdetails regarding it; but 
it may be remarked, that, from the almost 
imperishable nature of the materials, as 
compared witb wood, there seems every 
reason to expect the iron implement will 
entirol;v supersede the wooden ; and though 
the pnee of the iron barrows is conside
rably above that of wood, tl1e additional 
first cost is more than repaid by the greater 
durability of the iron. There is good 
reason also to believe, that, by a construc
tion more adapted than the present to the 
nature of the material, the price may yet 
be considerably reduced. 

2350. The form of tke tinu is that 
which has ita cross section Conning nn 
exact square, and inserted in the bull witb 
its diagoual pointing in tho direetion of 
the l;'rogressive motion. This form and 
pesit1on of the tine, however well adapted 
to the soil, <annot, with propriety for safety 
to the implement, be nsed in the wooden 
harrow from the powerful tendency it has 
to split the wood. In the iron imdlement 
this dilliculi;v does no' exist; an as this 
form of tine 18 in every respect best a•lapted 
to the intended purpose, it should never 
be omitted in the iron barrow. Whatever 
be the cross section of the tine, in that 
part which passes through the bull, the 
projecting part is tapered towards the 
point, not onifonnly but a little barrelled, 
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and terminates in an obtuse point. In all 
wooden harrows the tines are simply driven 
firmly into the wood after it has been bored. 
In most iron barrows they are fixed in 
the same manner ; but as the tines are 
sometimes liable to become loose, when 
simply inserted and driven down by the 
hammer, they are, when a mnre perfect 
construction is followed, fixed by being 
driven from below, and secured by a screw
nut above. 

2351. The dotted parallelllnos in figs. 
207 and 208 represent the lines which the 
tines make in the ground in the act of 
harrowing it; and as they are at equal 
distances, it follows that the harrows, as in 
the figures, are set in the proper manner 
for working. Tloey are wrong set when 
these lines are not at equal distances. 

2352. The narrotca follow the sowers, 
each sower keeping 2 pair of harrows em
ployed when thelaml receives a double ti>~e 
-that is, backwards and forwards on the 
same ground, that is, on the same ridge, 
which the brea/cinp-in of the aeed should 
always receive. I have said that, ou 
inclined ground, Cor the oake of tl1e horses, 
that end of tho field should be first sown 
which gives the l10roes the ntlvaotnge o£ 
breakinp-in thepround down hill (2312.) 
If the sowing commences at the top o£ the 
declination, the harrows start at once for 
tho breaking-in down the hill; but if it 
commences nt the loot of the inclination, 
the harrows will have to go an extra land· 
ing to tho upper side of the field and 
be4:in there. Two pairs of hr.rrows work 
best together, their united breadth cover
ing tho entire ridge, and laJ>!>ing over tho 
crown whore tho soil ie tliickost. One 
pair takes tho lead, by going on the near 
side o£ tho ridge, while tho other pair 
follows on the off side, but tho leader 
usually takes that side of the ridge which 
is nearest the open fiel<l. Each pair of 
harrows should be provided with double 
reins, one rein from each horse; and every 
ploughm1in should be madt to walk and 
drive their horses with the reins from be
hind tho harrows. If a strict injunction 
i$ not ]aid upon them in this respect, the 
two men will be found walking together, 
the leading one bebind the barrows, the 
other at the head of his horses, with their 
attention moro engTossed in talk than the 
work in band. 



224 Harrow 

HARROW 
by W.J. Malden 

from 

which the name harrow is applied which have 
wheels, which would be better described as culti
vators, as they are used as cultivators to break 
up land to greater depth than is usually ex
pected o( a narrow. The frame of the ordinary 
seed harrow is now practically always made of 
iron, and is constructed so as to form diamond
shaped interspaces, the points where the bars 

cross being slotted to hold the 
tines, which also brace the frame. 
In this way no two tines follow ex
actly in the same place, and prac
tically every portion of the surface 
is scmtched. Usually three of 
these ~zag harrows are worked at 
once, being attached to a dx'&ught 
pole or bar on which is the draught 
chain to which the whipple-trees 
are hooked. These harrows are 
made in several sizes, from a light 
one· horse set for ha.r1·owing in 
small seeds, or for a last harrow
ing after other harrowo, to heavy 

"The Standard Cyclopaedia of Modern 
Agriculture". 1909 

fouJ··horoe oets for pulling down 
coarse furrows on hea.vy 1a.nd. 
1Yoode10 harrows are fast dioap
pearing, and in many districts 
have done so entirely, and it is 
certain that they are not oo econ· 
omical to work as are modern har
rows. They t•emained popular on 
heavy clay soils because their 
weight tended to make them force 
their way into stiff furrows, but 

thio is be.tter done by sickle-tine cultivatoro 
or barrows. An exception in favour of wooden 
harrows may be made in respect to the use of 
very light sets for covering seed on light sandy 
soils, where lighter harrows than those made of 
iron are desirable; such harrows are found in 
Suffolk, where a set will cover a breadth of 20ft. 
or more, and be """Y work for two horses. As 

1 a rule, seed harrows have straight tines, as they 

[v. s.] 
Harrow.- Harrows are mainly surface· 

working implements, employed to produce a fine 
ourface tilth and to cover seeds after sowing or 
drilling; they, however, perform other work, and 
there is a conoiderable number of different types 
constructed to do special work. So far as arable
laud work is concerned they may be regarded 
as light cultivator& with many tines, not pro
vided with wheel& Coltivatorspractieallyalways 
have wheela, and there are oomo implemente to 
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are wanted to smother the soil over the seed 
without disturbing it. Slightly curved tineo are 
sometimes used on harrows to work land, but 
as they are short, and tend to_make weeds collect 
and block against the frame, the straight ones, 
which are leao liable to do so, are generally pre· 
ferred. RotarJJ harrow1 are occaaionally used, 
lind work effectively. In these the frame is 
circular, and the draught is taken from a hinge 
working round a central vertical arm. A hori
zontal arm carrying an adjustable weight olightly 
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depresses one side of the harrow, tlms imp•d
ing it, whieh with the forward motion from the 

holSt'S eauses the harrow to rotate, thus giving 
a lateral as well as a forward motion to the 
tines. Sometimes one large or two smaller bar-

rows are used. In spite of the more thorough 
working, they hav~ not come into general use. 
Saddle-back h.arrotfJ8 are used for harrowing 
rid~es laid up for potatoes or roots, to which 
theu~ shape adapts them, and are very effective 
and in common use. The .Norwegian harrOlD is 
practically a rotary cultivator: two sEindles are 
mounted on a frame, and these each carry a 
drum into which are fixed a number of curved 
tines; the fm·ward motion causes these to rotate, 
and in doing tJo they pierce the grollnd; tl1e 
same harrowing thus g1ves a forking OJ' comb-

ing treatment, lifting out couch or other weeds. 
As the two drums are placed sufficiently near 
for the tines on the hinder one to pass between 

the tines of the drum in front, the impi.:ment 
~s self-cleaning. There are many good ft!at~res 
m the Norwegian harrow, but it is not exten
sively used. Sickle-tine harrou'8 are now made 
with slide guides or other adjustable contri
vances for regulating the depth of cultivation. 

Fig. $.-Boward's Flexible Orua Harrow. Can be worked eltller &hle up, to use tlle long or abort points. 

They are chiefly used for working down fur
rows, but are not well suited for· covering ~reedH. 
FliZ'ibls han'OWI are now made in many fol'ms, 
and there is a great incre..., in the extent of 
their use, especially on arahlc 
land. Being ligl1t and effec
tive they are well suited to 
work down land, cover eeed, 
collect couch, and destroy an· 
nual weeds such as cbarlock; 
moreover, they are effective 
jlras& harrows. This type 
ts OSIIOCiated with Parmiter 
of Tisbury, who introduced 
them ; they differ from tlex .. 
ible, chain, or link harrows in 
that they are provided with 
sharp cutting tines. Strom 
lzarrow1, or harrows used in 
steam cultivating, are heavy, 
fitted with a stout frame, and 
are hetter suited for break-
ingdown coa.rse furrows than 
for use as seed barrows. Steam drag harrO'UJI do 
the work of heavy horse cultivators. Dul< har
row•, very much used in the colonies, are be
coming increasingly popular in Bl'itain, and do 

VOL. Vl. 

excellent work when breaking up temporary or 
pel'manent pa.Rture, as they cut the turves and 
maHticate :..~~~·m. They ar~ also Imitable for 
working down hmd under ot·dinary conditions. 

Ffg f.-Ball's Twitch or Drag Barrow 

Drag harrows are stout cultivating harrows 
with curved tinea, very commonly used. Wheeled 
drag harrou& are light cultivators with numer-
ous small curv~d tines. (w. J. Ill.] 
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I, Stanfonr s ~ orwC>gian Harrow, ~. Howard's Disc Harrow. 3, Sprim;.'fct•th Harrow 
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ROLLER 
from 

''Tho: Rural Cyclopaedia" 
J.M. Wilson, 1847 

ROLLER. An implement for compressing, 
mtoothing, pulverizing, or otherwise finishing· 
otr cultivated land, whether in gl'38S or in tillage, 
in prep-.uation for sowing or subsequent to sow
ing, in a newly sown state or after the appear
once or lhe nucent crop. Both the forma and 
the uoeo of tbe roller, in f•cl, aro exceedingly 
divenified; and aomo cf the moot useful imple
ment• of the rollor clw dill'er eo very widely 
from all the old aod common rollen, and altho 
ume time from one another, u to lake to them· 
eelvcs peculiar names, such u drill-roller, seam-

1 
i.' preeser, and clod-crusher. 

1
, All the old or early rollen were simply cylin

'' ders, an~ may be suppooed to have been employ-

!
!: ..t only fur breaking down the cloddy and lumi'Y 
, 1 portione of tilled stiff aoil preparatory to sow
! ing, and Cor compressing and 11moothing and coni ; aolidating light and driftable lands immediately 
, sub!equent to sowing; and ouch rollero aro still 
/' confined to the oame priocipal uoee, with the ad
' · dition of the 1moothiog and compre11ing of gra11 
i Ianda. They are thought by aome writers to have 
! h come into existence coevally wit the plough, 
[ or with the rudest stirrer of the soil, or at least 

to have appeared immediately after it,-and cer
tainly they occur in countrieo where agricultural 
processes are iDa vny rude and almost nascent 
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state ; yet they nre assigned by other writers to 
an epoch 1:\tt:r thnn the harrow, and even than 
the gruhbcr,-or to one in which the pressure of 
increQSing population drove fnrmers hy necessity 
to the cultivation of stuhborn and adhesive soils, 
and compclied the-m to invent mechn.nicnl means 
for breaking h>r<l clay clods. The cylindricnl 
roller, at all events, io known to hove been till 
recent times the only implement of its class; 
and though this might seem to a &uperficial 
thinker to have been quite simple and uniq'IC 
and incapnbla of vn.riety, it really received, in the 
course or time, a. great diversity of size and 
weight and construction, and w.as made first en~ 
tirely of wood, then of stone with a wooden I', 
frame, and then in various ways of iron, and 
came at last to be formed of two or three or more ! ' 

parts, revolving either on the same axle or on in- I 
dependent axles. 

1 
The common rollers, or land-rollers, of the pre

sent day comprise all the varieties which have II 

ever been used, except the most rude and ancient. 
The wooden ones are either pieces of heavy solid 
timber, of the full diameter of a large tree, or 
hollow cylinders, variously constructed, and or 
comparatively large dinmeter; and though they 
make little impression on any but very light 1 
soils, they are highly serviceable for levelling po- ! i 
tato or turoip drills, for compressing tho earth 'I 
about newly sown seeds, and for some otht!r n.nd ll 
analogous light purposes. Some are spiked with 
iron or encircled with large metallic rings, to as
sist in crushing clods; many or most hove simple 
contrivances, generally a weight-containing box 
on the upper part of the frame, for temporarily 
increasing their weight and preuure; and Bll are 
mounted with a skeleton cart-like frame, tt!r· 
minating in shafts for one or two horses, or with 1 .. 

attachments ror four or even six oxen, according 
to their respective size and weight. The com-~ 
mon solid wooden rollers of England are usually 
made of oak or uh, and generally vary from 3 to 

1 
I 

71 feet in length, from 16 to 20 inches in diameter, 1 I 
and from 10 to 13 owt. In weight, but occnslon- !: I 
ally are 9 feet in length, from 20 to 30 inches in 
diameter, and so heavy as to require to be drawn !, 1 
by 4 horses or 6 oxen. A very common roller in 
Scotln.nd 20 or 30 years ago, and one most easily i ! 

'I and cheaply procured, bad a wooden axle, with : j 
two or three rows of spokes placed in it accord- , 1 
iug to its length, and feiloes piaced on the ex- ! I 
tremity ....... r the, ~pokes in the manner of a cart-- ! i 
wheel, and pbi.llc:s or boards of wood fastened on i ! 
the felloea all round; and a closely similar roller, i! 
of still more facile constr..~ction, is now occa.. I ; 
sionally made in Engl;:nd, with three broad ~! 
wheels of the required diameter,-two of them ,I 

placed at the ends and the other in the middle 
' of the required lengtb,-and with an iron axle 1 

passing through the whole, and adjusting them f 

to their positiona, and with strong, narrow, 1; 
bevelled planko nailed firmly lengthwise round I, 
all the exterior. Some hollow wooden rollers ~ 

___ I: 
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'· d i' have an ocbgonal instead of a circular circum~ J rollers of very small diameter, aa the most eff'ccA 1 ! 
ferenee; and they do their work better tha.n the tive in crushing the clods, and throwing the 

i 1 clronlar ones, on account or each turn la.ytng the greatest weight on the surraco or the ground. ; t 
fla\ surra.ce with a momentum on the ground; From this opinion I venture to ditfl.lr, l;c1ieving 1 1 

' • but they require ,. greater power o£ draught. that whatever advantage may arise from small i : 
l ! Muy wooden rollers, also, u well u many stone diameters, it is more than counterbalanced by i i 
' ( and many iron ones, are double. ur consist of t\vo the difficulty of surmounting clods and other i ! 

pieces, placed iu one frnme, and performing the obstacles, and their consequent tendency to drive : i 
llllllle llCtion as one piece, but rolling iudepen- them before the roller, which would also cause 'i 
denlly of each other ; and not only are these increased lal•our to the horses." l 
much more convenient iu turning than single Spiked rollers nro used to reduce the lumps ' 

1 rollers, nod 1 ... severe on the team, but they ore and clods or clay soils. Those or the simplest 
t more suitable for light soils or corn crops or for:n consist each or a single wooden cylinder, i 1 

! sown grass, in consequence of their neither tenr- with spikes of about 3 inches or so in length, in- j J 

I ing up the ground nor injuring the young plants serted quincnnxly or in some other regular order; 1l !
1 II at the end ora field. and these perform their work pretty well when the .
1 . Stone rollen or granite, or or hard, compact, hmd is dry, but become clogged and inefficient I 

t 1 erystalline trap, are very common in districts when the land is moist. But the better kinds of j' 

whioh al10und with these materials, and are both spiked rollers have each two cylinders, the ono 
very cheap and very efticiont. They are usually placed before the other, both armed with regul11r 1 1 

made of from 111 to 16 inches in diameter; and, and mutually alternate rows or spikes, and the 1 

including tho cost of both Crnme and acraper, two adjusted so closely together as to intersect 
they are sometimes from 4 to 10 times cheaper each other's rows or spikt~s, and in conscqucnco 

l thon eqolly efficient wooden ones, or from 8 to conatantly cleanse each other in nil their rcvolu-
12: times cheaper than equally efficient iron ones. tiona. One or this class, described in the !Jeicea- I 

I They hllYC the high advantage also of being ter Report, has rollers or about 9 inches in din- I 
· easily nnd oheaply obtained of a groat diversity meter, armed with eight rows or spikea, fixed in li 

I 
or me and weight and mutually proportional n frame, mounted on wheels or about 3~ feet in 
length and diameter; so that Crom II to 12 or height, and provided with an upright post wind

, thtim or ditrerent kindsl in adaptation to different lass and power or pulliea to raise or lower tho 
aoils or dill'erent states of soU or dill'erent kinda rollers at pleasure. !I 
and conditions of land and crop, ma.y be kept on The Earl or Ducie's improved clod·crusller bas I;! 
a rarm for the price ot a single roller or iron or two partq or length• in the manner or the com- : 
Of Wood. m00 tWO·Cylindered ir00 roller; but in&tCO.d or ft. I ' 

Iron rollers orthe common cylindrical kind are continuous aurface, it has from end to end, round i ' 
the moet common for gravel-walks, lawns, parks, all its circumference, a series of square wrought- ! 
and other land-surfaces which require to be kept iron bars; and it presents the angles or these bars 
firm and smooth ; and they are nlso common Cor to the clods, so aa readily to penetrate and re
ordioary agricultural purposeo, in some districts duce them. It nets well in ita proper cnpacity 
which are destitute of gran ito or compact trap; or a clod-crueher, nnd at the aame time is useCcl 
and the7 pouen the advantage of admitting a for rolling or pressing wheat in tho spring. 
temporary inoreate of their pronuro by meana or Ba1·1lett'o cultivator is a roller or 13 thin iron 
tuopending weigh II on their a sit. They are made plotea of 1~ inches in diameter, eaoh fastened to 
of groat divenity of aize and proportionato suit a a circular block or wood 4 inches thick, 9 inches i 
corte~~ponding divenity of tastes and purposes; in diameter, and bound round with iron,-the 
and one of the most approved, for ordina- agri- plates and the blocks strung together on an iron i ! ., I' liJ cultural use~ is double, or has tw'> separately axle, and made moveable upon it,- and the . 
revolving partt, and weighs from 10 to 15 cwt., whole adjusted in roller-style within a strong I' !.· 

11 and io drawn by two honea; while another baa quadrangular frame, andsubtended by a bar with . , 
! three aepamte cylindert, each aboui two feet in fixed iron scrapers, which keep the roller con· 

diameter, and of the aamelength. As cast·iren tinually clean. This implement is said to be 
roUen are liable to frlleture when drawn along a serviceable in the tillage of wetlands iu the ex
rough road, iu transit from one field to another, treUle south of England ; and it may be mado 
a amoll low-wheeled wooden carriage may be with plates and blocks of other aizea than those 
kept for the purpose or transporting them. which we have named, or those adopted by the 

Booth's roller was invented by the late George inventor. 
Booth or Allerton, near Liverpool, and comprises The double-jointed barley-roller is simply a 
five cylindrical pieces, arranged alternately three variety of the common two-cylindered or three· 
io one line and two in another, and so con· cylindered iron ro1ler; but is &O constructed that 
structed on the lever principle that they may the parts may revolve at opposite angles,-and 
be preued down by weight, and possessing each may also, for convenience in travelling ot" for any 
a diameter of nc.t more than a foot. " Mr. special purpose in tillage, be placed the one be- , 
Booth," sayo Mr. Ransome, "contended for solid bind the other. Ita fran• in~. too, is often so cod-
~ e 
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atructed ,n,4 twistedjtlints,aa to make the inner Outings round the roller's surrace. Two of the 
end ot one put work behind the end of the other, rollers or conical frusta are adjusted in one frame, 
so that no seam is l~f\: between them. base to base, and have their axes so inclined that 

Lord Strathmore's soil-consolidator is n. com& both the fore-part of their peripheries and the 
hina.tion or machinery for the purpose of con~ parts in contact with the ground are always in a 
solidating loose soils. First in it are two com- straight line. The frame is the same as that of 
mon rollers; and these put in motion two wiper a common roller ; and three perpendicular bars 
shafts; and these lift, in continued rotation, a from it carry the axes o! the two rollers ; and a 
nombu of stampero, which are let fall on the light horizontal frame with scrapers is adjusted 
soil while the machine is trtil'•!ling over the sur- behind the l'f>llers to clear the grooves of the 
&oe. rollers when at work from all adhering soil. 

Drill-rallerahaveueriesofstoutmetallicrings, "The eff.cts of soch a form of roller upon the 
upon an uia, each commonly about 2i inches surface of the soil," remarks Mr. Slight, u are 
thick,andsometimeesomuchas3feetindiameter; peculiar and important. While the cylindrical 
and they are used either without weights for mak • smooth nller acts merely by its pressure on the 
inggroovesrea.dyonlightsoilstoreceivetheseeds rough soil intended to be pulverized, one of a 
of & broadcast sowing, o:- more or less heavily conical form, arranged in the manner 01· Mr. 
laden with weights to crush the elods of rough Hepburn's, will, besides acting by its d1rt-ct 
and strong land in the manner of common or of pressure, produce a strictly pulverizing effect, by 
apiked rollers. They have long been known to reason of its form ; for the cones having a con
the farmera or Norfolk and Suffolk, and were a stant tendency to move outward in a circle, but 
higbl7 appreciated implement so long as 40 years being restrained by the bearings in which they 
ago; and they hr.ve of later years been variously revolve, their surface will produce a crushing and 
imprond,-hut principally in rendering each abrading action well adapted to the pulverization 
ring independent of the others, so as completely of the soil." Plate LI. 
lo accommodate their action tet diversities of sur- Crosskill's patent clod crusher is, in several 
&cs, and to facilitate their turning at the end of respects, a remarkable and very valuable imple
fielda. When a drill-roller ia UK~ for crushing ment, and was pronounced by the judges to be, 
clodo, it requires to he followed hy a harrow of with its latest improvement, the most beneficial 
aullicient weight to lighten up the surface; but implement used in agriculture exhibited at tho 
when it is osed for making grooves prepnratorily NewCllstle Meeting of tho Royal Agricultural 
to broadCMt sowing, it should not be followed Society in 18~6. "Mr. Crosakill,'' says the official 
by anything heavier than a fine short-toothed Report of thnt Meeting by Mr. P•rkcs, "about 
harrow, ur even than a mere bush-hanow. the year 1832 imagined the form of this roller. 

The seam-presser or land-presser or pressure- IIis first plan consisted in forming a barrel, hy 
roller is an abstract or a drill-roller, and has but stringing a number or narra-w indented rims or 
two double conical wheels for pressing, and is discs loosely upon a sqanre axis, the whole re
greatly emplored in acme districts for rolling volving, together with tho axis, in the journals 
down the soil newly turned up by the plough, or or the frame. In addition to tho saw-like teeth 
for clooing the furrow-seams of a seed-furrow into which the periphery of each rim was divided, 
from let~. The two double conical wheels are oet other teeth were formed, projecting sidcwoys 
upon all asle, at about 10 inches apart, and aro from the plane of the rim, and in a radial lino 
eituated on the one aide of the machine-frame; from the centre, ao as to leave no portion of the 
while a common whoolaupporll the other end of ~<>il unoperated upon. This roller gradually 
the nle, and occupies the corresponding side of fought its woy into considerable practice, being 
the frame. The mtWhine, in working, follows in found to effect a much greater amount or super
the wake or two plou&;hs ; itl' conical wbP-els run ficial pulverization than the common plain roJler. 
in the seams or the last tumed-up funows; and Extended experience disclosed other uses than 

I' 
i 

I
~· its ccmm-eu ~heel r:...ns upon the unpl>mghed I mere clod-crushing, io which ii was appiicahie ; II 

land. It seta more effectually than the drill- and at the same time pointed out defects which 
1 

, 

roller, and directs its whole furce upon each deteriorated its performance nnd diminished its II 
furrow, and gives a firmer bottQm for the germia value. The rc~!:;;-c; of young wheat and spring 11 
nation or the seeds, and tends to retard, if it does corfl, or other plants, was commenced with it, , I 
not altogether prevent, the insidious operations nr.d usefully ; but it was found that, on turning 
of the wire-worm. short at the headlands, injury was done by tear· 

The conical grooved pulverizing land-roller, ing up the soil in the act of turning. A greater 
was invented by J. Stewart Ilephum, Esq., of scope for turning than is convenient wns, there
Colqubalzie in Perthshire; and is described and fore, necessary to avoid this evil. Another evil 
figured in the lith volume of the Highland So- resulted when using it on soils at all damp or 
ciety's Transactions. It comprises three varie· sticky, from the adhesion of earth to thP. teeth 
ties, and has, as its chief characteristic features, and their interstices, which further limited its 
a conically diminishing instead ot a cylindrical useful employment. 1\fr. Crosskill, observing 
Corm oC roller, and a series oC transverae parallel these defects, applied himself to their remedy, 
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ud in lMS he took out a p<ltent for the present 

I 
implement. the improvements consisting, first, in 
eetting each toothed rim free to revolve sep<lrato
ly on a round, instead of their being fitted on a 
square ule ; and eeeondly, in giving a different 
form: and direction to the laterel teeth. By the 
&nt,.na.ned alteration the independent action of 
each rim was secnred, so that each rim, in the 
progressive movement of the- whole series, re
volvee upon ita His, ud at the rate exactly due 
to the apaee to he travelled over in surmounting 
the irregularitiee presented to it ; whilst in 
torning, all tearing of the soil or plonts is avoided 
by the same facility, which permits evory rim or 
diao to adapt ita velocity to the Sp<lCO required 
for each one to pass over, either forwards or 
backwards, in the act of turning ; in fact, this 
roller can he tnmed about on the centre of its 
ule without producing any injurious eft'ect. The 
indepeodent motion of the rima also provided a 
powerflll means of aelf-cleaning ; for, inasmuoh 
.. the ... tocity or the eeverel rims is perpetually 
ulfing, so they rub oft' the aoil which might 
otherwise adhere to them-an action now fUrther 
increued by elllarging the bore of the eye of 
each altemate ring, which cauees a kind of 
-ntric or up and down motion to tnke place 
between each p<lir, and among the whole aeries 
of rings or disco. This lnst improvement consists 
in the enlargement or the eye or eaoh alternate 
ring, forming oollectively the series of rings or 
diaca of which the roller is oomposed ; so that of 
th- rings, which are 23 in number, 12 have 
eyes fitting lhe ule just freely enough to revolve 
upon it, whilst the 11 alternate rin>·• have their 
eyea enlarged about half an inch more in diame
ter. This arrangement has added materially to 
the eft' eel or the implement in abrading and re. 
ducing hard clods; it hal also induced among 
the rings a more ellicient self-cleaning movement, 
when the ruller il Ul8d on moister &oils o~ BOlter 
clodo; BO that, practically, the aoope and power 
of lbe roller have been augmented, without add· 
lng to ill 001t, or impairing ita extreme simpli· 
city; and it can now he employed on soil when 
In tlateo whioh would have clogged it, or have 
diminished its eft"ect jf all the rings on the asia 
had eyea or similar oize. The superior results 
uioing from this diapoaition of parts are alto
gether attrib11table to what is properly t<>rmed 
action- mechanical action ; and it has been 
owing to ill pot11011ing this function in so high 
a degree, the& Mr. Crosskill'a p<llent..roller has 
proved to be more eft"ective in co111minuting and 
compreeeing BOil then the common plain roller, 
or than the eerrate-edged ringed-roller with a 
square ule, firlt introduced by him. Mr. Cross-
kill'• square-alde toothed roller first made its 
appearance in the Society's show-yard at Cam-
bridge in 1840-the round axled patented ma-
chine at Derby in 1843-a premi11m of £20 was 
awarded for it by the judges at Southampton in 
18W-:lnd U gained the Society's prize of £10 1 
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at Shrewsbury in 1845, having on all occnsions 
of trial at the Society's shows greatly excelled 
the perrormn.nce of every other roller brought 
into competition with it. The fourth volume of 
the Royal Agricultural Soeiety"o Journal con
tains a large collection of instances of ita utility 
in arresting the rn.vagcs of the wire--worm-an 
etl'ect owing probably to the forcible bite of the 
teeth on the ground-in the pulverization of 
stifF, and compreBiion of light soils, together with 
the opinions of numerous agriculturists upon its 
Yalue as a roller or various crops in a state or 
young growth. Its application to the latter pur
polO has greatly extended since that period, and 
the writer may bear his testimony to the success 
attending its employment on pasture land in de
stroying the white slug, curing mossiness, IUld 
especially in conf.!olidating soft grass-land after 
drainage. For these latter uses the eft'ect of the 
implement is gre•tly enhanced by weightin~t it 
to the full extent of the power of the team which 
can be commanded." See the article Roi.LtiO • 

Garrett's patent clod-crusher and cultivator 
has also a heavy, rough, biting surfaced cylinder, 
and compriees a patent improved method of 
heightening or lowering the wood carriage wheels, 
so as to produce any required degree of preSiuro 
in working, and to obviate all difficulty in re
moving the implement from field to field. This 
roller acts very powerfully in crushing clods on 
heavy lands; and is peculiarly suitable after a 
drought, or in a very dried alate of the aoil, for 
preparing fallow lando for root crops, and for 
pulverizing l1a.rd and cohesive cloddy surfaces, 
and raising mould for the barley aeed. Some 
very experienced agriculturists who have tried 
it recommend it as most desirable for prepar
ing clover Ianda £or wheat, by rolling it once or 
twice over the ploughed and dried land, in order 
that it may thoroughly press down the ftag, and 
raise an inch or more of mould on the top; for 
when tho Implement io so eet upon the travel
ling-wheels as to enter the ground to the depth 
or li or 2 incbea, it gives that firmnell to the 
under ooil whioh is so desirable for wheal, and 
presses down the flag oo closely as not to admit 
any harbour for the slug, and at the same time 
acts as a preventative of the ravages of the wire
worm. 

I 
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.T/eld ..Rolkr These engravings are fr 
same unidentified source a 
un page 67. 

The particular reason fol 
ing them is to illustrate thel 
'Siamese Twin' arrangeme11l 
double shafts on the heavyj 

had never seen tltis before, 1"·.· 
perhaps Hepburns roller on 
might have the same feature 
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doubtful position aa to fitness. This 
brinsa na to ~iro11, which is undoubt
edly the most ap11ropriate of all materials 
for thia purpose. It IS unnecessary here to 
enter into the inquiry sa to the most ad
vantageous diameter for a land-roller; the 
subject baa already been elaboratoly dis· 
cusSed: t let it sulli.ee to ay, that expe
rience has proved that a diauietor of 2 feet 
iB, under any circumstances, the one that 
will produce the best elfeots with a mini
mum of labour from the animals of draught; 
the weight being of course proportioned 
to the force nsnall,r applied, which ill 
in general 2 horses. The weight of roller, 
including the frame corresponding to this, 
i: from 12 to;. 15 cwt.; but it ill hetterthat 
too roller itself bo l'lithe: undor the 
weight, and tlmt the carriage he fitted up 
with a box, in w hieh a loading of stones 
can he stowed, to bring the machine np to 
any deoired weight. Such a bo:s: is bestdes 
useful in atl'ordin.tt the means of carrying 
oft' from tbe surl'ace of the ground any 
largo stones that may have been brouglit 
to the surface by the previous opera
tions. In a large and heavy roller, iu 
one entire cylinder, the inconvenience of 
turning at the headlands ill very conside
rable, and baa given rille to the iutJ•rove
ment ofbaving the cylinder in two lengths ; 
this, with a properly constructed carriage, 
produees the laud-roller in its most perfect 
form. 

2•73. The eommon l<>ntl-rollw ill an 
implement of gnat sim{'licity or conotNc
&ion, the acting part of It heing a oyliu·~er 
of 'WOOII. of atone, or of metal. Simple 1111 

thla implement appear&, there ia hardly 1111 
artiele of the fanil ia which the farmer ill 
more liable to fall into error ia ita selec
tioa. From the nature of ita action, and 
ita intended elfeote on the eoil, there are 
two elements that ohould he particularly 
kept in new-fH\v.U and diafiUIIIr of the 
cylinder. By the former alone can the 
desired elfeote he prodnoed in the higheot 
degree, but these will he alwaya modified 2,74, Fig. 222 is a perspective of the 
hf the diameter. Thua, a cylinder of any land-roller conetruoted on the foregoing 
gtYen weight will produce a greater pul- principles : a ia the carriage-l'rame, 
veriling elfeot if ita diameter ill one foot, orosead by the horae-~ha£ta 6. The cylin
than the ame weight woold produce if der o ill in 2 lengtha of a feet to a feet a 
the diameter were two feet; but then the incbeo each, antf 2 feet in diameter; the 
one of leoaer diameter will he much woree thiokneos of tbe metal ia according to the 
to draw ; hence it heoomee neceasa7 to weight required. The ule, in conae
e~ a mean of tbeae oppoaing princ1plea. 'lnence of the cylinder being in two 
In domgthiB, the material of the cylinder lengths, requireo to he of considerable 
eomee to he considered. Wood, which is strength, and of malleable iron ; upon 
freqaently employed for the formation of thia the two sections of the cylinder re
land-rv!lera, may be considerod as least valve freely, and the extremities of the 
adapted of all materialo for the purpose; ule are supportsd in bnsheo in the semi
ill deficiency of weight and liability to circular end-l'rames. Two iron stay-rods 
decay rendem it the most objectionable of pass from the end frames to the shafta as 
all others. Stone, though not deficient an additional support to the latter. Tbe 
in weight, poosems ooe marked diaad- price of the laud-roller, fitted up as here 
YBDiage, liability to fractliJII; thill of itaslf represented and described, is, &eeording to 
ill sntlicieut to place alene rollem in a weight, from £10 to £14. 

• l.aWIOD'I .4griewltvrill'l Jlaaval, Supplement, p. 48. 
t Qoarrm1 Jowroalof .4aricoJ/Ivre, vol. i. p. 700. 
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Fig. 22"2. 
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2475. In using the roller, the 2 borses markings-oft' of foorings, 14 acres &-day 
are yoked in tba same manner "" in may he considered a good day's work
the double horse-earl, shown in Plate 7 acres at each yoking. Wben tbe weather 
III. Therollil!g is always effected across is favourable, and a large ntont of ground 
the line of ridges, for otherwise tbe open bas to be rolled, it is a good plan to ap
furrowa would not receive any benefit point 2 pair of horses to work tbe roller, 
from it. Although the dividing of the from dawn to night-fall, each pair workin!j 
cylinder into two parts facilitates the t•un- 4 hours at a time. In this way, 16 hours 
ing uf tho implement, it is not advisable condant rolling, from 4 in the morning • 
to attempt to turn the roller sharp round, to 8 at night, may be obtained in the 
as part of the ground turned upon will he course of 2·l hours, and 33t acres rolled 
rubbed hard by the cylinders; and where within tho day with one roller. This 
young plants grew upon those part!J, such roller is nn instrument used not so much 
&8 young clOTCt, the probable effect Would to crush 010ds OS to render the surface of 
he to kill them. The rolling is executed the gronn•l smooth; at least it effects the 
in leers of 30 yards in width, liiein9 the latter purpose much better than the former, 
horses one half of the leering, and kuppin9 which is best e~.ecnted by & class of im-
tbem in the other half, the same as in plements named clod-crushers, to be after
ploughing ridges, two-out-and-two-in, fig. wa•·dsdcscribed; and the roller should only 
25. It is not n-ary to carry the feor· bouaed wheu thesnrface ofthogroundisdry. 
ing·.J>Oiea to· the field for making these 
feermgs ; the first line oC the fearing be-
ing easily kept straight across the field 
by placing oloda or stones in the line. 
When the ploughman becomes fatigued in 
walking, it is quite allowable for him to 
sit on the front of the framing, for which 
purpose & space to sit upon ie either 
boarded or wrought into & seat with liard-
twined straw-rope, and thence drive the 
horses with double reins and whip. With 
euch an indulgence a frail ploughman, em-
ployed mostly in ploughing, could take a 
day or more at rolling, when urgent work 
was employing at the time the stronger 
horses in the cart. Were a 6-feet roller 
to prooeed uninterruptedly for 10 hours, 
at the rate of 2t miles per bonr, it would 
!'011 about 18 acres a-day; but what with 
the time spent in tbe turnings and the 
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BOOKS by John Thompson 

"MAKING MODEL GYPSY CARAVANS" 
The Gypsy Cuavan is probably the most popular horse

drawn vehicle as a subject for modelmakers, and no wonder 
for it gives scope not only for woodwork and metalwork, but 
for ca.n'ing, colourful painting, and the u.aking of internal 
fittJn&t. This large format ':>oak is very fully illustrated with 
pbotosnphs and plans, and deala with aU the aspects from 
choice of materiala tc fmishi•g the model. 

There are detailed notes on the construction of the ornate 
Ledge waggon and a little Open Lot Bow Top, whilst the 
~giMer is catertd f9r by a simpJe plan for a Shcwm.an•s 
caravan. Bound in a card jacket with full colour photograph. 

Also ~bking Mo<'ol Horse Drawn Vehicles 

THE "HORSE-DRAWN" SERIES OF SOURCE BOOKS IIORSE·IJRAWN 
TRADE VEHICLES The hooks in this unique series an comprise fascinatins 

exttacts from makers' catalosues, trade journals and out<>f· 
print hooks from tho 19th Century, when horse-drawn 
lrallapoll was dominant on the roads and farms. All these 
wlumes are fully a!wtrated, from the original clear engravings, 
and provide a wealth of det.Ued information for the enthusiast 
and lbe modelmalccr. .. ... _._ 

Awilable from bookllhops, or direct from the 'uthor. ··::.::::.:.":':'.::: .. -:::-

HORSE ·DRAWS 
FARM IMPLEMI:NTS 

V.IITI 
l'fouall• 

Horse Drawn Trade Vehicles 
Horse Drawn Goods Vehicles 
Horse Drawn Farm Implements 

- Part I Ploushs 
- Part II Preparing the Soil 

--
~ - Part Ill Sowing and Haymaking 

--
- Part IV Harvesting 

In course of preparation:-
Horse Drawn Caniag'lS 
Horse Drawn Farm Vehicles 

"THE EAST YORKSHIRE & CROSSKJLLS CART & 
WAGGON CO. LTD." 1904 CATALOGUE 

The facsimile edkion of this wry rare and infonnative 
catalosue has some ISO full page engravings of trade, farm and 
pmate .ehicles.lt is repr<Kiuced and bound in as near to the 
original styk as potlible. A fascinating book to browse throlJih 
and a Qllce for many new ideas for the modelmaker. 

ALL BOOKS AVAILABLE BY POST FROM JOHN T~OM!'SON, I FIELDWA Y. FLEET, !JA!I!TS 



PLANS by John Thompson 

~ - -
FULL details of the plans and current prices are given in the catalogue, issued yearly. 
catalogue also cDntains a directory of suppliers of parts and materials, and particulars of bo~tksJ 
museums, model horses etc. To obtain a copy please send 2Sp postal order or stamps to 
Thompson, 1 Fieldway, Fleet, Hants. 

"MODEL WHEELWRIGHT" PLANS - fully detailed scale drawings, with instructions 
cutting patterns, to enable the craftsman of average ability to construct fine models. 

Farm Tip Cart. "Courage" Brewers Dray 
Monmouthshire Waggon Bow Top Caravan 
Milk Float 

THE "FlELDWA Y" COLLECTION - Accurate highly detailed and authentic records of a 
range of vehicles from museums, for the serious modelmaker or student of the wheelwright's 

Barge Waggon Wiltshire Dung Cart Essex Waggon 
Medium Timber Bob Ledge Gypsy Caravan Hampshire Waggon 
Large Timber Bob Turnwrest Plough Sussex Plough 
Straked Timber Bob Welsh Long Cart Mole Plough 
Harvest Cart Oxfordshire Waggon Ransomes Plough 
East Anglian Waggon Governess Cart Hop Tug 
Timber Carriage Surrey Dung Cart Hermaphrodite 
Welsh Gambo Welsh Truckle Cart Glamorgan Waggon 
Hansom Cab Forest of Dean Waggon Conestoga Waggon 
Royal Mail Coach Devon Harvest Trolley Northumberland Cart 

• • . • . • . • . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . plus others in course of prE~p8Jratiio~ 

"CARTCRAFT' PACKS- designed for those who want easy to make and attractive models, 
needing no special tools or materials. Comprise clear plans, full instructions and cutting pal:ter·nsl 
together with a set of moulded composition wood finish wheels. 

Lake District Cart Cornish Haywain Coal Cart 
Brewers Dray Railway Trolley 



AMIES & BARFORD'S New Patent Water Ballasting Adjustable 
Wrought Iron Roller. 

. .h :t.TI!<!. f••i' r.':'''l.~irllm·s i'~rk.'J, J!uee ('!'nr~~t!, Criekl!t r.romull'l, LAWII.~, r.awhcaJrP (iarolerJt·r·~ U~f', RH<i fur makim: Sew ll"u·h en·•·ywhcrr, Tlw Crlindc~ is mntle or the but t:TOII[tl•' ii'Oii 
"-·•~"" 1•'/J fl/, "u.l P'''''""~~·Y "•ner•-tt;:}l\,M' tJJat 1t euu l>e lou<lto•l Ly unltr to any l'.'ll•·ut nl t•l•·•t-me. 'J 111~ lnr~ vrvn:d une of the mo~t succ·(•!>s:ul of rc~tni :un•utrous, n{'arly :1("0 of thr~c rollers, o 
"111<>•~· ~~l""· banuj: betlll'eiJt out in ,,.-o 11?111'~. Tbl'y eau be IIJGIIe (J·vm ooe to It'll hvrw f'"""r• n~ oJto~h·,.,J. 

SlZf:. (1'.\II'JJ,) .\l'l'lti)X(lJ.\T}; WKlGHTS, {rnr .. ) l'lafE. 
J,ong, Dlamete,.-, T••li, l-'rJt, tlr·. 'J'm1t, C"t, (!r, J.', M, •'• 
41 r, .. t .•. by 4 t< .. t.. .... by !inch plat"' ~ 0 0 "' • ... ............ ... ·I 10 0 t;O 0 0 
41 f«t ... by :1; fcot ,,by I ., 1 l:l o .................. ........ :1 Iii o r;:; o o 
4f\..'Vt. ..... 1,y3tfcct ,.,hy S , 1 G 0 ........................... 2 15 0 ......... 1U 0 0 

lfma. le wltb A,&. U';; :Sew 1111fl'ntt-•l'fur1Ha1.1~ t'J·rm,tr, liJ allow llw hlJfliU tu touu, willwu4 t111•iug lbe iu•J•h'llllllllt, tlo1111 ftf\)itllng much t!min on ll()lb, nwl ~~~'lill!~ or ll1e IOIIIIlso-.t.~ extra, 
f,i;:r Dt!lictrt•ll ttl Pt-ltrGotOI'!Jl" f!W·/~t"l' oulp. :l.'t~lilllftltw 9h'e11 fen• a119 utlu•r ~i:t'a lo C/ .. dtr. 
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HORSE-DRAWN FARM IMPLEMEI'IITS 
Part II - Preparing the Soil 
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